


13 Guiding Development

Introduction to Guiding Development

13.1 This section of the Plan sets out our proposed policies for managing future development across the
Borough. The Planning Reform White Paper makes clear that Government is considering setting
some policies at the national level but it is unclear which policies Government have in mind.

13.2 For the purpose of this consultation we have set out a full suite of policies which we consider necessary
to deliver the proposed strategy for growth but we will review these in light of the outcomes to the
planning reforms.
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14 Housing Delivery

14.1 A key objective of the Plan is to deliver balanced, mixed and inclusive communities, embracing a mix
of dwellings sizes, tenures and types including provision for custom and self build and for an ageing
population and the delivery of a minimum of 35% affordable housing.Wewant to ensure that Dacorum's
communities have genuine access to a wide range and high quality of homes and other specialist
forms of accommodation by planning for a sufficient quantity, quality and type of housing in new
schemes.

National Policy

14.2 The NPPF alongside the PPG provide guidance on a wide range of housing matter and how these
should be addressed through policies in this Plan.

14.3 In respect of affordable housing, the NPPF states that:

the strategic policies of the Plan should make sufficient provision for housing (including affordable
housing) (paragraph 20);
Plans should set out the contributions expected from development including setting out the
levels and types of affordable housing required (paragraph 34);
the size, type and tenure of housing needed for different groups in the community should be
assessed and reflected in planning policies including those who require affordable housing
(paragraph 61);
there is a general expectation that, where a need for affordable housing is identified, planning
policies should specify the type of affordable housing required and this is to be met on-site
(paragraph 62);
sets a threshold for affordable housing of 10 or more homes, other than in designated rural
areas (where policies may set out a lower threshold of 5 units or fewer) (paragraph 63);
any affordable housing contribution can be reduced by a proportionate amount to support the
re-use or redevelopment of vacant buildings (paragraph 63);
subject to a number of exemptions, at least 10% of the homes should be available for affordable
home ownership for major development where housing is proposed (paragraph 64); and
other opportunities exist for affordable housing in the countryside (paragraphs 71 and 77) and
in the Green Belt (paragraph 145).

14.4 The NPPF encourages opportunities to bring forward affordable homes on rural exception sites to
meet identified local needs and where such housing will support local services and enhance or maintain
the vitality of rural communities. Such schemes could include an element of market housing if it would
help to facilitate this. The NPPF also promotes the development of entry-level exception sites, suitable
for first time buyers (or those looking to rent their first home) that offer one or more types of affordable
homes. These need to be on suitably sized, designed and located sites outside of the Green Belt and
Chilterns AONB. This would limit their location to Long Marston and Wilstone.

14.5 The NPPF states that the council should make effective use of land, and should include the use of
minimum density standards for town centres and other locations that are well served by public transport.
These standards should seek a significant uplift in the average density of residential development
within these areas, unless it can be shown that there are strong reasons why this would be
inappropriate.

14.6 Detailed national advice on travellers is provided separately from the NPPF through guidance in the
Planning Policy for Travellers (PPTS). Furthermore, Romany Gypsies and Irish Travellers form an
ethnic minority group and are legally protected from discrimination under the Equalities Act 2010, the
Children and Families Act 2014 and the Human Rights Act 1998.
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National Policy Reforms in the White Paper

14.7 The Government's Planning for the Future White Paper continues to place a strong emphasis on
home ownership, increasing the supply of housing and supporting the regeneration of settlements,
speeding up the delivery of new homes, securing a range of types and tenures of housing, and
supporting small to medium sized house builders and self builders. Pillar One - Planning for
development in the White Paper identifies a number of proposals including:

defining a standard method for establishing housing requirement figures which ensures enough
land is released in the areas where affordability is worst; and
preparing masterplans and design codes for substantial development so that they include a
variety of development types by different builders.

14.8 The Government is committed to the delivery of beautiful and well designed homes and places under
Pillar Two - Planning for beautiful and sustainable places. It will seek to "fast-track" such schemes
through the planning system where they accord with locally prepared site masterplans and design
codes. Where these are drawn up for substantial development they should include a variety of housing
types from different builders. Pillar Three - Planning for infrastructure and connected places seeks to
reform the system of developer contributions, with among a number of aims, to secure more on-site
affordable housing provision.

14.9 The Government has also consulted on "Changes to the current Planning System" in parallel with
the White Paper. This includes:

details of how the revised standard methodology for assessing local housing needmight operate.
how the Government might deliver, operate and fund its First Homes scheme.
extending the threshold for securing affordable homes for a temporary period to sites of up to
40-50 homes in order to support small to medium sized house builders.

14.10 First Homes are homes that will be sold with a discount of at least 30% and will be prioritised for
first-time buyers, serving members and veterans of the Armed Forces, and key workers. The discount
will be passed on to future buyers so that these homes will always be sold below market price.

14.11 The Government are effectively seeking to prioritise First Homes over previous forms of home
ownership as currently defined in the NPPF. They do not rule out the latter but are anticipating that a
minimum of 25% of the negotiated affordable housing will be First Homes. However, they have not
yet confirmed how the remaining 75% mix of affordable homes will be calculated. They also wish to
see such homes replacing the entry-level exception homes approach in the NPPF (paragraph 71).

Evidence Base and other Studies

14.12 The South West Hertfordshire Local Housing Needs Assessment forms a key part of the housing
evidence base. It helps to inform a variety of approaches to housing policies including:

providing detailed conclusions on the required mix of market and affordable housing need by
house type and size for this Plan period.
setting out evidence on the need for accessible and adaptable housing in Dacorum.
assessing the local need for specialist housing for older people.

14.13 In addition to this, the Council's evidence on custom and self build identifies that annual demand
outstrips the supply of custom and self-build homes in Dacorum. It adds weight to the need for larger
sites to provide for a proportion of custom and self-build housing.

14.14 We have undertaken an accommodation assessment of the future need for the travelling community
which identifies a need for pitches for both those that do and do not meet the definition of a traveller
in the Planning Policy for Travellers. However, it does not demonstrate any direct identified need for
either new yards for travelling showpeople or permanent residential moorings for canal boats.
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Kylna Court, Hemel Hempstead

Mix of Housing 

14.15 It is important that new housing development in Dacorum provides for a range of homes and other
specialist accommodation. A variety of housing types and sizes is necessary to meet the needs of
the local population, to enable households to more easily find housing which suits their life-stage
needs, and that they can afford. Greater variety in the housing stock can also help contribute towards
a more healthy and robust housing market. Our evidence and engagement has shown the need to
secure the right mix of housing sizes in new developments, that delivering more affordable homes
was a key priority of many, and the importance of meeting the needs of an ageing population.

14.16 Our evidence advises on the appropriate mix of market and affordable housing need by house type
and size for this Plan period. These conclusions take into account projected changes in the population
and estimates of future demand. They set out a broad range of housing mix that this Plan then seeks
to achieve. The majority of the housing need is for houses, with a need for some flats identified. The
modelling points to a greater need for smaller 1 and 2-bedroom affordable homes and larger (3+
bedroom) homes in the market sector.

14.17 These requirements may be varied on the basis of specific site circumstances or evidence with any
variation in the mix being fully justified.

14.18 An Affordable Housing SPD will be prepared in the future to support the Plan. The SPD will guide
any decisions to be made at a local level on the detailed split of the housing mix.

Policy DM1 - Mix of Housing

1. Developments of 10 or more homes are required to include a mix of housing types and sizes in order
to:
a. meet the needs of all sections of the community;
b. provide a choice of homes; and
c. encourage sustainable, inclusive and mixed communities.

2. This will comprise as appropriate:
a. a range of housing types, sizes and tenure;
b. affordable housing;
c. accessible and adaptable housing:
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d. accommodation for older people;
e. custom and self-build housing;
f. Gypsy and Traveler Pitches;

3. The aim is to secure a housing mix across the Borough broadly as shown below:
Table 5 Housing Mix Across the Borough

4+ Bedroom3 Bedroom2 Bedroom1 Bedroom

31%45%20%4%Market Housing

8%24%41%26%Affordable Home
Ownership

5%34%28%34%Affordable Housing
(Rent)

4. The housing mix may vary between different sites, taking account of the location and nature of the
site. In particular:
a. sites in highly accessible urban locations are more likely to provide mainly one and two bedroom

properties;
b. larger sites are expected to be able to accommodate a wider mix of housing across the

development commensurate with their greater potential to create and sustain inclusive mixed
communities and help deliver the strategic objectives of the Local Plan;

c. the over-concentration of certain types of residential development will not be supported unless
in highly accessible urban locations.

5. Decisions on the appropriate type of mix of homes within development proposals will also be guided
by the latest Local Housing Needs Assessment, housing needs surveys, and informed by other
housing market intelligence and site-specific considerations.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

South West Hertfordshire Local Housing Needs Assessment (August 2020)

Affordable Housing

14.19 A key priority of the housing strategy is to ensure sufficient affordable homes are delivered over the
Plan period to meet identified housing need. However, this is not just about quantity, as delivering
the right type of housing is of equal importance.

14.20 The NPPF (Annex 2) defines affordable housing as:

14.21 "housing for sale or rent, for those whose needs are not met by the market (including housing that
provides a subsidised route to home ownership and/or is for essential local workers"

14.22 Annex 2 in the NPPF then goes on to define four types of affordable housing:

Affordable housing for rent;
starter homes;
Discounted market sales housing; and
Other affordable routes to home ownership.
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14.23 Affordable housing is mainly provided through requiring developers to include this on-site within their
general market housing development as a part of planning permission. In Dacorum's case, we have
also been directly involved in delivering sites as part of our New Build housing programme.
Occasionally, rural housing schemes are delivered as an exception to normal policy. Furthermore, in
a limited number of circumstances we allow a financial contribution towards affordable homes instead
of on-site provision.

14.24 Policy DM2 - Affordable Housing seeks to secure this and a number of other key objectives including:

delivering genuinely affordable housing to meet those in need;
optimising affordable housing contributions on all qualifying sites;
securing a minimum of 35% affordable housing on urban sites in Hemel Hempstead and 40%
elsewhere;
securing 40% affordable housing on all greenfield Growth Areas;
giving priority to on-site provision; and
resisting the subdivision of sites to avoid on-site contributions.

14.25 We will thus secure affordable housing on all qualifying sites bearing in mind that the NPPF advises
that we should not be seeking this on smaller sites of below 10 homes (paragraph 63). However, we
are allowed discretion to set a lower threshold in the defined rural area (i.e. in Dacorum this is the
countryside covered by the Chilterns AONB). Consequently, we have been seeking a commuted sum
for schemes of between 6-9 homes. The position on exemptions is complicated in that the Government
has recently consulted on extending this threshold to cover schemes of up to 40-50 homes in order
to support small to medium sized house builders albeit for a temporary period.

14.26 Affordable housing will be delivered in accordance with the housing mix under Policy DM1 - Mix of
Housing.

14.27 Historically, we have found that a target of 35% - 40% affordable housing has been generally realistic
and achievable inmost locations across the Borough, when compared with past achievement, economic
conditions and costs associated with new building. This is a reasonable starting point for levels of
affordable housing in the Plan. We will continue to test this through development viability assessments
of the Plan and in conjunction with the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP).

14.28 The South West Hertfordshire Local Housing Needs Assessment is our main evidence base
underpinning Policy DM2 - Affordable Housing. The evidence has identified that the estimated combined
annual housing need across the five authorities in south west Hertfordshire is considerable (at 3,188
homes pa). Our equivalent projected annual figure is 611 homes pa. The table below sets this position
out across both forms of affordable housing.

Table 6 Affordable Housing Need across South West Hertfordshire

SW HertsWatfordThree RiversSt AlbansHertsmereDacorum

1,994482350443356363Affordable rent

1,1994252162385147248Affordable
home
ownership

3,188734512828503611Total

14.29 The need for affordable housing for rent is substantial. On this basis, our evidence recommends that
we should seek to deliver as much affordable housing to rent as viability allows. Furthermore, it
suggest that 87% of the affordable rented housing should be social rented based purely on the
proportion of households able to afford an affordable rent (set at 80% of current lower quartile rents)
and those who can only afford housing which is cheaper than that. However, the Local Housing Needs
Assessment adds that the split is indicative only and that we are free if desired to choose an alternative
split to reflect our own viability or local priorities.
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14.30 We should also seek the maximum viable level of affordable private rental accommodation on build
to rent schemes, with a minimum contribution of 20% expected.

14.31 The Local Housing Needs Assessment established that there is an estimated net housing need for
248 units of affordable home ownership. This figure should be seen as indicating the potential demand
for such accommodation, as all of the households identified will be able to afford to rent privately
without subsidy. While the NPPF expects at least 10% of the homes to be available for affordable
home ownership, the study recommends that we should seek no more than this. This is because the
need for rented affordable housing is so great, it involves households who cannot afford anything in
the market without subsidy, and to exceed this would reduce the supply of affordable social rental
homes.

14.32 In terms of low cost housing as currently defined in the NPPF, the Local Housing Needs Assessment
suggests that Shared Ownership and Discount Market Sales are the most appropriate as these will
reach the widest and lowest earnings population base.

14.33 However, the study recognises that there is effectively a trade-off between delivering more affordable
homes to buy or delivering fewer affordable homes to rent (due to lower viability), but the latter should
be given priority as it makes provision for those that are more in need.

14.34 Moreover, we are keen to ensure that any affordable housing for rent is genuinely affordable for those
in need. That is why we are prioritising social rent over affordable rent. The Local Housing Needs
Assessment has analysed the costs of different types of affordable housing in terms of what is genuinely
affordable in the local context. It suggests that we should consider the rent levels for affordable rents
and as measured against the Local Housing Allowance. The Local Housing Allowance is the maximum
amount of housing benefit that can be claimed in each Broad Rental Market Area. Whilst affordable
rents are not capped at Local Housing Allowance limits it is the case that government policy states
that the relevant allowance should be a consideration when setting rent levels. The study suggests
that we may also wish to reduce these further to ensure a greater number of low-income working
families can access such housing. This means that, where appropriate, we will take opportunities to
negotiate genuinely affordable housing over delivering a much larger number of other forms of
affordable homes.

14.35 The Government is keen to promote the availability of affordable home ownership through its emerging
First Homes scheme as an alternative to those identified in the NPPF. For the purposes of this Plan,
we have had regards to this approach in Policy DM2 The proposed level of contribution from First
Homes (at 25% of all of the affordable housing) is much greater than that currently sought for affordable
home ownership in the NPPF and assessed through the Local Housing Needs Assessment. Therefore,
this approach has potential implications for overall viability of schemes and thus the level and split of
affordable rent and social rent we can secure in the future. Furthermore, the Government has not
confirmed its approach on the remaining 75% of the affordable housing. We will keep this matter
under review and confirm our broad position on this through the next stage of the Plan.

14.36 Policy DM2 seeks affordable housing contributions from specialist accommodation for the elderly.
Our evidence does not rule this out but recognises that providing affordable housing on such schemes,
will be less viable than in general housing, as they require more expensive fit-out and there are
on-going costs. As a result, it concludes that a lower contribution than from general housing will likely
be achievable. However, the Local Housing Needs Assessment does highlight the lack of new public
sector care homes being built, and in the circumstance, it suggests that it may be appropriate to
continue to seek the provision of some affordable bedspaces within private developments to meet
social care needs.

14.37 While the NPPF sees the testing of the viability of schemes taking place predominantly at the
plan-making stage (paragraph 57), there may be genuine circumstances where a lower level of
affordable housing is appropriate e.g. because of viability, site characteristics and abnormal costs.
This would need to be fully justified in each case.
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14.38 In most cases we expect affordable housing to be provided on-site. Off-site provision or financial
contributions in lieu will only be accepted in exceptional circumstances where properly evidenced as
part of the planning application and to the satisfaction of the Council. This approach may be particularly
relevant in respect of some specialist forms of accommodation for the elderly given potential practical
difficulties of securing social units/bedspaces in such developments.

14.39 Furthermore, it is good practice to integrate affordable homes within a scheme through ‘pepper-potting’
and for them to be indistinguishable ("tenure blind") from general market housing. This will better
secure mixed and inclusive developments. Developers should avoid concentrating affordable homes
in a particular area unless site-specific considerations warrant an alternative approach.

14.40 Given the number of above uncertainties, we are continuing to test policies and proposals through
our viability work with updated infrastructure information, the costs of other policies to determine
whether an adjustment to affordable housing is required.

14.41 Further, detailed guidance on the application of this policy will be provided in an Affordable Housing
Supplementary Planning Document once proposed national changes to affordable housing are better
understood and consolidated.

Policy DM2 - Affordable Housing

1. The Council will require proposals to provide affordable homes as follows:
a. All developments of 10 or more homes, or 0.5 ha or greater will provide on-site affordable

housing:

i. at 40% on the identified strategic Growth Areas in Hemel Hempstead;
ii. at 35% of all new dwellings elsewhere in Hemel Hempstead, or
iii. at 40% of all new dwellings elsewhere.

b. Within the Chilterns AONB a commensurate financial contribution will be sought towards the
provision of affordable housing from all developments of between 6 and 9 homes.

c. On rural exceptions housing schemes, 100% of all new homes will normally be affordable.
d. From all specialist housing for older people falling within the C2 (excluding care/nursing homes)

or C3 use classes for age-restricted general market housing, retirement living/sheltered housing
or extra care housing.

2. Affordable homes should be provided on-site, apart from in exceptional circumstances when agreed
by the Council and subject to applicants providing full justification for any off-site provision or financial
contributions.

3. Affordable housing provision will be expected to incorporate a mix of tenures taking into account the
Council’s most up to date evidence on housing need. No more than 25% of all housing will be First
Homes. The rest of the affordable housing will provide rented accommodation, comprising social
rented and affordable rented properties.

4. All affordable housing should be genuinely affordable, with the expectation being that the cost will
need to be substantially more than 20% below local market prices and rents.

5. Vacant building credit will apply where appropriate.
6. Judgements about the level, mix and tenure of affordable homes will have regard to:

a. the Council’s Housing Strategy, identified housing need and other relevant evidence;
b. the potential to enlarge the site to include adjoining land and thus cumulatively satisfy the

threshold for affordable housing; and
c. the overall viability of the scheme and any abnormal costs.

7. The affordable homes should be designed so as to be fully integrated into the open market housing
on a tenure blind basis and be ‘pepper-potted’ across the development.
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Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

South West Hertfordshire Local Housing Needs Assessment (August 2020)

Rural Exceptions

14.42 We support homes in the villages to enable people who are in housing need to stay locally. This in
turn will help support the viability of rural services and amenities. Development opportunities will
largely be on sites within and adjacent to the selected small villages identified in Policy SP3 - The
Settlement Hierarchy Where development is appropriately located and designed, villages are normally
able to absorb modest scaled, well-planned schemes without significant harm to their character or
the setting of the countryside.

14.43 All schemes must clearly demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Council how they meet identified local
affordable housing needs including against our Housing Register and other available up-to-date locally
generated housing needs assessments. We will normally anticipate rural exception schemes to be
for 100% affordable homes. Where applicants are considering including any proposed market housing
within such schemes, we will expect this to be fully evidenced.

14.44 The normal expectation is that housing permitted as an exception to normal countryside policies
continues to remains ‘affordable’ in perpetuity. Only tenures which can be guaranteed to remain
affordable in the long term will be permitted in such schemes.

14.45 Parish Councils have been working with rural housing enablers to deliver community-led housing.
The preparation of neighbourhood plans may offer another route to secure rural exception schemes
where they meet the criteria set out below.

14.46 The NPPF (paragraph 71) currently allows for entry-level exception sites suitable for first time buyers
(or those looking to rent their first home). However, the Government has recently consulted on replacing
such schemes with a First Homes exception sites policy. This would apply in all cases except in
designated rural areas (i.e. the Chilterns AONB in Dacorum) where a normal rural exception sites
approach would be retained.

14.47 Details of the funding, delivery and management of rural housing will be set out in the Affordable
Housing SPD.

Policy DM3 - Rural Exceptions

1. Schemes of up to 10 dwellings for local affordable homes(6), will be promoted in and adjoining selected
small villages in the countryside as established in Policy SP3 - The Settlement Hierarchy. Exceptionally
such schemes will also be permitted elsewhere, with the support of the local Parish Council or through
a Neighbourhood Plan.

2. Development will be permitted only if:

a. it meets an identified local need for affordable housing;
b. preference is given to offering the housing to people who have a local connection with the

village or parish, through work, residence or family; the housing is for people who have a local
connection with the village or parish through work, residence or family;

6 A site that provides entry-level homes suitable for first time buyers (or equivalent, for those looking to rent), in line with paragraph
71 of the NPPF
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c. the scheme is of a scale and design that respects the character, setting and form of the village
and surrounding countryside, including the Chilterns AONB;

d. any element of open market housing is fully justified as being essential to secure the delivery
of the affordable housing (7)

3. Entry-level homes in accordance with the NPPFwill similarly be supported as an exception in locations
in the Rural Area at Long Marston and Wilstone.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Policies map
Settlement Hierarchy Study Main Report October 2017
Strategic Design Guide SPD
Chilterns Building Design Guide

To be produced

Detailed Design Guide SPD

Johnson Court Passivhaus Homes, Great Gaddesden

Agriculture and Forestry Workers Dwellings

14.48 Agriculture and forestry are principal uses of the countryside. Occasionally new residential
accommodation will be needed to sustain new or existing agricultural and forestry enterprises including
changes in practice.

7 This will be expected to comprise only a minor element of the total number of dwellings built.
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14.49 The NPPF states that planning policies and decisions should avoid the development of isolated homes
in the countryside. However, the special circumstances for new isolated dwellings in the countryside
include if there is an essential need for a rural worker, including those taking majority control of a farm
business, to live permanently at or near their place of work in the countryside.

14.50 Safeguards are however important to ensure such accommodation is not readily sold as general
needs housing that would result in unnecessary or inappropriate development in the countryside
undermining its purposes.

14.51 Some of the factors we consider that may be relevant in assessing the need for isolated homes in
the countryside include:

evidence of the necessity for a rural worker to live at, or in close proximity to, their place of work
to ensure the effective operation of an agricultural, forestry or similar land-based rural enterprise
(for instance, where farm animals or agricultural processes require on-site attention 24-hours a
day and where otherwise there would be a risk to human or animal health or from crime, or to
deal quickly with emergencies that could cause serious loss of crops or products);
the degree to which there is confidence that the enterprise will remain viable for the foreseeable
future;
whether the provision of an additional dwelling on site is essential for the continued viability of
a farming business through the farm succession process;
whether the need could be met through improvements to existing accommodation on the site,
providing such improvements are appropriate taking into account their scale, appearance and
the local context; and
in the case of new enterprises, whether it is appropriate to consider granting permission for a
temporary dwelling for a trial period.

14.52 We do not consider that employment on an assembly or food packing line, or the need to accommodate
seasonal workers, will generally be sufficient to justify building isolated rural dwellings.

Policy DM4 - Agriculture and Forestry Workers Dwellings

1. In the countryside, permission will be granted for agricultural and forestry workers dwellings where
they meet the following criteria:

a. it can be demonstrated that the dwelling is essential to the needs of the business;
b. it can be demonstrated that the enterprise has been established for at least three years and

is, and should remain financially viable;
c. there is no other accommodation within the site/holding or in the locality which is currently

suitable and available, or could be made available.
2. The proposed dwelling must be sensitively designed and be appropriate to the character, appearance

and setting of the site and/or surrounding countryside.
3. Where the viability of a new agricultural or forestry activity is being tested, permission will be given

for the provision of temporary accommodation on the unit. The period for a temporary permission
will be assessed on the application's own merits.

4. The occupation of any agricultural, forestry or other rural worker’s dwelling will be subject to an
agricultural occupancy condition.

5. Applications for the removal of an occupancy condition related to rural workers will only be permitted
in exceptional circumstances where:

a. there is no longer a need for the accommodation on the holding/business and in the local area;
b. the dwelling has been marketed for a reasonable period of time (at least 12 months) and at a

price which reflects the existence of the occupancy condition;
c. the dwelling cannot make a contribution towards meeting local affordable housing needs in the

area.
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Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

South West Herts Local Housing Needs Assessment
Landscape Character Assessment for Dacorum

Conversions and changes of use to housing

14.53 The conversion of houses to flats and non-residential properties to housing are a valuable source of
often lower priced new homes, and they can also add to the supply of private rented accommodation.
Furthermore, the Government has been relaxing national planning policy to allow greater opportunities
for the reuse of buildings for housing through permitted development and prior approvals, particularly
the conversion of former office space in town centre locations.

14.54 However, we consider that their impacts do need to be appropriately managed through the planning
system. In addition, the management, quality and standard of private flats are also covered by other
housing acts and regulations. Implementation of this legislation and other licencing requirements will
help deliver an appropriate quality and level of safety for occupants.

14.55 We expect converted flats to meet minimum space standards. In the case of new-build schemes that
are subject to a planning application, the Plan will apply the Nationally Described Space Standards
(See Policy DM12 - Nationally Described Space Standards). to ensure that developers achieve a
minimum internal space standard.

Policy DM5 - Conversions and changes of use to housing

1. The conversion of houses to flats and non-residential properties to housing will be permitted, subject
to conformity with other policies within the Plan and the Council's Design Guidance.

2. All conversions and changes of use must be designed to a high standard, taking full account of the
character of the area and in particular should comply with the following:

a. access to sufficient outdoor amenity space;
b. provide internal living space in accordance with Policy DM12 - Nationally Described Space

Standards;
c. be adequately insulated to limit the transmission of noise;
d. parking should be well landscaped, retaining established trees and shrubs to minimise the

dominance of car parking to the frontage / street scene.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Strategic Design Guide SPD
Parking Standards SPD
Trees and Woodlands Policy Document

To be produced
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Parking Standards SPD
Detailed Design Guide SPD

Residential Annexes 

14.56 Many householders seek to extend their properties or use outbuildings as a self-contained annexe
to accommodate elderly relatives, older children or staff. Annexes can help meet social needs whilst
reducing pressure on other forms of accommodation. However, they need to be carefully controlled
in terms of car parking, amenity space, and their impact on neighbouring properties, occupiers and
the locality.

14.57 Where necessary, we may attach a condition to the planning permission to require that the annexe
is occupied for purposes ancillary to the residential use of the host dwelling. Within the Green Belt
and Rural Area, we would be unlikely to grant permission for later sub-division to two separate
residential units, unless the proposal meets the planning criteria which would be applied to new
proposals for a separate dwelling. In an urban setting there would be no in-principle objection to a
new dwelling, subject to design and amenity issues.

Policy DM6 - Residential Annexes

The Council will support proposals for residential annexes (including conversion of existing residential
accommodation or outbuildings to form an annexe) where:

1. the accommodation forms an extension to the main dwelling and is capable of being used as an
integral part of the dwelling or forms a separate outbuilding which is close to, and well related and
have a clear functional link to the main dwelling;

2. there is a functional connection with the main dwelling (e.g. the occupant should be a dependent
relative of the residents of the main dwelling or employed at the main dwelling;

3. sufficient space to park vehicles for both parts of the dwelling, in accordance with adopted parking
standards, is available and appropriately located in design terms within the curtilage.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Policies map
Strategic Design Guide SPD

To be produced

Parking Standards SPD
Detailed Design Guide SPD
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Houses in Multiple Occupation 

14.58 Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs) form a small part of the housing supply, but can provide a
valuable and more affordable source of shared rented accommodation compared to self-contained
dwellings and purpose-built flats. They can offer a cheaper and more flexible way for people to both
live and work locally. Demand for such housing is likely to continue to grow given increasing affordability
issues in Dacorum. This will place further pressure for the existing housing stock to be converted.

14.59 The Plan aims to enable a mix of households while protecting the interests of other residents. This
can best be achieved by preventing the development of excessive concentrations of HMOs,
maintaining a balance of housing types, and encouraging a more even distribution of HMOs across
our settlements.

14.60 Any newHMOswill need to be reviewed/assessed and licensed by the Council's private sector housing
team and be subject to ongoing monitoring to ensure compliance with regulations.

Policy DM7 - Houses in Multiple Occupation

Proposals to create or extend Houses in Multiple Occupation will be supported where they would:

1. not create an over-concentration of such accommodation in the local area;
2. not cause harm to residential amenity or the surrounding area;
3. not lead to any other significant adverse effects; and
4. ensure parking is well landscaped, retaining established trees and shrubs to minimise the dominance

of car parking to the frontage / street scene.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Strategic Design Guide SPD

To be produced

Detailed Design Guide SPD
Parking Standards SPD

Custom and Self Build Housing

14.61 The Custom and Self Build Demand Assessment Framework (January 2020) identifies that the existing
supply of custom and self-build homes in Dacorum is about 30 homes a year, whilst the annual
demand for such housing is over 70 homes. Therefore, the inclusion of policy requiring the provision
of a proportion of custom and self-build housing on larger housing sites in Dacorum is justified to
boost the supply. The following policy ensures a broad balance can be achieved between the supply
of and demand for this type of housing on appropriate sites.

14.62 We will encourage the provision of this form of housing across all site sizes, although the reality is it
is the larger schemes that have the potential to deliver more of these homes. Currently the supply of
custom and self-build homes is predominantly from small housing plots. However, we need to undertake
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further analysis on an appropriate threshold, based on likely split between houses and flats on the
larger proposed housing sites, in preparing the next stage of the Plan in order to ensure we optimise
delivery and viability.

Policy DM8 - Custom and Self Build Housing

1. The Council will support the principle of custom and self-build housing on sites of all sizes.
2. On housing developments with 40 or more new houses, 5% of the house plots should be made

available on site as serviced building plots to enable the delivery of self and custom build
properties. The provision will take account of the viability of the development.

3. Proposals will be controlled by the following means:

a. the Council may seek developments of more than 10 custom build dwellings in a single site
location to be developed in accordance with an agreed design code; and

b. the Council will require developers to enter into a section 106 agreement that will cover issues
including timescales and phasing of serviced plots delivery, appropriate marketing of these
plots to self and custom builders and length of time after which unsold plots will be returned to
the developer.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Custom and Self Build Demand Assessment Framework (January 2020)

Housing for Older People

14.63 The South West Hertfordshire Local Housing Needs Assessment has assessed the local need for
specialist housing for older people. Dacorum currently has a good stock of rented housing with support
(sheltered housing) and is anticipated to still have a surplus by the end of the Plan period. Thus there
is no need to directly plan for this type of accommodation within this Plan.

14.64 Our evidence has identified the need for different forms of accommodation as the care and support
needs of the elderly and their ability to live independently changes over their lifetime. There are many
forms of such accommodation and whether they are defined as residential institutions (Class C2) or
dwelling-houses (Class C3) within the Use Classes Order can be subject to interpretation. The "Housing
for older and disabled people" PPG advises that it is for local authorities to decide based on the level
of care and scale of communal facilities provided. We will generally seek a contribution towards
affordable housing from such development where it falls within Use Classes C2 and C3, except in
the case of residential care/nursing homes. Further detail on our approach will be provided in the
Affordable Housing SPD.

14.65 Existing commitments and windfall sites are not expected to meet the identified need for housing for
older people. Therefore, the policy below requires an element of such housing on some of the strategic
sites.
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Policy DM9 - Housing for Older People

1. Specialist housing for older people will be encouraged and the amount of such housing over the
Plan period should be broadly in line with the indicative figures in the tables below:

Table 7 Retirement and extra care housing

Additional homes 2020 - 2038Retirement and extra care housing

726leasehold retirement housing

366rented extra care housing

248leasehold extra care housing

1,340total

Table 8 Residential care homes

Residential care homes and nursing homesAdditional bedspaces 2020 - 2038

1,019

2. The 23 'Delivery Strategies' and 24 'Proposals and Sites' sections of the Plan set out specific
requirements for the inclusion on an element of housing for older people on some of the Strategic
Sites.

3. Housing developments for older people will be encouraged on other sites located close to good
public transport, local amenities, health services and town, district or local centres. Retirement
villages providing a range of different types of housing for older people will be encouraged on suitable
and well located sites.

4. All schemes and associated healthcare and community facilities should be well integrated across
the development and with existing communities through appropriate design, layout and landscaping.

5. The Council expects that any scheme falling within the C2 and C3 Use Classes should provide
affordable housing in accordance with Policy DM2 - Affordable Housing.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

South West Hertfordshire Local Housing Needs Assessment

To be produced

Affordable Housing SPD

Accessible and Adaptable Homes

14.66 It is important to support the elderly and those with disabilities to live independently through meeting
their changing needs over their lifetime. Our evidence points to a projected increase in a range of
disabilities in the population over the Plan period. Furthermore, new housing schemes should be
inclusive, safe and accessible for all occupants. Policy DM10 - Accessible and Adaptable Homes
provides for a proportion of accessible and adaptable homes in new development. The Local Housing
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Needs Assessment provides evidence for the growing demand for such housing built to various
national technical standards set out in the "Housing: Optional technical standards" and "Housing for
older and disabled people" PPGs. These comprise of the following standards:

M4(1) Category 1: Visitable dwellings (the minimum standard that applies where no planning
condition is given unless a plan sets a higher minimum requirement)
M4(2) Category 2: Accessible and adaptable dwellings
M4(3) Category 3: Wheelchair user dwellings

14.67 TheM4(3) category can be further divided between: M4(3)(a) which is designed to require only simple
adaptation and M4(3)(b) is ready for wheelchair use on completion.

14.68 It is more practical and cost-effective if compliant homes are readily usable at the point of completion
rather than to try to retro fit such measures at a later stage. In the case of M4(2) housing, all new
homes should be compliant, except where this is not possible for viability or other reasons such as
built form, topography and flooding. In addition, such homes have the benefit of being suitable for
any occupant, regardless of whether or not they have a disability at the time of initial
occupation. However, the "Housing: Optional technical standards" PPG states that a policy requiring
wheelchair accessible (M4(3)) homes should only be applied to those dwellings where the local
authority is responsible for allocating or nominating a person to live in that dwelling.

14.69 Evidence on the need for accessible and adaptable housing in Dacorum is contained in the South
West Hertfordshire Local Housing Needs Assessment. It identified a clear need to increase the supply
of M4(2) accessible and adaptable dwellings and M4(3) wheelchair user dwellings. This evidence
provides the justification for the percentage requirements in Policy DM10 - Accessible and Adaptable
Homes.

Policy DM10 - Accessible and Adaptable Homes

1. In order to ensure new homes are readily accessible and adaptable to meet the changing lifetime
needs of occupants, and to support independent living, the Council will require that a proportion of
new housing should be designed to be accessible and adaptable, as stated in the table below:

Table 9 Accessible Homes

Percentage to be
included in housing
developmentsTenureHousing Type

Housing
category under
the Building
Regulations

100%AllVisitable
dwellings

M4(1)

100%social rentedaccessible and
adaptable
dwellings

M4(2)

20%other tenures

5%Allwheelchair user
dwellings

M4(3)(a)

10%Where the Council is responsible for
allocating or nominating a person to
live in that dwelling.

wheelchair user
dwellings

M4(3)(b)

2. Where possible, M4(2) and M4(3) housing should be located close to good public transport, local
amenities, health services and town, district or local centres.
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Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

South West Hertfordshire Local Housing Needs Assessment

Density of Development

14.70 Making effective use of land across Dacorum is a key element of the strategy for growth. Higher
densities allow land to be used more efficiently and are considered to be more sustainable. We will
seek to make the best use of urban land by supporting an uplift in densities within urban areas in
accordance with national planning policy, subject to conformity with other policies within this Plan.
We will give particular encouragement to supporting higher densities in the most accessible locations
(such as near town, district and local centres and railway stations).

14.71 The table below sets out average (gross) densities for different areas in Dacorum.

Table 10 Average gross densities (dph) achieved 2006-18 (consolidated ward figures)

122Hemel Hempstead Town Centre

79Tring Town Centre

44Berkhamsted Town Centre

41Hemel Hempstead neighbourhoods

43Kings Langley

38Countryside

51Average across Dacorum Borough (all wards)

14.72 Our approach is to actively encourage increases throughout the urban area. In addition, we will pursue
substantial increases in density in a number of identified Opportunity Areas in Hemel Hempstead as
these are the most sustainable locations for accommodating higher densities. This is followed by the
other town, district and local centres within Dacorum as these locations typically have a concentration
of services and facilities and are supported by better public transport.

14.73 Figure 3 below demonstrates how different designated areas can be intensified appropriately:
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Figure 3

Image Credit: Figure 6.4 from Croydon Local Plan 2018 (27 February 2018)

Uplifting density

Density thresholds have been set in terms of a minimum target or percentage uplift on the surrounding
average density, whichever is greater. The percentage uplift ensures that there is always a policy imperative
to exceed surrounding average densities. The range of acceptable densities is illustrated within the policy.

To work out the surrounding densities - take the mean density of development within 100 metres of the
proposed site boundary (in all directions).

We recognise that it may not be possible or desirable to achieve an uplift in density on every occasion,
and applicants will need to justify this on a case-by-case basis.

Higher density secured through lower built form will be given priority: where built form achieves the required
minimum density it does not necessarily need to be achieved through tall buildings.

Measuring density

14.74 Housing density is a measure of the amount of land used for development and there are a number
of ways to measure it. Dwellings per hectare (dph) is used in the Plan as it is a familiar measure that
is used and understood by the development industry.

14.75 Housing density can also be measured either in terms of a site's gross or net area. These are defined
below:

"Gross site area": the total land area of the development site.
"Net site area": the land that is available for development (or developable land).
"Net density": the number of residential units accommodated on the land that is available for
development. It includes all areas that are directly associated with the developed dwellings,
including access roads within the site, private garden space, car parking areas, incidental open
space and landscaping, children's play areas, and the dwellings themselves. It excludes major
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distributor roads, schools, churches, shopping areas, etc, open space serving a wider area or
significant landscape buffer strips.

Policy DM11 - Density of Development 

1. The Council will support appropriate densities as set out below:

Table 11 Density Thresholds

Minimum density

Whichever is greater:Maintain density
with any uplift
considered on
exceptional
circumstances

Place

100 dph (net) or
>30% uplift

70 dph (net) or 30%
uplift

40 dph (net) or
20% uplift

√XXX
Opportunity
Areas in Hemel
Hempstead

X√XX

Other Town
Centres, District
and Local
Centres within
Dacorum

XX√XElsewhere in the
Towns

XXX√Elsewhere in
Dacorum

Acceptable densities in Growth Areas will be guided by Masterplans and Design
Codes to be informed by the site specific allocations and the Dacorum Design
Guidance.

AllocatedGrowth
Areas

2. Development will be supported if local circumstances indicate that the density of the scheme would
not have an adverse effect on the:

a. character of the area;
b. residential amenity;
c. highway safety;
d. heritage assets; or
e. townscape.

3. Proposals which fail to meet any specified minimum densities will be refused permission unless there
are robust reasons for accepting a lower density.

4. On allocated sites the net capacity of sites listed in 24 'Proposals and Sites' is expected to be met.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Strategic Design Guide SPD
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To be produced

Detailed Design Guide SPD

Nationally Described Space Standards

14.76 The Government approach to various standards has been to rely on minimum requirements in the
Building Regulations for most matters, but to set a small number of ‘optional’ national standards which
local planning authorities can choose to apply. These ‘optional’ standards cover internal space, water
efficiency and accessibility. Local planning authorities cannot seek any additional, or higher, standards
than those set out nationally for new housing.

14.77 Before we can formally use these standards, the Government advises that we will need to justify our
approach based on evidence covering need, viability and timing. Therefore, we will be undertaking
an analysis of recently permitted schemes to ensure these requirements do not undermine the viability
and deliverability of development. We will review the evidence and the need for internal space policies
for the next stage of the Plan.

Policy DM12 - Nationally Described Space Standards

1. Proposals for new build residential development or redevelopment should comply with the nationally
described space standards, as set out below, unless it can be robustly demonstrated that this would
not be feasible or viable.

Table 12 Nationally Described Space Standards

Minimum gross internal floor areas and storage

built in
storage (m2)

3 storey
dwellings (m2)

2 storey
dwellings (m2)

1 storey
dwellings (m2)

number of bed
spaces
(persons)

number of
bedrooms

(b)

1.0--39 (37)1p

1b 1.5-58502p

2.0

-70613p

2b -79704p

2.5

9084744p

3b

9993865p

108102956p

3.0

10397905p

4b

112106996p

1211151087p

1301241178p

3.5

1161101036p

5b

1251191127p

1341281218p
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Minimum gross internal floor areas and storage

built in
storage (m2)

3 storey
dwellings (m2)

2 storey
dwellings (m2)

1 storey
dwellings (m2)

number of bed
spaces
(persons)

number of
bedrooms

(b)

4.0

1291231167p

6b 1381321258p

2. Built-in storage areas are included within the overall gross internal areas (GIAs) and include an
allowance of 0.5 sqm for fixed services or equipment such as a hot water cylinder, boiler or heat
exchanger.

3. GIAs for one storey dwellings include enough space for one bathroom and one additional WC (or
shower room) in dwellings with 5 or more bedspaces. GIAs for two and three storey dwellings include
enough space for one bathroom and one additional WC (or shower room). Additional sanitary facilities
may be included without increasing the GIA provided that all aspects of the space standard have
been met.

4. Where a 1 bedroom, 1 person dwelling has a shower room instead of a bathroom, the floor area
may be reduced from 39 sqm to 37 sqm, as shown bracketed.

5. Furnished layouts are not required to demonstrate compliance.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Nationally Described Space Standards

Existing Accommodation for Travelling Communities

14.78 We support a small but diverse range of travelling communities who live in and visit Dacorum. This
includes:

Gypsies and Travellers;
travelling showpeople; and
people living in boats on the Grand Union Canal.

14.79 Their needs should be met by retaining existing accommodation and, where fully justified, providing
new sites. The majority of such existing accommodation is to be found in the open countryside where
restrictive planning policies on new development and the use of land apply. This often makes it difficult
to secure sites in the first place and to subsequently find and secure suitable alternative locations.

14.80 We have undertaken an accommodation assessment of the future need for the travelling community
- Gypsy, Traveller (and travelling showpeople), and caravan and houseboat dweller accommodation
needs (March 2019). The study has shown that there is no direct identified need for either new yards
for travelling showpeople or permanent residential moorings for canal boats. Nevertheless, Policy
DM15 - Residential Moorings provides more detailed guidance on residential moorings in the event
such schemes should emerge over the lifetime of this Plan.

14.81 However, the assessment did identify a need for additional traveller pitches. Policy DM14 - Gypsies
and Travellers explains the type and extent of this need and how this Plan intends to accommodate
the growth.
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Policy DM13 - Existing Accommodation for Travelling Communities

1. Existing travellers pitches, showperson plots and mooring basins (both residential and visitor
components) will be safeguarded from alternative development unless:

a. a satisfactory replacement is provided; or
b. there is no further need for the facility.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Needs Assessment (2019)

Gypsies and Travellers

14.82 Our evidence - the Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Needs Assessment (2019) takes into account
the latest Government definition of Gypsy and Travellers, includes an assessment of existing provision,
and sets out a forecast of future need. The evidence identifies the need for additional pitches to
address natural growth for both those that meet the definition (nomadic) and those that do not
(non-nomadic).

14.83 7 Gypsy and Traveller pitches are required from those who are known to meet the new definition and
up to 73 pitches from those who do not meet the new definition (see table below). The evidence also
identified significant over-crowding issues at the Three Cherry Trees Lane site.

Table 13 Pitch provision required in Dacorum to accommodate Nomadic Gypsies and Travellers

TotalsStatus

7Meeting Planning Definition

Table 14 Need for Gypsy and Traveller households in Dacorum that meet the Planning Definition by
year periods

Total16 - 1911 - 156 - 100 - 5Years

2032 - 362027 - 322022 - 272017 - 22

72005Pitches

14.84 The element of need for those that satisfy the definition (i.e. nomadic travellers) is small and is spread
across the Plan period. This is currently best met as part of an existing housing-led allocation at West
Hemel Hempstead (Growth Area HH21) which already sets aside land for 7 pitches. Currently there
are two authorised sites in Dacorum, both of which are managed by Hertfordshire County Council:

Three Cherry Trees Lane, Hemel Hempstead (30 pitches); and
Cheddington Lane, Long Marston (6 pitches).

14.85 The number of pitches required for those that do not meet the definition of a nomadic lifestyle represents
a far more challenging issue to address given the constraints to providing appropriate new sites in
Dacorum. However, the NPPF sees their needs being met as part of the existing housing supply (i.e.
via bricks and mortar accommodation).
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14.86 We are mindful that the Human Rights Act 1998 and the Equalities Act 2010 protect their cultural
choice to live in mobile accommodation and therefore there is a need to plan for park homes within
this Plan through an identified allocation at Marchmont Farm, Hemel Hempstead (which provides
land for 5 pitches) (Growth Area HH22) and on the basis of a criteria approach to new sites.

Table 15 Pitch provision required in Dacorum to accommodate Non-Nomadic Gypsies and Travellers

TotalsStatus

0 - 4Unknown

69Do not meet the Planning Definition

73Total

14.87 No need has been identified for transit sites as there is little evidence of travelling through Dacorum.

14.88 New pitches will provide a more settled base for Gypsies and Travellers, giving them better access
to health and education services, and employment. But it is important to ensure that development is
located in the most appropriate locations to minimise their impacts, and that adequate on-sites facilities
are provided. Government policy makes clear that Traveller sites are inappropriate development in
the Green Belt.

14.89 We consider that new sites should be small in scale (up to 15 pitches) as this makes them easier to
plan for, manage, assimilate in to an area, and integrate with the settled community.

14.90 Policy DM14 sets the strategy for how future Gypsy and Travellers needs will be accommodated in
Dacorum, and provides a sequential and criteria-based approach for identifying suitable locations for
new sites.

Policy DM14 - Gypsies and Travellers

The target for new pitches for nomadic and non-nomadic Gypsy and Travellers will be set according to
the most recent Gypsy and Traveller Needs Assessment.

1. Nomadic-Travellers
a. The target for nomadic Gypsy and Travellers will be met through the provision and management

of a permanent new site as identified on the Policies Map in the following location:
Table 16 Allocated Sites for Nomadic Gypsies and Travellers

No. of pitchesLocationSettlement

7Growth Area HH21 - West of
Hemel HempsteadHemel Hempstead

b. Should other accommodation needs for nomadic Travellers arise over the Plan period in
additional locations for either permanent or temporary sites they will be assessed against the
criterion set out in c below.

2. Non-Nomadic Travellers
a. The most recent Gypsy and Traveller Needs Assessment identifies a future need for up to 73

pitches for non-nomadic Gypsies and Travellers. The target will be progressively met through:
the provision and management of a planned new site; and criteria approach to other new sites.

b. Allocated sites: A new park home site for those Gypsies and Travellers who have ceased to
travel permanently (or if the need arises for Nomadic Travellers) will be brought forward in the
following location
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Table 17 Allocated Sites for Non-Nomadic Gypsies and Travellers

No. Of pitchesLocationSettlement

5Growth Area HH22
- Marchmont FarmHemel Hempstead

c. Unallocated sites: New sites (or the extension or intensification of existing sites) for those
who have ceased to travel permanently on unallocated sites must be in accordance with the
NPPF and Planning Policy for Traveller Sites and should be:
i. justified taking into account existing local provision and the availability of alternative sites,
ii. judged on the basis of the need for that provision;
iii. distributed in a dispersed pattern around settlements;
iv. located close to local services and facilities; and
v. not normally exceed a site capacity of 15 pitches.
vi. Sites must be designed to:

A. avoid unacceptable adverse impact on the amenity of neighbouring land users;
B. provide safe and convenient access, particularly for pedestrians, to facilities and to

the local/strategic highway network;
C. ensure landscaping or other physical features provide an appropriate setting and

relationship to existing residential areas;
D. allow for suitable arrangements for drainage, sanitation and access to utilities; and
E. secure pitches of a sufficient size to accommodate trailers/caravans, parking, and

storage and amenity space for the needs of the occupants.

3. New Traveller sites (whether temporary or permanent) in the Green Belt are inappropriate development
and will not be approved except in very special circumstances.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

The Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Needs Assessment (March 2019)

Residential Moorings

14.91 The principal offline (i.e. not on the towpath) residential moorings and facilities in Dacorum are at the
boatyard in Winkwell, the marina at Apsley, the marina at Cow Roast, and other minor facilities such
as sanitary stations/water points.

14.92 Our evidence in the Caravan and Houseboat Dweller Accommodation Needs Assessment (2018)
does not identify any direct need for additional permanent residential moorings in Dacorum to meet
local demand. Any additional permanent residential moorings should be seen in the context of providing
for a more diverse set of housing options and as part of the wider housing delivery, as opposed to
meeting any identified local need. The Gypsy&Traveler Accommodation Needs Assessment suggests
the role of additional moorings in meeting current housing needs in Dacorum is likely to be very small
and this figure would form part of the existing Local Housing Need and is not in addition to it.

14.93 However, there has been some interest in recent years to convert leisure moorings to permanent
residential moorings e.g. at Cow Roast and Apsley Marinas. Important issues relate to the availability
of suitable and sustainable services and facilities to serve such developments. Proposals for permanent
residential use can also conflict with the need to maintain the low key character and appearance of
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existing leisure mooring basins, in particular within the open countryside. Therefore, we consider it
reasonable to restrict both the overall proportion of moorings that are converted as well as the impact
of the residential use on the area through the control of storage, gardens, parking and external lighting.

14.94 All new proposals or schemes to expand existing facilities in the countryside will need to be carefully
justified against Green Belt or Rural Area policies given these are normally areas of development
restraint. Furthermore, the Chilterns AONB provides another potential level of constraint on
development in such rural locations. If demand arises for additional moorings, this is best met in
carefully controlled and planned sites which can also help reduce the problem of unauthorised
moorings. However, the number and siting of permanent residential moorings or their expansion must
be limited to avoid harm to the countryside or surrounding area and to safeguard the canal
environment.

14.95 New permanent residential moorings should normally be offline. There should be space for essential
facilities such as water and electricity supply and for refuse and sewage disposal. Any parking and
other features should be unobtrusive. We do not consider that general storage and the erection of
antennae on the land to be essential facilities.

14.96 The Canal and River Trust has a new approach to the definition of ‘continuously cruising’ to minimise
the length of time houseboats can remain in one place, and are taking action against unlicensed
residential boats.

Policy DM15 - Residential Moorings

1. All new proposals for or expansion of residential moorings outside of urban areas will be considered
against Policy SP11 - Development in the Green Belt and Policy SP12 - Development in the Rural
Area policies taking into account the guidance for Policy DM27 - Landscape Character and Chilterns
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, as appropriate.

2. New residential moorings on the Grand Union Canal adjoining the urban areas of Tring, Berkhamsted,
Hemel Hempstead and Kings Langley, must satisfy the criteria below and other relevant policies of
the plan.

3. Locations in open countryside will only be acceptable where they are incorporated into a sustainably
sited recreational mooring basin and their impacts are carefully controlled.

4. Proposals must:

a. in the case of development involving the loss or change of use of existing leisure moorings,
ensure at least 50% of the moorings at the site are retained as leisure moorings;

b. integrate successfully with the surrounding landscape and/or townscape and make a positive
contribution to the canalside environment;

c. be close to existing services and amenities and exploit opportunities to make the site more
sustainable by, where feasible, promoting or improving alternative means of transport;

d. be served by an adequate road access and not result in a significant adverse impact in terms
of traffic generation or highway safety and convenience, and

e. enhance the historic or visual character of the canal and its nature conservation value.
5. In addition they should:

a. not impede navigation and/or the use of the towpath;
b. only provide essential external lighting;
c. include sufficient amenity space space at the site in a communal area for essential facilities

such as bin storage, showers, laundry and WCs;
d. provide adequate pedestrian and service vehicle access;
e. not have individual garden areas, sheds, storage units or parking areas adjacent to each

mooring - car parking and other facilities should wherever feasible be provided in a communal
area, or be designed out of the proposal, and

f. include landscaping to a high standard.
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Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Caravan and Houseboat Dweller Accommodation Needs Assessment (December 2018)

Apsley Marina, Hemel Hempstead
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15 Employment Development

15.1 The delivery strategy seeks to bring forward a sufficient amount of office and industrial space in the
right locations to deliver our wider economic objectives. To deliver the required floorspace requirement
we have identified a number of Employment Growth Areas (see the Proposals and Sites section of
the Plan). In addition, most existing employment sites should be retained.

15.2 8 'The Employment Strategy' sets indicative floorspace figures for office and industrial development
which reflect the above. As a result of the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) (Amendment)
(England) Regulations 2020, the indicative floorspace figures relate to the following land uses:

Offices: office uses in use class E
Industrial: light industrial uses in class E; general industrial uses in class B2; and storage or
distribution use in class B8

15.3 Other key ways in which the policy will be delivered are summarised below:

Supporting the knowledge-based economy, including the development of green technological
businesses at Maylands Gateway close to M1 Junction 8 in the Hertfordshire Innovation Quarter
Enterprise Zone.
Requiring provision for small and medium sized businesses in Employment Growth Areas.
Retaining and developing existing employment sites that meet longer term needs for a wide
range of office and industrial uses, whilst encouraging offices in the town, district and local
centres.
Allocating 20 hectares of land for new office and industrial development in the Employment
Growth Areas listed in the policy.

Maylands Business Centre, Hemel Hempstead
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General Employment Areas

15.4 The General Employment Areas (GEAs) contain the majority of Dacorum’s office and industrial
floorspace. The GEA designation ensures that appropriate land is set aside and protected mainly for
office, industrial and warehousing uses, to help ensure that the indicative floorspace figures in 8 'The
Employment Strategy' can be met. Maylands Business Park in Hemel Hempstead is the principal
GEA and most of the other GEAs are located elsewhere in the towns of Hemel Hempstead,
Berkhamsted and Tring. There are smaller GEAs in Kings Langley and Markyate. For historical
reasons, there are also GEAs in the Green Belt at Bourne End and Bovingdon.

15.5 We have designated two new GEAs at Two Waters Road/A41 junction, Hemel Hempstead (Growth
Area HH16) and Dunsley Farm in Tring (Growth Area Tr01). Maylands Business Park is now covered
by one GEA, the boundaries of which have been extended to take in land permitted or allocated for
employment development at Maylands Gateway and Spencer’s Park. Furthermore, the Bourne End
Mills and Bovingdon Brickworks GEAs have been extended. Finally, this Plan gives GEA status for
the first time to Sunderland Yard’s in Kings Langley, to help retain village jobs.

15.6 We have also reviewed the existing GEAs and other land designated for employment use. Given the
overall shortage of employment development land, existing employment areas should be retained for
employment uses unless there are strong reasons to the contrary. Despite this, we have decided to
delete or reduce the size of a small number of employment areas, but only where:

the area is no longer mainly in office, industrial or warehousing use;
the use(s) more appropriately sit within a district centre designation; or
the existing employment uses are of a low quality and there is potential for high density new
housing within a highly accessible location that would increase the vitality and viability of a town,
district or local centre.

15.7 We expect that the loss of floorspace from these changes is to be more than compensated for by the
new and expanded employment areas included in this Plan.

Non-office and industrial uses

15.8 GEAs should be reserved mainly for office, industrial and warehousing uses, as explained above.
However, we recognise that other uses should be accepted to a limited extent, where they are similar
to office or industrial uses or would provide services to the businesses and employees located in the
GEA.

Employment Article 4 areas

15.9 Between 2006 and 2018, Dacorum experienced a net loss of 75,000 sqm of office floorspace, despite
the substantial increase proposed in the Core Strategy. Commitments exist for further losses, mainly
from prior approval schemes for conversion of offices to residential (i.e. where there is no longer a
formal requirement for planning permission). We have, therefore, introduced Article 4 areas to control
changes of use to housing in the GEAs listed below:

Maylands Business Park (most of the area)
Doolittle Meadows, Apsley, Hemel Hempstead
Whiteleaf Road, Two Waters, Hemel Hempstead
Park Lane, Hemel Hempstead
Bourne End Mills, Bourne End
Northbridge Road and River Park, Berkhamsted; and
Icknield Way, Tring

Waste uses
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15.10 The Hertfordshire Waste Site Allocations Plan (2014) defines some employment areas as suitable
for certain types of waste uses. These areas are known as Employment Land Areas of Search (ELAS).
Such areas in Dacorum are shown below:

Table 18 Employment Land Areas of Search in Dacorum as at 2020

Potential waste usesELAS reference no.General employment area

Organic waste recovery facilities (excluding
open-windrow composting) and other types of
waste management facility that meet the capacity

ELAS168Buncefield, Hemel Hempstead

ELAS006, 007 and
168

Maylands Business Park (part),
Hemel Hempstead

shortfalls in the Hertfordshire Waste Core
Strategy and Development Management
document are acceptable in principle.

ELAS175Whiteleaf Road, TwoWaters, Hemel
Hempstead

ELAS174Riversend Road, Two Waters,
Hemel Hempstead

ELAS164Icknield Way, Tring

Types of waste management facility that meet
the capacity shortfalls in the Hertfordshire Waste
Core Strategy and Development Management
document are acceptable in principle.

ELAS167Northbridge Road, Berkhamsted

ELAS169
River Park, Berkhamsted

Policy DM16 - General employment areas

1. General Employment Areas (GEAs) are shown on the Policies Map.Within these areas, development
and redevelopment will be permitted for the office, industrial and warehousing uses set out in the
table below. Proposals should also comply with the planning requirements in this table and, for
Employment Growth Areas, the site specific guidance in the Proposals and Sites schedule.

2. Non-office and industrial uses will be permitted if they satisfy one or more of the following:

a. are similar in nature to office, industrial or warehousing uses and will strengthen the economic
role of the GEA,

b. will not undermine the particular role of the GEA as an employment and economic centre, or
c. will provide important services and facilities that would enhance the attractiveness of the GEA

as an economic centre.
3. Depending on the size, character and location of the GEA, acceptable uses include the following:

a. Sui generis uses of a similar nature to office, industrial or warehousing uses
b. Public houses and takeaways
c. Hotels
d. Trade counter uses
e. Community uses, such as day nurseries and creches.

4. Applications for residential use in the employment Article 4 areas shown in the table below will be
resisted:

Table 19 Employment Article 4 Areas

Planning requirementsEmployment usesTable of General
Employment Areas

Hemel Hempstead

Small units to be retained.Light industrialApsley

Development may be restricted due to the storage
of a notifiable hazardous substance on this site:
advice required from Health and Safety Executive
(HSE).

Oil terminalBuncefield
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High quality well landscaped landmark buildings
required fronting London Road and Two Waters
Road, given the prominent location on the main
approach into the town centre from the A41 bypass.

Offices, industrial
warehousing

Riversend Road, Two Waters

Environmental improvement sought.

Proposals must respect, and if possible enhance,
the setting of the listed McDonald’s restaurant.

Within an Article 4 area, where good quality offices
should be retained and changes of use from
employment uses to housing will be resisted.

Offices, industrial,
warehousing

Whiteleaf Road, Two Waters

Development may be restricted due to the storage
of a notifiable hazardous substance on adjoining
National Grid site, until the site is redeveloped for
housing (see Growth Area HH09 in the Proposals
and Sites schedule): advice required from Health
and Safety Executive (HSE).

Within an Article 4 area, where good quality offices
should be retained and changes of use from
employment uses to housing will be resisted.

OfficesDoolittle Meadows, Apsley

Existing landscaping should be maintained,
particularly along the canal and the London Road
frontage. Softening of boundary to the Green
Belt will be sought if the opportunity arises (i.e.
through additional planting).

Most of GEA is within an Article 4 area, where:Offices, industrial,
warehousing

Maylands Business Park

Good quality offices should be retained,
especially the Grade A offices at Breakspear
Park and the Maylands Building.
Changes of use from employment uses to
housing will be resisted.

Green technological uses meeting the aims of the
Hertfordshire Innovation Quarter Enterprise Zone
will be encouraged, particularly within the
designated Enterprise Zone.

Contains an Employment Growth Area in Maylands
Gateway (see Growth Area HH20 in the Proposals
and Sites schedule).

Development close to Buncefield Oil Terminal and
Three Cherry Trees Lane/Swallowdale Lane may
be restricted due to the storage of notifiable
hazardous substances: advice required from Health
and Safety Executive (HSE).

Employment Growth Area (see Growth Area HH16
in the Proposals and Sites schedule).

Offices, industrial,
warehousing

Two Waters Road/A41
Junction
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Berkhamsted

Within an Article 4 area, where good quality offices
should be retained and changes of use from
employment uses to housing will be resisted.

Offices, industrial,
warehousing

Northbridge Road

Canalside enhancement required.

The household waste site is safeguarded under the
Hertfordshire Waste Core Strategy.

Within an Article 4 area, where good quality offices
should be retained and changes of use from
employment uses to housing will be resisted.

Offices, industrialRiver Park

Canalside enhancement required.

Small and medium sized units to be retained.

Tring

The mill (listed building) to be retained and its
enhancement encouraged.

Offices, light
industrial

Brook Street

Small units to be retained.

Contains an Employment Growth Area (see Growth
Area Tr01 In the Proposals and Sites schedule).

Also contains 2 ha of land partly in
industrial/commercial use (including Tring Brewery),
with scope for further small-scale employment
development.

Offices, industrial,
warehousing

Dunsley Farm, London Road

Within an Article 4 area, where good quality offices
should be retained and changes of use from
employment uses to housing will be resisted.

Offices, industrial,
warehousing

Icknield Way

Kings Langley

Small units to be retained.Offices, industrialSunderland’s Yard, Church
Lane

Markyate

Small units to be retained.Offices, industrial,
warehousing

Sharose Court, Hicks Road

Green Belt
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Contains an Employment Growth Area (see Growth
Area Cy01 In the Proposals and Sites schedule).

Elsewhere, new office and Industrial development
is acceptable in principle.

Landscaping should be strengthened, if necessary,
to ensure that new development is not visually
intrusive when viewed from the nearby countryside.

Within an Article 4 area, where good quality offices
should be retained and changes of use from
employment uses to housing will be resisted.

Offices, industrial,
warehousing

Bourne End Mills

Contains an Employment Growth Area (see Growth
Area Cy02 In the Proposals and Sites schedule).

Elsewhere, new employment development is
acceptable in principle.

Landscaping should be strengthened, if necessary,
to ensure that new development is not visually
intrusive when viewed from the nearby countryside.

Offices, industrial,
warehousing

Bovingdon Brickworks

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Policies map

Maylands GEA, Hemel Hempstead

Other Office and Industrial Sites

15.11 Outside the GEAs, there are many other sites in office and industrial use in Dacorum. Most of these
sites are not very large, but in total they provide a significant number of office and industrial jobs.
They also help ensure a good spread of jobs across the Borough. The Dacorum Employment Land
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Availability Assessment looked at several of these sites. The assessment recommended that most
of them should be protected, with proposals for the loss of employment land on these sites considered
through a criteria-based policy.

15.12 Policy DM17 - Other Office and Industrial Sites encourages offices in the town, district and local
centres. Office development is, therefore, acceptable in principle on suitable sites in these centres
although it is not currently viable.

15.13 An element of office development will also be sought or encouraged in the following Growth Areas
in Hemel Hempstead:

Paradise/Wood Lane (Growth Area HH04);
Market Square (Growth Area HH05);
Hemel Hempstead Station Gateway (Growth Area HH08); and
Two Waters North (Growth Area HH11).

15.14 Elsewhere, there is little scope for new office and industrial development. However, environmentally
acceptable proposals within existing employment sites will be permitted.

15.15 As explained above, there has been a considerable loss of office floorspace. Furthermore, the Dacorum
Employment Land Availability Assessment recommended that the remaining town centre office sites
should be retained. Therefore, we have designated an Article 4 area covering part of Hemel Hempstead
town centre, in order to require planning applications for changes of use from offices to housing. We
will resist the further loss of town centres offices, unless a strong case to the contrary is demonstrated.
Elsewhere in the towns and large villages, we will assess proposals for the loss of existing employment
space on the basis of a criteria approach.

15.16 The NPPF (paragraph 83) states that planning policies should enable the sustainable growth and
expansion of business in rural areas, through conversions and new buildings on suitable sites. It also
encourages the development and diversification of agricultural and other land-based rural businesses.

15.17 However, much of Dacorum’s countryside is in the Green Belt, Rural Area and/or the Chilterns AONB,
where restraint policies apply. Nevertheless, this Plan provides opportunities for rural businesses.

Policy DM17 - Other office and industrial sites

1. Office and industrial development in towns and large villages: In Hemel Hempstead,
Berkhamsted, Tring, Bovingdon, Kings Langley and Markyate , new office development will be
encouraged on suitable sites in the town, district and local centres. Office floorspace will also be
sought or encouraged as part of mixed use or housing-led developments in Growth Areas HH04,
HH05, HH08 and HH11 in Hemel Hempstead (see Proposals and Sites schedule).Elsewhere, in
these settlements new office and industrial development will generally be limited to existing
employment sites.

2. Loss of existing office and industrial space in towns and large villages:Planning applications
for the loss of office and industrial land outside General Employment Areas will be permitted if there
is no reasonable prospect of the site continuing in office or industrial use, or the existing use causes
serious environmental problems. In deciding applications, the Council will consider whether:

a. There is a strong case to overcome the presumption against the further loss of town centre
offices.

b. The proposed new use would meet an important local need or deliver other planning advantages.
c. The existing use causes serious environmental problems that cannot reasonably be resolved.
d. The site is well suited for an economically important type of office, industrial or warehousing

use that is in short supply in Dacorum, such as yards for storage purposes.
e. The existing buildings are of good quality and are suitable for modern business needs.
f. The site is in a commercially attractive location for office, industrial or warehousing uses.
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g. The site has been marketed effectively for continued office, industrial or warehousing use and
whether there is any viable interest in the property.

h. The site is vacant and, if so, for how long.
i. There are sufficient other employment opportunities available in the settlement.
j. The site is in a district or local centre, where the Council wishes to retain existing offices.

3. Rural economy proposals for office and industrial development in the countryside will be considered,
as appropriate, against Policy SP11- Development in the Green Belt, Policy SP12 - Development in
the Rural Area and Policy DM27 - Landscape Character and Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty. Proposals for the loss of existing office, industrial and warehousing space will be assessed
against bullet points a-j above.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Dacorum Employment Land Availability Assessment

Tourism

15.18 We have many popular destinations for day trips in the Borough. They play an important role in
generating jobs for local residents and supporting our local businesses, particularly many rural
enterprises. They provide leisure and recreational activities for our residents and those visiting the
special landscape areas of the Chilterns Hills, the Grand Union Canal, or the many attractive walks
crossing the Borough including the Icknield Way or Chiltern Way. Whether it's the Snow Centre or
Frogmore Paper Mill in Hemel Hempstead, Ashridge House and Estate, Berkhamsted Castle, the
Natural History Museum or Champneys both in the Tring area, or through visiting one of our many
open, green spaces, reservoirs or parks, Dacorum provides a wealth of interesting places to visit.

15.19 Tourism and leisure development is generally welcomed, providing opportunities to enhance the
visitor experience, additional employment and a means of supplementing and diversifying rural
incomes. However, it can have negative impacts on the surrounding area, especially those in a
countryside setting, if located insensitively, is out of scale with its context, or if it fails to take proper
account of local character and appearance. Policy DM18 - Tourism seeks to locate most development
within or close to defined settlements, where local shops and facilities are most accessible and stand
to benefit the most. Sustainable development will be approved in accordance with 'Policy SP1 -
Sustainable Development in Dacorum'.

15.20 We want to encourage visitors to and investment in Dacorum whilst recognising that a balance needs
to be maintained with regards to preserving the high quality environmental, historic, and cultural assets
of the Borough i.e. new development and facilities should not detract or harm the very environment
that attracts them. The re-use of existing buildings limits harm to the environment and may help farm
diversification schemes.

Policy DM18 - Tourism

1. New tourism enterprises and extensions to existing tourism enterprises will be supported in principle
where the facility meets identified needs which are not met by existing facilities, is appropriately
located and does not conflict with other policies within this Plan, including the Green Belt and Rural
Area policies (respectively Policies SP11 and SP12).

2. Planning permission for tourism-related development will be supported where it:
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a. increases the attractiveness of the Borough as a tourist destination;
b. improves visitor accommodation; or
c. delivers sustainable tourism and visitor attractions in appropriate locations.

3. In the countryside outside settlement boundaries, proposals will need to evidence why they cannot
be accommodated within or adjoining an existing settlement and how they will support the rural
economy.

4. Proposals for touring caravan sites should, in particular, be:

a. located within reasonable walking distance of a settlement with shops, pubs or other facilities;
b. of an appropriate scale to the countryside location;
c. easily accessible from the primary road network and not result in highway safety issues;
d. unobtrusively located; and
e. effectively landscaped.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Growth and Infrastructure Strategy
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16 Retailing and other town centre uses

16.1 Our Retail and Leisure Development Strategy forms part of the Sustainable Development Strategy.
This section provides more detail on how we will deliver this overarching approach.

16.2 The NPPF states that planning policies and decisions should support the role of town centres and
other centres such as district and local centres, in order to promote their long term vitality and viability
and their role at the heart of local communities. Meeting anticipated needs for retail, leisure, office
and other main town centre uses is emphasised. Planning policies should define the extent of town
centres and primary shopping areas, and make clear the range of uses permitted in such locations
as part of a positive strategy for the future of each centre.

16.3 The Government has introduced greater flexibility over changes of use in recent years, in order to
support town centres. This was done initially, by amending the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) Order and more recently by revising the Use Classes Order. Permitted
development rights now allow certain changes of use without planning permission, whilst others
require only a prior approval process.

16.4 Various uses have now been grouped together in the Use Classes Order under new classes E and
F1. Planning permission is not required for changes of use within a use class. The table below lists
the main town centre uses defined in the NPPF by the use class they are covered by:

Table 20 Main Town Centre Uses

Use classMain town centre uses

E: commercial, business and serviceRetail development (including warehouse clubs and
factory outlet centres)

E: commercial, business and serviceRestaurants, drive through restaurants, health and
fitness centres

Sui generis (not within a use class)Cinemas, bars and pubs, nightclubs, casinos, indoor
bowling centres and bingo halls

E: commercial, business and serviceOffices

C1: hotels, boarding and guest housesHotels and conference centres

F1: learning and non-residential institutionsMuseums, galleries

Sui generis (not within a use class)Theatres, concert halls

16.5 The key messages from our evidence are set out in the Retail and Leisure Development Strategy. In
summary, a hierarchy of centres was recommended in the 2018 Retail and Leisure Study. This study
also recommended town centre and primary shopping area boundaries for the town and district
centres, and primary and secondary frontages for the town centres. The Further Dacorum Retail Study
(2020) provided updated and additional guidance on retail issues.

16.6 The Retail and Leisure Development Strategy states that we will encourage main town centre uses
of an appropriate scale and nature in the town, district and local centres in accordance with the
hierarchy defined in the policy. In addition, the policy provides guidance on the scale and distribution
of new retail development in Hemel Hempstead, Berkhamsted and Tring.

Mix of uses in Town, District and Local Centres

16.7 Policy DM19 - Mix of uses in Town, District and Local Centres, provides guidance on the mix of uses
in town, district and local centres. In this policy, our definition of ‘town centres’ covers the sub-regional
centre of Hemel Hempstead, as well as Berkhamsted and Tring town centres. The policy defines
boundaries for every centre and primary shopping area boundaries for town and district centres.
These boundaries reflect the Retail and Leisure Study’s recommendations and further analysis by us
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(see the Retail and Town Centres Topic Paper). We have concluded that it is no longer appropriate
to define primary and secondary frontages in the town centres, given the flexibility for changes of use
within use class E.

16.8 We recognise that the nature of centres is changing and that they will contain a wider range of non-shop
uses than in the past. In particular, there will be more emphasis on food and drink and leisure uses,
and a growing evening economy. Substantial housing development in and around Hemel Hempstead
town centre is likely to increase the demand for such uses. However, shopping will remain very
important, especially in the primary shopping areas.

16.9 Apart from the main town centre uses defined in the NPPF, there are various other uses that are
appropriate in town, district and local centres. Such uses include:

Table 21 Appropriate uses in Town, District and Local Centres

Use classUses

C3: dwelling housesHousing

E: commercial, business and serviceFinancial and professional services (including banks
and estate agents), clinics and health centres

F1: learning and non-residential institutionsLibraries, places of worship, public halls

Sui generis (not within a use class)Hot food takeaways, amusement centres, betting
offices

16.10 Policy DM19, therefore, strikes a balance between protecting key shopping areas and encouraging
other appropriate uses.

Policy DM19 - Mix of uses in Town, District and Local Centres

1. A wide range of ‘main town centre uses’ as defined in national guidance and other appropriate uses
will be encouraged in the town centres (Hemel Hempstead, Berkhamsted and Tring), district centres
(Hemel Hempstead Old Town and Apsley) and local centres (Adeyfield, Bennetts End, Maylands,
Woodhall Farm, Bovingdon and Kings Langley), in order to protect and increase the vitality and
viability of these centres. The evening economy will be supported.

2. The Policies Map shows the boundaries of the:
a. Town, district and local centres
b. Primary shopping areas in the town and district centres

3. Retail development will be concentrated mainly in the primary shopping areas.
4. Development in the primary shopping areas and in existing shopping areas in local centres should

provide an active ground floor frontage and planning permissions will normally be subject to a condition
to achieve this.(8)

5. The mix of uses in town, district and local centres should accord with the guidance below:
a. Ground floor level in primary shopping areas the following uses will be permitted:

i. Shops, financial and professional services, cafes and restaurants, gyms, but not other
uses within use class E (commercial, business and service)

ii. Bars and pubs, hot food takeaways
b. Upper floors in primary shopping areas, elsewhere in town and district centres, and in local

centres the following uses will be permitted:
i. Uses acceptable at ground floor level in primary shopping areas
ii. Leisure and entertainment uses, such as cinemas, theatres, concert halls and dance halls
iii. Class F1 uses (learning and non-residential institutions), including museums, libraries

and places of worship

8 Includes those created as a result of the prior approval provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any Order amending or re-enacting that Order with or without modification)
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iv. Hotels, boarding houses and guest houses
v. Medical uses, such as clinics and health centres
vi. Offices
vii. Other appropriate uses such as amusement centres and betting offices
viii. Housing

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

South West Hertfordshire Retail and Leisure Study (2018)
Further Dacorum Retail Study (2020)

Neighbourhood centres and scattered local shops

16.11 Small parades of shops of purely neighbourhood significance are not classified as ‘centres’ in the
NPPF. Nevertheless, these centres fulfil an important role in providing local shops, services and
community facilities, which merit protection where appropriate. Some scattered local shops are also
important, particularly in the smaller villages. They should be given a degree of policy protection.

16.12 Policy DM20 - Neighbourhood Centres and scattered Local Shops, takes account of the introduction
of class F2 (local community use) in the Government's 2020 changes to the Use Classes Order. Class
F2 covers various uses, in particular:

shops serving essential goods, including food, where the floorspace is no more than 280 sqm
and there is no other such facility within one kilometre; and
halls and meeting places for the principal use of the local community.

Policy DM20 - Neighbourhood Centres and scattered Local Shops

1. In the following neighbourhood centres, as defined on the table below, the emphasis will be on shops
to serve the local community mainly selling convenience goods. Other appropriate uses such as
small scale food and drink uses and local community uses will also be encouraged.

Table 22 Neighbourhood Centre Locations

Neighbourhood Centre Locations

Boxmoor (St. John’s Road), Hemel Hempstead

Chaulden, Hemel Hempstead

Gadebridge (Rossgate), Hemel Hempstead

Grovehill, Hemel Hempstead

Highfield (Bellgate), Hemel Hempstead

Highfield (The Heights), Hemel Hempstead

Leverstock Green, Hemel Hempstead

Nash Mills (The Denes), Hemel Hempstead

Warners End (Stoneycroft), Hemel Hempstead

Miswell Lane (and Western Road), Tring
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Neighbourhood Centre Locations

Markyate

Northchurch

2. Existing shops within class F2 in neighbourhood centres and scattered shops elsewhere will be
protected, unless marketing evidence demonstrates that the use is not viable.

3. Marketing evidence will also be required to justify the loss of other shops and premises providing
local services in neighbourhood centres.

4. The loss of halls, meeting places and other community facilities in neighbourhood centres will be
assessed against Policy DM64 - Community Facilities.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

South West Hertfordshire Retail and Leisure Study (2018)
Further Dacorum Retail Study (2020)

Main town centre uses outside existing centres

16.13 There a number of existing or permitted out of centre retail locations in Dacorum. In Hemel Hempstead,
some of these have now been incorporated into the Apsley district centre and Maylands local centre.
Also, the B&Q store in Hemel Hempstead forms part of the proposed Two Waters North housing-led
site (Growth Area HH11). In Berkhamsted, planning permission has been granted for a Lidl foodstore
at Gossoms End (Growth Area Bk13).

16.14 The NPPF states that proposals for main town centre uses outside existing centres should be subject
to the sequential and impact tests. Policy DM21 - Main Town Centre uses outside existing centres
reflects the NPPF and the conclusion in the Further Dacorum Retail Study that no new out of centre
retail development proposals can be justified in the Local Plan, except to serve the larger strategic
Growth Areas.

Policy DM21 - Main Town Centre uses outside existing centres

1. Proposals for main town centre uses outside the centres listed in Policy SP6 and not in accordance
with other policies in this Plan should follow a sequential approach to site selection in accordance
with national guidance, except for proposals complying with the guidance on existing and permitted
out of centre locations below.

2. Retail and leisure proposals outside defined centres for over 2,500 sqm floorspace should also be
subject to an impact assessment, in accordance with national guidance.

3. Schemes which would result in a significant adverse impact on existing centres will not be permitted.
4. Edge of centre and out of centre proposals should be in accessible locations, well connected to an

existing centre.
5. Where retail development is permitted outside existing centres, careful control will be exercised over

the size of units and type of goods to be sold in order to avoid a significant adverse impact on these
centres.

6. In the following locations, significant development above that already permitted will be resisted,
except in the locations stated in the table below:
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Table 23 Out of Centre Retail Locations

Further significant development proposedLocation

-Aldi, London Road, TwoWaters, Hemel Hempstead

-Aldi, Redbourn Road, Hemel Hempstead

Retail-led development, including a possible
foodstore. Food and drink uses, leisure uses and a
hotel also acceptable on part of the site (Growth
Area HH27)

Jarman Park, Hemel Hempstead

Foodstore (Growth Area Bk13)Lidl, Gossoms End, Berkhamsted

-Tesco, London Road, Tring

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

South West Hertfordshire Retail and Leisure Study (2018)
Further Dacorum Retail Study (2020)
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CLIMATE CHANGE 
& SUSTAINABILITY

Mitigating and adapting

to climate change.



17 Climate Change and Sustainability

17.1 Our climate is changing as a result of human activity, and left unabated will have catastrophic effects
on the way we live our lives. We declared a Climate Emergency in July 2019 to respond to these
challenges and, through this, have committed to reducing carbon emissions across Council activities
to net zero by 2030. The declaration also places key responsibilities on the Local Plan to include all
available measures to cut carbon emissions and reduce the impact on the environment.

17.2 Mitigating and adapting to climate change is at the heart of the environmental arm of our strategy and
will support national aims under the Climate Change Act (2008) to reduce the UK’s greenhouse gas
emissions by 2050. Effectively, the whole economy target is to be net zero carbon by 2050 and the
overall objective is for all new development to be ‘zero carbon’ in the future.

17.3 Local planning authorities are bound by the legal duty set out in the 2008 Planning Act to ensure that,
taken as whole, plan policy contributes to the mitigation of and adaptation to climate change. The
NPPF expands on this duty, stating that: “local planning authorities should adopt proactive strategies
to mitigate and adapt to climate change (paragraph 149) (in line with the objectives and provisions
of the Climate Change Act 2008).

17.4 Planning has an important role to play in meeting the challenges of climate change in relation to the
need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (mitigation) and improve resilience (adaptation). While
the framework for reducing these emissions is set out through national guidance, much of the
implementation will need to be at the local level.

17.5 The policies set out in this chapter are designed to help shape and design places in order to achieve
a low carbon future, support lower carbon emissions and renewable energy technologies, make places
resilient to the effects of climate change and ensure a more effective use of the resources available. A
gradual tightening of standards over the Plan period can ensure we can deliver our commitment that
all new development in Dacorum should be 'net zero' by 2030.

National Policy

17.6 Recognising the importance of climate change and how this will affect future generations, as part of
the Climate Change Act (2008) the Government set out a legally binding target to reduce the UK’s
greenhouse gas emissions to 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. This was set in the context of
international ambition to limit warming to no more than 2 degrees above pre-industrial temperatures,
and if possible nearer 1.5 degrees celsius. Based on updated advice from the Committee on Climate
Change, in June 2019 the Government passed laws that amended this to 100% below 1990 levels.
Effectively, the whole economy target is to be net zero carbon by 2050 and the overall objective is
for all new development to be ‘zero carbon’ in the future. Legislation will also set out interim
requirements leading up to net-zero by 2050, with new energy efficiency standards expected in 2020
and by 2025 the Future Homes Standard will set a 75-80% reduction target for new build homes
alongside requirements for future proofing for low carbon heating.

17.7 Chapter 14 of the NPPF makes clear the important role the planning system and plans play in
responding to climate change. The planning system should support the move to a low carbon
future, shape places in ways that contribute to reducing greenhouse gases, minimise vulnerability
and improve resilience; encourage the reuse of existing resources, and support renewable and low
carbon energy and associated infrastructure (paragraph 148).

17.8 Plans should be proactive in mitigating and adapting to climate taking into account a number of impacts
including flood risk, water supply, biodiversity and landscapes, and the risk of overheating from rising
temperatures (paragraph 149) The policies of the plan should support appropriate measures to ensure
the future resilience of communities and infrastructure to climate change impacts.
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17.9 New development should be carefully designed to reduce vulnerability to these impacts and to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions (paragraph 150). The NPPF seeks to increase the use and supply of
renewable and low carbon energy and heat through a number of measures (paragraph 151) and
urges local planning authorities to support such community-led initiatives (paragraph 152). The NPPF
also sets out advice in order to determine planning applications for renewable and low
carbon development (paragraphs 153-154).

National Policy Reforms in the White Paper

17.10 The Government's Planning for the Future White Paper renews its commitment to combat climate
change and achieve net zero by 2050. Pillar Two - Planning for beautiful and sustainable places
signals a future change and emphasis within the NPPF to help achieve this goal. Local authorities
may be given greater scope to set energy efficiency standards for new build development and play
a key role in identifying where reneweable energy production and new woodlands would be
appropriate.

17.11 Other Relevant Strategies and Studies

17.12 We are preparing a Climate Change Strategy and Action Plan to help meet our pledge for the impact
of our services and assets to be carbon neutral by 2030 and also to contribute towards the whole UK
targets. The Action Plan looks at how services throughout the Council can support our ambition and
identifies the Plan as key to achieving change across the whole of the Borough. The proposed actions
will evolve and adapt over time and take account of both the outcome of the interventions and external
changes.

Policy SP10 - Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation

1. All development is required to mitigate and adapt to climate change and to actively pursue the
reduction of carbon dioxide emissions.

2. The policy will be applied to ensure that all new development in the Borough is net zero by 2030. This
will be achieved in a phased way as follows:

a. up until 2030, all new development will be required to accord with Policy DM23 - Energy and
Carbon Emissions Reductions in New Development; and

b. from 2030 onwards, all new development will be net zero.
3. The policies of the Plan will contribute to net zero carbon through mitigation measures by:

a. prioritising the development of previously developed land in sustainable locations;
b. where carbon emissions cannot be mitigated, collecting contributions towards a carbon off-set

fund.
c. increasing the area of habitats that fix and store carbon, including tree planting; and
d. encouraging on-site renewable and low carbon energy sources on development sites, and

stand-alone renewable energy or low carbon schemes;
e. requiring development to have high levels of thermal efficiency, including setting carbon emission

targets where applicable;
f. requiring development to specify construction materials with low embodied carbon, and to

minimise building construction waste, including reuse and recycling wherever possible;
g. designing buildings to reduce excessive cooling and heating loads through orientation,

landscaping and appropriate glazing;
h. encouraging the use of sustainable transport modes in all new development; and
i. supporting retrofitting schemes to the existing building stock to meet higher energy efficiency

standards.
4. The policies will ensure that new developments are resilient and contribute to climate change

adaptation by:
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a. using green infrastructure to reduce flood risk, tackle urban heat island effects and provide
solar shading; and

b. adapting to climate change by ensuring development avoids areas of flood risk and reduces
the risk of flooding elsewhere, through the use of measures including sustainable urban drainage
systems, green roofs and walls, and permeable surfaces.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Strategic Design Guide SPD

To be produced

Climate Change and Sustainability SPD
Detailed Design Guide SPD
Climate Change Strategy and Action Plan

Sustainable Design and Construction

17.13 Sustainable building design and construction is an essential part of the Council’s response to the
challenges of climate change. The way in which buildings are designed, constructed, operated and
decommissioned has significant impacts on the built and natural environment, and requires major
resource inputs such as energy, water and materials.

17.14 Developers should first consider the reuse or refurbishment of existing buildings before demolition.
Where demolition is proposed, materials should be reused, either on site or elsewhere, or recycled
to avoid land-fill.

17.15 Embodied carbon is the carbon footprint of a material - a measure of how much greenhouse gas has
been emitted in manufacturing materials and products such as building materials, and includes end
of life emissions. Within a building, the type, volume, fitting and fixture, and future maintenance of the
material also contribute towards its overall embodied carbon. For example, cement manufacture (used
in concrete) is the source of about 8% of the world's CO2 emissions, brick has a higher embodied
carbon per kg than concrete, but since it is a porous material, the tonnage required will generally be
less. Timber is a carbon sink, can be sustainably produced, and is an excellent insulator. Where there
is no substitute for concrete, it is possible to specify a low carbon equivalent that locks up CO2 in its
manufacture. (9)

17.16 The design and construction of buildings should allow for the easy recovery and recycling of materials
at the end of the building's life. Developers are encourage to implement a Site Waste Management
Plan (SWMP) to help managematerials more effectively and reduce waste. Construction waste should
be minimised in accordance with the waste hierarchy of materials usage as shown in Figure 4.

9 Climate change: The massive CO2 emitter you may not know about https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-46455844
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Figure 4 Waste Hierarchy

17.17 In Dacorum, the ongoing use of buildings accounted for some 59.5% of all greenhouse gas emissions
(GHG) in 2017, of which residential buildings contributed 58% (10). Reducing greenhouse gas emissions
in the use of buildings is key to achieving the UK's emission reduction target.

17.18 Proposals should be designed to enable future retrofitting to meet higher energy efficiency standards
and lower GHG emissions by connecting to a air source heat pump, community heat networks or
other low or zero carbon sources.

17.19 Further guidance can be found in the Dacorum Design Guide SPD. Hertfordshire’s Building Futures
Sustainable Design Toolkit also provides practical case studies and is an evolving best practice guide
for new development.

17.20 Developers will be expected to submit a Sustainability Statement with their application to demonstrate
how the development minimises this impact and contributes to the objectives set out in Policy SP10
- Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation.

17.21 Further details and the criteria for the Sustainability Statements will be set out in the Climate Change
and Sustainability SPD.

Policy DM22 - Sustainable Design and Construction

1. New development will be expected to contribute to strategic Policy SP10 - Climate Change Mitigation
and Adaptation by mitigating the causes and adapting to the impacts of climate change. Proposals
will be supported where they demonstrate that the highest standards of sustainable design and
construction will be incorporated into the development.

10 Scatter GHG Inventory - local authority focused emissions tool
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2. For all new major developments in Dacorum, a sustainability statement is required to be submitted
(using the online sustainability checklist as a template and to include consideration of sustainable
transport) to demonstrate how the following key principles will be satisfied.(11):

3. Mitigation measures

a. Limit carbon dioxide emissions from the ongoing use of the development in accordance with
Policy SP10 - Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation, or where this is not applicable, seek
to improve on the minimum Building Regulations requirements by following the energy hierarchy
set out in Figure 5.

b. Use building materials with low embodied carbon unless evidence conforming to BS 15978:2011
or using the RICS 2014 Methodology to Calculate Embodied Carbon indicates otherwise

c. Incorporate green infrastructure to sequest carbon, to include two or more new trees (a tree
shall be considered to count if it ordinarily reaches a mature height of 6 metres or more) per
dwelling or per 100 sq m floor space (for non-residential developments) on-site.

d. Minimise building construction waste, reduce the volume of construction waste going to landfill
and use construction materials that can be recycled at the end of the building's life.

e. Create a 'future proofed' design to enable retrofitting for higher energy efficiency standards
(including use of alternative energy sources such as heat pumps), and in District Heating
Opportunity Areas how it could be connected to decentralised community heating systems.

4. Adaptation measures

a. Minimise water usage and risk of flooding by including SuDS (including green roofs and
permeable surfaces around the curtilage of buildings and in street design), surface water storage
and grey water recycling.

b. Explain how the building(s) has been designed to have a long life.
c. Deliver an overall net-biodiversity gain and positive measures to support wildlife.
d. Use permeable ground surfaces, and if a flat roof is required, use a lighter coloured material,

or preferably a green roof, within urban areas.
e. Use good design to reduce ongoing energy consumption considering aspects such as orientation,

fenestration, aspect and landscape.
f. Minimise water use during construction (e.g. by specifying off-site modular construction or

non-wet trades) and limit residential indoor water consumption to 110 litres per person per day.
5. Sustainability statements will be assessed on their merits but with an expectation that all measures

should be satisfactorily met unless there is clear and convincing evidence as to why any measure(s)
cannot be implemented, and if so, that alternative sustainability measures should be proposed.
Proposals that exceed the requirements will be supported.

6. All development must be in accordance with the Dacorum Climate and Sustainability SPD which will
be produced separately.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Strategic Design Guide SPD
Hertfordshire's Building Futures Sustainable Design Toolkit

To be produced

Climate Change and Sustainability SPD
Detailed Design Guide SPD

11 This requirement will be waived for non-residential proposals that target BREEAM Excellent and which commit to achieving this
through subsequent BREEAM certification with evidence at the planning application stage that the project has been registered
with a licenced BREEAM Assessor
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Energy and Carbon Emissions Reductions in New Development

17.22 A key strand of our climate change strategy is to secure reductions in emissions from all sources.
Data from Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy shows total Borough carbon
emissions fell by 58% between 1990 and 2020, significantly exceeding the Government's 37%
commitment by 2020. (12) However, much more is needed to deliver our policy aspirations that all
new development will be carbon neutral from 2030.

17.23 While the Government has signalled its intent to introduce a 'roadmap' to reducing greenhouse gas
emissions to net-zero by 2050 - to include the Future Homes Standard in 2020 and further measures
from 2025 for new homes to produce 75-80% lower CO2 emissions and be 'zero carbon ready' - our
Plan accelerates this change. Our initial energy efficiency standards for new residential development
are set at exceeding the Building Regulations Part L 2013 by a further 19% in terms of CO2 reductions
on the Target Emission Rate (TER). This is the equivalent of the withdrawn Code for Sustainable
Homes Level 4 and complies with the provisions of the Planning and Energy Act 2008. In addition
we will seek contributions towards a further 20% reduction, leading to all new development being
carbon neutral from 2030.

17.24 The Plan expects new non-residential development (where local authorities are not restricted or limited
in the setting of energy performance standards) to achieve a BREEAM standard of Excellent.

17.25 The Council’s approach will be guided by the Energy Hierarchy (Figure 5). This means that planning
for carbon emission reductions will start at the design stage, by orientating buildings to maximise the
advantages of solar gain and minimise the risk of overheating, and reducing heat loss and improving
the energy efficiency of the building fabric, to ensure that carbon emissions reductions are
‘future-proofed’ for the life of the development.

Figure 5 Energy Hierarchy

12 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics-2005-2014
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17.26 On-site renewable energy generation can also assist in delivering net reductions in carbon
dioxide emissions and should be included in the design of new development to achieve a further 20%
reduction in the residual carbon emissions over and above the 19% improvement. Microgeneration
technologies on buildings or supporting developments will need to be suitable for the site layout,
design principles and any landscape or heritage constraints.

17.27 The Council will allow a degree of flexibility in how the standards set out in Policy DM23 - Energy and
Carbon Emissions Reductions in New Development are achieved going forward to 2030 in line with
national requirements, but will expect the overall targets to be met subject to viability. Where targets
cannot be met, applicants / developers will be expected to offset on site the residual emissions through
the Council's approach to carbon offsetting in accordance with Policy DM26 - Carbon Offsetting..

17.28 The Dacorum Climate Change and Sustainability SPD will provide guidance on the application of the
energy hierarchy, best practice in terms of layout, orientation, design, landscaping to maximise the
benefits of solar gain whilst minimising overheating risk and the need for active cooling or ventilation,
the use of green infrastructure and SuDS to mitigate flood risk and anticipate climate change extremes,
how to achieve zero carbon and carbon neutral developments, and carbon offsetting.

17.29 Hertfordshire’s Building Futures Sustainable Design Toolkit provides practical case studies and is an
evolving best practice guide for new development.

17.30 New development will be expected to demonstrate their compliance through an energy statement,
Energy Planning Guidance London (GLA) provides a good practice guide to preparing these.

Policy DM23 - Energy and Carbon Emissions Reductions in New Development

1. In order to deliver reductions in CO2 emissions as set down up to 2030 new development is required
to demonstrate through the submission of an energy statement and other supporting information
(including preliminary energy assessments and 'as designed' performance target) how its design,
orientation, layout, operation and performance monitoring will satisfy the following:

a. For all new major residential development,

i. an energy performance standard equivalent to at least 19% carbon emissions reduction
on the Dwelling Emission Rate (DER) against the Target Emission Rate (TER) based on
Part L of the Building Regulations (2013) whilst meeting the Target Emission Rate (TER)
solely from energy efficiency measures as defined within the SAP calculation model.

ii. for all new-build major residential development, in addition to the above; contribute to a
further 20% reduction in residual carbon emissions through the provision of on-site
renewable energy generation, or provision and connection to decentralised low carbon
energy sources.

b. For all new-build non-residential development, or multi-occupation residential, a BREEAM
standard of Excellent for buildings;

2. In meeting these requirements developments are expected to:

a. be developed in accordance with the sequencing of the energy hierarchy set out in Figure 5
(i.e. design, fabric first approach and energy efficiency measures before considering
decentralised renewable or low carbon energy sources);

b. show how the performance gap between the "as built" and "as designed" calculations for energy
use, carbon emissions reduction, indoor air quality and overheating risk will be closed;

c. for all major new build residential development - implement a recognised monitoring regime to
assess the energy use, indoor air quality, and overheating risk for at least 10% of the proposed
dwellings for the first five years of their occupancy, and ensure that the information recovered
is provided to the applicable occupiers and to the planning authority.

3. The Council will give strong support to new residential development that targets certification to the
Home Quality Mark and Passivhaus design standards and non-residential development that targets
certification beyond BREEAM Excellent.
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4. Projects and proposals for retrofitting the existing building stock to meet higher energy efficiency
standards that reduce carbon emissions or increase their suitability for reuse will be supported subject
to heritage and aesthetic considerations.

5. Proposals should be designed to enable retrofitting to meet higher energy efficiency standards in
future such as heat pumps or other low or zero carbon sources and, in District Heating Opportunity
Areas (DHOAs) how development could be connected to networks of community heating if this were
available.

6. Requirements to demonstrate the meeting of higher energy efficiency standards under this policy
will be required until superseded by the Building Regulations standards under Part L or amended
by the Planning and Energy Act 2008, whichever is earlier.

7. All development must be in accordance with DacorumClimate Change and Sustainability Guidance.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics-2005-2014
Hertfordshire Building Futures Sustainable Design Toolkit

To be produced

Climate Change and Sustainability SPD

The Nokes Passivhaus, Hemel Hempstead
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Low Carbon Community Heat and Energy Networks

17.31 The NPPF states (paragraph 151) that plans should identify opportunities for co-locating potential
heat customers and suppliers and encourage development to draw its energy supply from
decentralised renewable and low carbon energy sources.

17.32 Community heat or energy networks give communities more awareness and accountability for the
environmental impact of their energy use, enabling them to play a greater and more direct role in
reducing this contributor to greenhouse gas emissions.

17.33 Within the UK the majority of community energy projects currently focus on electricity generation,
other project areas include energy efficiency measures and a small share on heat generation. Within
electricity generation, solar energy is currently the most dominant technology, followed by wind
projects. Large scale battery storage may be found co-located with solar energy collection.

17.34 District heating schemes are most effective in areas where there is a significant demand for energy
within a compact area. The type of technology used is tailored to local circumstances and cost
effectiveness, and can utilise energy generated from community or commercial use buildings or energy
generated by the natural environment.

17.35 TheMap below (Figure 6, from the ‘Renewable and Low Carbon Energy Study’) identifies opportunities
for renewable energy in the Borough’s town centres and Maylands Business Park, and through
large-scale greenfield development.

Figure 6 Opportunities for Renewable Energy

17.36 We consider that networks of district heating and Combined Heat and Power (CHP) should be pursued
in District Heating Opportunity Areas (DHOAs) where significant regeneration is targeted, and on
large-scale greenfield releases. Systems could be powered by local biomass and appropriate waste
that is not being recycled for other purposes. Major developments in DHOAs and on allocated Growth
Areas will be expected to investigate the potential for providing site-wide community heat or energy
networks or for connecting to existing networks of heat or power where this is available.
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17.37 Smaller developments in or close to existing or planned networks of district heating or CHP should
also investigate the delivery of suitable technologies to enable connection to those networks either
now or in the future.

17.38 More detailed guidance about low carbon community heat and energy networks will be given in the
Climate Change and Sustainability SPD.

Policy DM24 - Low Carbon Community Heat and Energy Networks

1. All major development proposals within a Renewable Energy Opportunity Area (as shown on Figure
6) or in defined Growth Areas, will be expected to either:

a. create a site-wide community heat or energy network; or
b. connect to an existing decentralised network where this is available; unless it can be

demonstrated through an energy feasibility assessment that:

i. a better alternative for reducing carbon emissions from the development (taking into
account the potential efficiencies from expanding the network in future) can be achieved;
or

ii. heating and/or cooling large parts of any scheme do not justify a heat or power connection;
or

iii. the cost of achieving this would make the proposed development unviable.
2. Consideration will be given to whether proportionate reductions in social and community infrastructure

provision and/or financial contributions are justified, where this would make otherwise unviable
schemes that include energy networks viable.

3. Land for service corridors should be protected, irrespective of whether a connection is made.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Renewable and Low Carbon Energy Study

To be produced

Climate Change and Sustainability SPD

Stand-alone Renewable or Low Carbon Energy

17.39 Renewable energy is an important contributor to reducing overall CO2 emissions and since 2011 the
Borough has seen a steady but modest growth in the installation of microgeneration renewable energy
technologies. However to date there have been no significant stand-alone renewable energy generation
schemes.

17.40 The ‘Renewable and Low Carbon Energy Study’ identifies opportunities and constraints for renewable
energy, including wind power. Natural opportunities for wind power are in the countryside. While the
NPPF is clear that, in the main, renewable energy projects comprise inappropriate development in
the Green Belt, it does point to how the wider environmental benefits associated with increasing
energy production from these sources could form part of a case for very special circumstances
(paragraph 147). In addition it is important that schemes are designed and located so that their impacts
can be either avoided or suitably mitigated.
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17.41 Policy DM25 - Stand-alone Renewable or Low-Carbon Energy sets out our approach to supporting
applications for renewable energy projects, with proposals that demonstrate local community
engagement and endorsement being given positive support. More detailed guidance about the design
and potential for renewable or low carbon energy schemes will be given in Dacorum Climate Change
and Sustainability SPD. The Chilterns Conservation Board's Position Statement on Renewable Energy
provides further guidance on the impacts of renewable energy development on the Chilterns AONB
and its setting.

Policy DM25 - Stand-alone Renewable or Low Carbon Energy

1. Proposals for the provision of stand-alone renewable and/or low carbon energy generation, including
community energy projects and those promoted in Neighbourhood Plans, will be positively supported
if:

a. any proposals within the Chilterns AONB or its setting are of an appropriate scale and do not
adversely affect the natural beauty or purpose of the AONB;

b. the overall visual effect on the landscape (including cumulative impacts and impact on sensitive
landscapes) is acceptable, with any harm mitigated by additional environmental benefits that
are above those provided by renewable energy;

c. any harm to residential or local amenity, including air quality, noise and light flicker is not
substantial;

d. locally important wildlife sites (including ecological corridors) and features would not be adversely
affected; and

e. the proposals are in accordance with the Dacorum Climate Change and Sustainability SPD;
and for community led schemes:

f. the benefits to the community are clearly articulated.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Renewable and Low Carbon Energy Study

To be produced

Climate Change and Sustainability SPD

Carbon Offsetting

17.42 Where a development cannot fully achieve the Plan’s requirements for reducing greenhouse gas
emissions on site it will be required to compensate for any residual CO2 emissions through carbon
offsetting contributions.

17.43 The carbon offsetting contributions will be based on a monetary value per tonne of CO2 emitted per
year from the development over and above the policy requirement and will be secured by a s106
planning obligation.

17.44 The carbon offset fund will be used to deliver offsetting measures to include carbon sequestration
projects such as tree planting to fix carbon, retrofitting energy efficiency and conservation measures
into existing buildings (principally the Council's existing housing stock) to reduce carbon emissions,
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and investment into low carbon or renewable energy generation projects to reduce the demand for
conventional fossil fuel powered energy. Measures will be expected to have a lifespan of at least 20
years. Further details will be set out in the Dacorum Climate Change and Sustainability SPD.

17.45 Other initiatives to offset residual carbon emissions from development may be acceptable in lieu of
financial contributions to the carbon offset fund subject to agreement with the Council. Such initiatives
will be expected to be delivered within the geographic boundary of the Borough to aid monitoring and
help demonstrate that the measure is directly related to the development. The project or measure
should clearly identify how it will work, when it will be delivered, the expected CO2 savings and how
it will be managed and monitored.

Policy DM26 - Carbon Offsetting

1. Development that cannot meet the Plan’s greenhouse gas reduction requirements on site will be
expected to contribute to the Council's Carbon Offset fund. This fund will be used to deliver carbon
capture schemes, to retrofit existing buildings or investing into low carbon or renewable energy
schemes.

2. Financial contributions to or the provision in kind for carbon offsetting will be secured via legal
agreements and in accordance with guidance contained within the Dacorum Climate Change and
Sustainability SPD.

3. Schemes that reduce greenhouse gas emissions or remove CO2 from the atmosphere will be accepted
in lieu of financial contributions to the Carbon Offset Fund provided that:

a. it is clearly identified as to what it is and how it will work;
b. monitoring and reporting regimes are incorporated;
c. there is clear certainty that delivery will take place;
d. appropriate and responsible management of the scheme can be assured over the long term;

and
e. it is in accordance with the Dacorum Climate Change and Sustainability SPD.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

To be produced

Climate Change and Sustainability SPD
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18 Environment and Biodiversity

18.1 The natural environment is one of the Borough's greatest resources and encompasses the landscape
of the countryside and green infrastructure(13) within towns and villages, helping to give Dacorum its
strong sense of place. It provides a diverse range of benefits to people, nature and the economy,
supporting the health and wellbeing of residents, biodiversity, food and energy production, flood
control, pollution and much more.

National Policy

18.2 National policy places great importance on sustainable development's role in protecting the natural
environment for the present and the future, placing it within the three overarching objectives of
economic, social and environmental. New policy to be introduced in England through the forthcoming
Environment Bill will aim to restore wildlife habitats, improve air and water quality, and deliver a 'net
gain' in biodiversity. It will also make provision to introduce long term, legally binding environmental
improvement targets for air quality, resource efficiency and waste reduction, biodiversity and water,
by 2022.

18.3 This will take into law the vision of ‘A Green Future: Our 25 Year Plan to Improve the Environment’
(2018) which sets out national plans to help the natural world to thrive. To achieve these goals it
introduces the principle of biodiversity net gain, and of creating green towns, through stronger standards
for the delivery of new green infrastructure and tree planting. In the wider landscape. It aims to enhance
the beauty of natural heritage and expand woodland cover.

18.4 The previous Natural Environment White Paper set out aims including halting biodiversity loss by
2020, supporting ‘healthy functioning ecosystems’, and establishing ‘coherent ecological networks’.
TheWhite Paper refers to the role of urban green infrastructure as completing ‘the links in our national
ecological network’ and ‘one of the most effective tools available to us in managing environmental
risks such as flooding and heat waves’. It advocates that green spaces should be factored into the
development of all communities.

18.5 The National Planning Framework (NPPF) expects planning policies to conserve and enhance the
natural environments and to protect them from harm. All local authorities have a duty under Section
40 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 to have regard to the conservation
of biodiversity in exercising all their functions. The duty aims to make biodiversity conservation an
integral part of policy and decision making.

Other Relevant Strategies and Studies

18.6 The Borough's natural environment and resources is recorded and evaluated through a number of
studies at both strategic and local level. This evidence will direct the implementation of policy,
highlighting opportunities to improve the environment and areas to be protected.

18.7 A detailed analysis of Dacorum’s habitats and species that are a priority for conservation can be found
in the Hertfordshire Biodiversity Action Plan, A 50 Year Vision (2006). Information on biodiversity
resources is updated and managed by the Hertfordshire Environmental Records Centre, hosted by
the Herts & Middlesex Wildlife Trust.

18.8 The Dacorum Borough Green Infrastructure Plan (2011) provides an overview of existing green
infrastructure assets, considers opportunities for the enhancement and creation of new assets, outlines
a series of potential projects and provides advice on delivering green infrastructure proposals. It forms
part of a county wide suite of documents and was prepared in parallel with the Hertfordshire Strategic
Green Infrastructure Plan (2011).

13 The Council considers green infrastructure to also include blue infrastructure, such as rivers, canals, reservoirs and wetlands.
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18.9 More information on strategic biodiversity networks across the county can be found in the Herts &
MiddlesexWildlife Trust’s publication Hertfordshire Ecological Networks, (2014), undertaken on behalf
of the Local Nature Partnership. It's mapping identifies priorities for new habitat areas, aiming to
reduce fragmentation and protect existing resources.

Boxmoor, Hemel Hempstead

Landscape Character and Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 

18.10 The landscapes of the Borough are highly valued by the people who live and work within them or use
them for recreation. Figure 7 shows Dacorum's two principal landscape types:

the Chilterns National Character Area (14)

Bedfordshire and Cambridgeshire Claylands – an area known locally as Boarscroft Vale.

14 The Character of England’s Landscape, Wildlife and Cultural Features Map, 2005 Countryside Agency (now part of Natural England);
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Figure 7 Principal Landscape Areas

18.11 Part of the Chilterns National Character Area is designated as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
, the highest national designation for landscape, which gives great weight to its conservation and
enhancement. The special qualities of the Chilterns AONB include the steep chalk escarpment with
areas of flower-rich downland, woodland, commons, tranquil valleys, the network of ancient routes,
villages with their brick and flint houses, chalk streams and a rich historic environment.

18.12 The Chilterns Conservation Board (CCB) has a statutory duty under the Countryside and Rights of
Way Act (2000) to produce a management plan, supported by a delivery plan. This can be a material
consideration inmaking decisions on individual planning applications TheChilterns AONBManagement
Plan 2019 – 2024: Caring for the Chilterns forever and for everyone identifies the management issues
faced and provides policies and actions to guide the work of all those who care for the AONB. The
Council will protect the Chilterns AONB, and support the management actions, where relevant, through
the policies of the Plan. The CCB has also published the Chilterns Building Design Guide and a range
of technical notes to help guide development in the AONB.

18.13 A more detailed landscape assessment (15) divides the Borough’s countryside into 30 different
landscape character areas. The assessment covers physical influences such as geology and
topography, vegetation and wildlife, as well as historical and cultural influences such as the field
pattern and settlement form. It includes management guidelines for each area, which development
proposals will be expected to adhere to.

18.14 Dacorum has extensive areas of surviving high quality historic landscapes. The variety is extremely
high, and three are of particular rarity in the Borough (16):

coaxial field systems (particularly around Gaddesden Row);
Iron age mining and settlements (beneath the woodlands at Ashridge); and
deserted Medieval landscapes (Boarscroft Vale).

15 Landscape Character Assessment for Dacorum
16 Hertfordshire Historic Landscape Character Assessment, which zones land according to its historic character and the likelihood that

a particular area will contain historic landscape features – Hertfordshire County Council
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Policy DM27 - Landscape Character and Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty

1. All development shall help conserve, restore or enhance the prevailing quality, character and condition
of Dacorum’s natural and historic landscape.

2. Permission for major developments in the Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) will
be refused unless exceptional circumstances prevail as defined by national planning policy. Planning
permission for any proposal within the AONB, or affecting the setting of the AONB, will only be
granted when it:

a. conserves and enhances the Chilterns AONB’s special qualities, distinctive character, tranquility
and remoteness in accordance with national planning policy and the overall purpose of the
AONB designation;

b. is appropriate to the economic, social and environmental wellbeing of the area or is desirable
for its understanding and enjoyment;

c. does not negatively impact on the skyline views of the scarp slope;
d. meets the aims of the statutory Chilterns AONB Management Plan, making practical and

financial contributions towards management plan delivery as appropriate;
e. complies with the Chilterns Building Design Guide and technical notes by being of high quality

design which respects the natural beauty of the Chilterns, its traditional built character and
reinforces the sense of place and local character; and

f. avoids adverse impacts from individual proposals (including their cumulative effects), unless
these can be satisfactorily mitigated.

3. Proposals for all new development within a Landscape Character Area (17) will be expected to be
accompanied by a statement to demonstrate how the Strategy and Guidelines for Managing Change
have been applied, as contained within the Dacorum Landscape Character Assessment 2004 SPD
(including restoration of historic field, transport, settlement and built forms where appropriate), and
further advice contained within the Hertfordshire Historic Environment Record.

4. The Council will require a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA), prepared in accordance
with the latest guidance from the Landscape Institute, to be submitted for:

a. all major development located either outside of the settlement areas or within nationally important
landscape designations; and

b. all small development that is located within nationally important landscape designations or that
would affects its setting.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Landscape Character Assessment
Chilterns AONB Management Plan
Chilterns Building Design Guide
Hertfordshire Historic Landscape Character Assessment

17 comprises the 30 different landscape character areas identified across the Borough lying beyond the towns of Tring, Berkhamsted
and Hemel Hempstead
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Chilterns AONB

Protection of Sites 

18.15 Dacorum has a rich resource of nature conservation sites which are protected according to their
relative importance through national and/or local planning policy.

18.16 Biodiversity and geodiversity assets are divided into statutory and non-statutory sites. Statutory sites
range in status and importance and include Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) designated by
Natural England, Wildlife Sites and other Nature Reserves. At the lower level are features such as
hedgerows and traditional orchards that can be recognised as Priority Habitats (NERC Act 2006) of
local importance. This hierarchy is shown in Figure 8 below.

Figure 8 Hierarchy of biodiversity and geodiversity designations

18.17 Individual sites within the Borough are recorded on the Policies Map and include:

the Chiltern Beechwoods Special Area of Conservation (SAC), which has the highest status of
protection for biodiversity through national planning policy;
eight SSSIs, which are protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981;
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ancient woodland and trees, which will be accorded the same level of importance as SSSIs, as
they are irreplaceable habitats that are a national priority for improvement under the UK
Biodiversity Action Plan;
four regionally significant local geological and geomorphological sites; and
seven sites recognised and managed as nature reserves, which contribute to both nature
conservation and public appreciation and understanding of wildlife. (18)

18.18 Where significant adverse impacts are likely on protected sites, planning permission is likely to be
refused unless there are exceptional circumstances where the advantages to the protected site and
the local community clearly outweigh the significant adverse impacts. In this instance, we will consider
the wider implications of any adverse impact to a protected site, such as its role in providing a vital
wildlife corridor, mitigating flood risk or ensuring good water quality in a catchment. Where we become
aware of ancient trees not previously identified and under threat from development, a tree preservation
order will likely be made.

18.19 We will also seek opportunities to create new spaces for nature conservation, such as informal green
infrastructure managed for biodiversity benefit, or Local Nature Reserves (LNRs).

Policy DM28 - Protection of Sites

1. Important nature conservation sites, habitats and sites of geological and geomorphological interest
will be protected, maintained and enhanced.

2. Development proposals which are likely to cause harm to sites of nature conservation or geological
interest will only be permitted in exceptional circumstances where the need for the development
significantly and demonstrably outweighs the harm and where:

a. all necessary measures to mitigate the impact have been put in place; and
b. compensatory provision in line with mitigation hierarchy (i.e. avoidance - minimisation -

rehabilitation/restoration - compensation) can be secured to ensure that the overall coherence
of the site is protected and with the intent to achieve a net gain in biodiversity.

3. The above objectives will be applied as follows:

a. for sites of International importance:

i. there are imperative reasons of overriding public interest;
ii. there are no suitable alternatives to the proposal;

b. for sites of National importance:

i. the benefits of the development, at this site, clearly outweigh the adverse impacts on the
site;

ii. there are no suitable alternatives to the proposal;
c. for sites of county, sub-regional and local importance:

i. the local development needs significantly outweigh the biodiversity or geological
conservation value of the site.

4. Evidence will be required in the form of up to date, comprehensive ecological surveys undertaken
in accordance with industry guidelines and standards prior to the submission of an application.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Policies map

18 Further guidance on LNRs can be found in Natural England's Accessible Natural Greenspace Standard (AGNSt).
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Protected Species and Priority Species and Habitats

18.20 Local authorities have a duty to conserve biodiversity under the Natural Environment and Rural
Communities Act (2006). A list of Species and Habitats of Principal Importance, published under
section 41 of the Act, identifies species that are most threatened, in greatest decline, or where the
UK holds a significant proportion of the world's total population.

18.21 Protected species (such as bats, great crested newts, otters and dormice) have statutory protection
under the Conservation of Species and Habitats Regulations (2010). Further legislation through the
Wildlife and Countryside Act (as amended) makes it an offence to intentionally or recklessly disturb
a European protected species while it is occupying a structure or place which it uses for shelter or
protection, or to obstruct access to any structure or place the species uses for shelter or protection.

18.22 Developers must check for the presence of protected species on development sites and seek
professional advice to ensure that their proposals safeguard any protected species identified. A survey
will be required where the presence of protected species on development sites is likely, and professional
advice must be sought to ensure that proposals safeguard any protected species identified.

Policy DM29 - Protected Species and Priority Species and Habitats Policy

1. Development which would result in damage to or loss of habitats of principal importance or the
habitats of species of principal importance will not be permitted except:

a. in exceptional circumstances where the need for, and benefits of the development significantly
and demonstrably outweigh the harm it would cause to the site; and

b. where the loss can be mitigated and compensation provided.
2. Where there is a reasonable likelihood of the presence of statutorily protected species or their habitats,

development will not be permitted unless it has been demonstrated that the proposed development
will not result in a negative impact upon those species and habitats.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Section 41: Species and Habitats of Principal Importance, NERC Act (2006)
Conservation of Species and Habitats Regulations (2010)
Wildlife and Countryside Act

Biodiversity Net Gain

18.23 For development to be sustainable, improvements to the environment and biodiversity must be
delivered alongside new homes and infrastructure. National planning policy sets out principles for
protecting biodiversity from harm, including the use of a mitigation hierarchy i.e. avoidance, mitigation
and then compensation. Local planning authorities have a Biodiversity Duty under the NERC Act
2006 and guidance provided NPPF (paragraph 170 (d) and 174 (b)) to seek enhancements and a
net gain for biodiversity from development. In 2020, new national planning policy is expected to make
it mandatory for development to deliver a 10% biodiversity net gain.
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18.24 Development should be designed around existing components of the ecological network, and seek
to improve, enhance and connect these features with the wider network (NPPF paragraph
174). Developments will also be expected to include a variety of forms of biodiversity within the built
environment, such as street trees, wildflower rich verges and swales, living roofs and walls, hedgerows,
and sustainable drainage systems designed to enrich biodiversity.

18.25 Wewill help to protect and improve biodiversity by using a net gain metric to secure measurable gains
to the environment through on site improvements, or in worst case scenarios, from commuted sums
towards offsite habitat areas. Natural England has created the Biodiversity Metric 2.0 calculator as a
way of measuring and accounting for biodiversity losses and gains resulting from development or
land management. It allows biodiversity to be taken into account and for it to be measured in a
consistent way. The mitigation hierarchy should always be considered as the metric is applied. In
addition, use of the metric does not avoid the need to seek expert ecological advice.

18.26 To support this approach, we will also introduce a monitoring framework to ensure proposed net gains
in biodiversity are achieved throughout the Plan period, including remedial measures for
non-compliance.

Policy DM30 - Biodiversity Net Gain

1. All major development will be required to deliver an overall net gain in biodiversity of 10%, determined
by applying the Natural England Biodiversity Metric 2.0 Calculator. Proposals should be accompanied
by a "biodiversity gain plan" to explain how the 10% net gain will be achieved and managed.

2. Proposals will also be expected to apply the hierarchy of avoidance, mitigation and compensation
(set out below) in respect of any significant harm to biodiversity arising from development.

a. Avoid creating a biodiversity impact.
b. Minimise impacts that cannot be completely avoided.
c. Restore degraded or lost ecosystems.
d. Offset to compensate for residual impacts.

3. Only in situations where on-site delivery is proven to be unviable will local offsite compensatory
habitat or development contributions be sought. The latter should target sites in the vicinity of the
development before considering sites elsewhere in the Borough.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

NERC (2006)
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Red Mason Bee Nest, The Water Gardens, Hemel Hempstead

Chilterns Beechwoods Special Area of Conservation

18.27 The Chilterns Beechwoods SAC contains sites that are subject to international protection (Natura
2000 designation). These seek to conserve valued habitats, species, biodiversity, flora and fauna
that have significant ecological importance. SACs often have a unique character and draw which can
be difficult to replicate, so these designations guarantee a high level of protection to ensure the integrity
of the site is protected.

18.28 We have a legal duty as the ‘competent authority’ under the Habitats Regulations to protect the
Chilterns Beechwoods SAC from the effects of development. This can be achieved using many
measures but an important approach is one of mitigation through, for example, access management
strategies, habitat management, provision of new Natural Green Space and sustainable transport
choices. We take our responsibilities seriously with regard to the protection of these sites and will
ensure that Habitats Regulation Assessments are undertaken for development proposals likely to
affect these sites.

18.29 There are specific statutory controls in place which prohibit the granting of planning permission for
development proposals that may adversely affect internationally important habitats and species.

18.30 Conservation objectives seek to return those parts of the SAC, and the flora and fauna within them,
that currently have an unfavourable conservation status to a favourable conservation status or, for
parts of the SAC which are currently in favourable conservation status, to maintain that favourable
status. We must note that this status does not necessarily take account of or identify the impacts of
"long term wear and tear" of the assets within these assessments.

18.31 Our Habitats Regulations Assessment: Screening Report concludes that likely significant effects from
Dacorum's planned growth cannot be ruled out and so the precautionary principle needs to be applied.
This assessment identified two environmental impact pathways. This means an Appropriate
Assessment will be undertaken to determine if there are likely to be significant effects on the Chilterns
Beechwoods SAC caused by:

Recreational Pressure: increased visitor pressure (physical disturbance) on the Ashridge
Commons and Woods SSSI as it is a 'honeypot' site. Consideration will also be given to any
potential impacts upon the Tring Woodlands SSSI (located adjacent to Tring Park). Likely to be
caused from increased urbanisation (from meeting the local housing needs for Dacorum and
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the surrounding area). It is widely acknowledged that Ashridge Estate and Tring Woodlands
SSSI offer unique features which cannot be easily replicated elsewhere; and
Atmospheric Pollution: increased air pollution at Tring Woodlands SSSI due to increased vehicle
movements on the A41.

18.32 This Plan seeks to enable effective on-site measures to absorb or mitigate any additional pressures
experienced on these SAC units, especially those which form part of the Ashridge Commons and
Woods SSSI. This has seen long-term “wear and tear” across the site for example, ever-wider paths
through the woods can have harmful impacts to ground flora and tree roots. While this long-term
deterioration is very difficult to quantify, the Habitats Regulations Assessment/Appropriate Assessment
is seeking to consider this matter.

18.33 We will seek to determine if and then what mitigation is required with regards to air quality and
recreational pressure. Although to document our current thinking on this matter, possible recreational
pressure mitigation measures are detailed in the seperate Chilterns Beechwoods On-site and Access
Management Strategy Scheme and supporting Environment and Biodiversity Topic Paper.

18.34 Policy DM31 ensures that development within the Plan area does not adversely affect the integrity
of Chilterns Beechwoods SAC.

Policy DM31 – Chilterns Beechwoods Special Area of Conservation

1. The Council will expect all relevant development proposals to assist in the conservation and
enhancement of the biodiversity, character, appearance and landscape setting of the Chilterns
Beechwoods Special Area of Conservation (SAC). Proposals should give regard to the reasons for
the SACs designation and its conservation objectives.

2. Where there are grounds to believe that the SAC be affected by proposed development, applicants
must establish the extent of potential impact.This evidence should inform appropriately designed plans
and mitigation measures. Proposals must demonstrate that any effects of development would not
be adverse to the integrity of the SAC.

3. Open Space Requirements and Mitigation for Recreational Impacts

a. Allocated Growth Areas or Major residential development - In order to mitigate against the
potential or identified adverse effects of additional development on Dacorum, all development
that would result in a net increase in homes within the Borough will be required to:

i. Point of destination: assist in the conservation and enhancement of the biodiversity,
character and appearance and landscape setting of the Chilterns Beechwoods SAC by
making financial contributions towards the Chilterns Beechwoods On-site and Access
Management Strategy Scheme (to be drafted to support the Publication version of this
Plan), or any subsequent scheme which replaces this. Details will be set out in the Chilterns
Beechwoods SAC SPD; and

ii. Point of Origin: demonstrate that adequate measures are put in place to avoid or mitigate
any potential increase in visitor pressure on the SAC. This will require the provision of
bespoke on-site mitigation to form part of the proposed development. Such provision will
need to be:

A. delivered 'up front' to reduce pressures placed upon the SAC;
B. determined in agreement with Natural England and the National Trust; and
C. be proportionately addressed in accordance with the mitigation hierarchy (mitigation

- offsetting within the locality - compensation in the form of habitat);
iii. Where ii (A-C) cannot be achieved, a meaningful proportion of Natural Green Space or

access to Natural Green Space must be provided. This could involve:
iv. A. providing new green spaces, SANGS or Country Parks;

B. improving the naturalness, attractiveness or facilities on offer at existing green
spaces;

C. improving access to green space; or
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D. improving connectivity between green spaces (where this development proposal
would not contribute to a material increase in recreational pressure on designated
sites).

v. Points iii (A. - D). must include a strategy demonstrating how they deliver for both residents
and tourists:

A. sufficient open space proposals, and where relevant
B. options for Suitable Alternative Natural Greenspace of an appropriate quality and

in the right place
b. Minor residential development - All minor residential development will make financial

contributions towards the Chilterns Beechwoods On-site and Access Management Strategy
Scheme (19), or any subsequent scheme which replaces this. Details will be set out in the
Chilterns Beechwoods SAC SPD.

4. Mitigation for Air Quality impacts: Major development must contribute towards the Chilterns
Beechwoods Air Quality Mitigation Scheme (20), or any subsequently agreed scheme, unless it can
be demonstrated that the development would not result in any adverse impact on air quality at
Chilterns Beechwoods SAC either alone or in combination with other development.

5. The Chilterns Beechwoods Special Area of Conservation and the zones of influence are defined on
the Policies Map.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

HRA: Screening report (2020)

To be produced

Appropriate Assessment supported by:
Recreational Pressure including visitor survey work of Ashridge Estate/Chiltern
Beechwoods SAC - to define the Zone of Influence
Air Quality

Chilterns Beechwoods On-site and Access Management Strategy Scheme (setting out the
mitigation measures and associated costs) - this will determine the financial contribution

Ashridge Estate

18.35 Due to the sheer volume of visitors to the Estate, it is noted that more active on-site measures and
management of Ashridge Estate could help reduce the direct harm to the SAC/SSSIs caused by
recreational impacts.

18.36 This is a very challenging balancing act between conserving the special features of the site and
actively managing the volume of visitors who visit the site (as some forms of management could begin
to negatively impact the natural beauty and special characteristics, including the historic environment)
and may include a variety of on-site measures.

19 to be drafted to support the Publication version of this plan
20 subject to the outcomes of the Appropriate Assessment
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18.37 We believe we need mitigation to be implemented on the site, although as evidence on this matter is
emerging further details will follow on in due course. Our current thinking on this matter, including
possible recreational pressure mitigation measures, is detailed in the separate Chilterns Beechwoods
On-site and Access Management Strategy Scheme and supporting Environment and Biodiversity
Topic Paper.

Policy DM32: Development on the Ashridge Estate

1. The Council will support proposals which seek to improve the on-site management of visitors to the
Estate, especially those which seek the conservation, protection or beneficial improvement of the
ecological, historical and biodiversity designations, and in particular areas on the site such as Chilterns
Beechwoods SAC and associated SSSIs that are subject to international and national designations.

2. Any proposals must demonstrate how they will contribute to the resilience of the site in the long term
by mitigating the causes of degeneration of the sites special and protected features. Support will be
given to proposals which seek to re-introduce historic uses, features or field patterns.

3. All proposals must demonstrate whether there are any other suitable alternatives to this proposal
and where relevant, the exceptional circumstances necessary to outweigh any adverse impacts on
the sites designations. Where mitigations measures are necessary, these should demonstrate any
impacts upon the sites ecological, historical and biodiversity designations. This must be completed
to the satisfaction of Natural England, the Chilterns Conservation Board, Historic England and other
relevant stakeholders.

4. Any proposal must demonstrate accordance with guidance such as the Chilterns AONBManagement
Plan, the National Trust Conservation Management Plans, WoodlandManagement Plan and Natural
England guidance.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Ashridge Estate Central Area Conservation Management Plan (National Trust and Historic
Environment Associates, April 2019)

Ashridge Woodland
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Protection and Enhancement of the River Character and Water Environment

18.38 Chalk streams are a characteristic and attractive feature of the Chilterns landscape, and a globally
rare habitat. The three chalk streams of the Rivers Bulbourne, Gade and Ver within Dacorum are
considered of poor or moderate status against the Water Framework Directive, with issues such as
unfavourable flow conditions, man-made structures in the channel and rural and urban pollution
leading to poor populations of invertebrates and fish. The Colne Catchment Action Network sets out
action plans for each river, which form part of Defra and the Environment Agency's strategy to achieve
'good ecological status' for the country's rivers.

18.39 Water resources are under extreme pressure from the use of groundwater for water supply and from
climate change. Frequent, extreme weather events such as heavy rainfall and long dry spells, impacts
on river levels and flows, creating pressure on underground drainage systems and affecting the level
of rainfall left to recharge groundwater sources. This threatens the retention of often fragile ecosystems,
susceptible to the availability and flow of water.

18.40 We will work with our partners to help restore river flows and natural habitats along the chalk streams
and in Boarscroft Vale, retain water in the catchment area, and support biodiversity. The Environment
Agency has a general aim to conserve open watercourses, and wherever possible, encourage and
promote the removal of culverts. They provide advice on culverts through their Policy Regarding
Culverts - Policy Statement (March 1999).

Policy DM33 - Protection and Enhancement of the River Character and Water
Environment

The water environment will be managed through development management and other action in consultation
with the Environment Agency and the Lead Local Flood Authority to achieve the following objectives:

1. to de-culvert watercourses, and to restore watercourses to a more natural state wherever possible,
new proposals for culverting will be discouraged;

2. avoid damage to Groundwater Source Protection Zones;
3. avoid the need to abstract water from the ground, in particular from the Rivers Ver, Gade and

Bulbourne catchments;
4. avoid development within 10 metres of the brink of a waterbody;
5. proposals adjacent to a waterbody(21), must incorporate measures to improve, restore or reach 'good'

ecological status / potential as defined in the Water Framework Directive(22), including invasive
species management; and

6. secure opportunities to conserve and enhance biodiversity, to include reinstating natural buffer
zones.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Colne Can Action Network
Culverts Policy Statement, Enviroment Agency (March 1999)

21 Includes rivers, canals, lakes, ponds, reservoirs
22 A list of relevant measures can be found on the Environment Agency’s Catchment Data Explorer.
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The River Gade Gadebridge Park, Hemel Hempstead

Flood Risk and Protection

18.41 National policy (NPPF paragraph 163) advises that when determining any planning applications, local
planning authorities should ensure that flood risk is not increased elsewhere.

18.42 The Dacorum Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) contains maps showing flood risks from
various sources, including river and surface water flood risk areas, and these represent a snapshot
of flood risk at a given moment. The Environment Agency publishes regular mapping updates, and
the latest evidence should be a material consideration in determination of planning applications. The
Environment Agency can also provide pre-application advice.

18.43 Where appropriate, applications should be supported by a site-specific flood risk assessment (FRA)
to demonstrate that the proposed development will not create an increased risk of flooding from
surface water to the development site and the surrounding area. It should be carried out in accordance
with the NPPF and the 'Flood risk and coastal change' Planning Practice Guidance, giving preference
to infiltration over discharge to a watercourse, which in turn is preferable to discharge to surface water
sewer. Guidance on the preparation of surface water strategies can be found in the Defra/Environment
Agency R&D Technical Report W5-074/A/TR/1 Revision E "Preliminary rainfall runoff management
for developments".

18.44 The drainage assessment / FRA should as a minimum demonstrate the following:

1. runoff rates;
2. storage volumes; and
3. sustainable drainage techniques.

18.45 Applicants are encouraged to seek pre-application advice from Hertfordshire County Council as the
Lead Local Flood Authority prior to the submission of a formal planning application, and to ensure
that all the documents contained within the LLFA's 'developer's checklist' is included with the
application. Further guidance on SuDS is provided within the Dacorum Energy and Sustainability
SPD.

18.46 Development should only be allowed in areas at risk of flooding where, in the light of this assessment
(and sequential and exception tests, as applicable) it can be demonstrated that:
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1. within the site, the most vulnerable development is located in areas of lowest flood risk,
unless there are overriding reasons to prefer a different location;

2. the development is appropriately flood resistant and resilient;
3. it incorporates sustainable drainage systems, unless there is clear evidence that this would be

inappropriate;
4. any residual risk can be safely managed; and
5. safe access and escape routes are included where appropriate as part of an agreed emergency

plan.

18.47 The NPPF (paragraph 165) states that major developments should incorporate sustainable drainage
systems (SuDS) unless there is clear evidence that this would be inappropriate. The systems used
should:

1. take account of advice from the lead local flood authority;
2. have appropriate proposed minimum operational standards;
3. have maintenance arrangements in place to ensure an acceptable standard of operation for the

lifetime of the development; and
4. where possible, provide multi-functional benefits.

18.48 In terms of SuDS, proposals should follow the SuDS hierarchy shown in the table below.

Table 24 SuDS Hierarchy

Landscape and
Wildlife Benefit

PollutionReductionFlood ReductionSuDS technique

√√√Living Roofs and
WallsMost Sustainable

√√√Basins and ponds↓

√√√Filter strips and
swales↓

√√√Infiltration Devices↓

√√Permeable surfaces
and filter drains↓

√Tanked and piped
systemsLeast Sustainable

Policy DM34 - Flood Risk and Protection

Development will be supported where:

1. It is designed to ensure that flood risk is not increased elsewhere and is located in areas at lowest
risk of flooding (of all sources);

2. It avoids Flood Zones 2 and 3 unless it is for a compatible use: Where development is proposed
in these zones:

a. Flood Risk Assessments (FRA) must accompany planning applications, explaining how the
sequential approach (23) (and the Exception Test (24) if required) to development has been
undertaken and which the Council is satisfied demonstrates that the site is appropriate for
development and its intended use, taking into account wider sustainable development objectives;

b. a sequential approach to site layout must be satisfied, directing the most vulnerable uses to
the areas on the site at lowest risk from of flooding from all sources;

23 The catchment area for determining the area of search for the Sequential Test will depend on local circumstances relating to the
type of development proposed and the target market (see National Planning Practice Guidance)

24 A list of relevant measures can be found on the Environment Agency’s Catchment Data Explorer
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c. opportunities to reduce the cause and impact of flooding, such as using green infrastructure
for flood storage, must be incorporated; and

d. proposals must not cause harm to existing or proposed flood defences;
3. For development in Flood Zone 1, a FRA or statement is submitted following the criteria in this policy

and the NPPF which sets out appropriate flood risk management measures;
4. It incorporates flood resistant and resilient measures, and is shown to be safe for the lifetime of the

development, taking into account climate change implications;
5. If necessary, it demonstrates that safe access and escape routes will be included as part of an

emergency plan (25)

6. Measures for the control and reduction of surface water run-off to pre-development rates or better
through SuDS are integrated into the design and layout of the development and with existing green
infrastructure wherever possible; and

7. For any major development (26)SuDS are accompanied by a management and maintenance plan
detailing how they will be maintained throughout the lifetime of the development.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Strategic Flood Risk Assessment Level 1
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment Level 2
Local Flood Risk Management Strategy for Hertfordshire

Protection from Environmental Pollution

18.49 The planning system plays a key role in the location and standard of development.Together with other
consent regimes and processes, it can limit the impact of (and prevent) polluting emissions – i.e.
noise, light, fumes, chemicals, noxious and hazardous substances and waste in general.

18.50 The upcoming Environment Bill will enable the Government to set new long term targets in four priority
areas: air quality, biodiversity, water, and resource efficiency and waste reduction, as well as a target
for fine particulate matter (PM2.5). The long term (minimum 15 years) targets will be introduced by
2022 and will be accompanied by interim measures. The Plan will endorse the nationally set
standards and when these become more stringent, ensure that further efforts are made to enhance
the quality of the air, water and/or soils.

18.51 In Dacorum special consideration needs to be given to:

the quality of the groundwater supplying the chalk aquifer;
the maintenance of higher quality agricultural areas and the sand and gravel belt;
limiting the effects of noise and air pollution along major routes (i.e. road, rail and aircraft from
Luton Airport);
retaining tranquil parts of the Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and Boarscroft Vale;
limiting light pollution, especially in the Chilterns AONB and the rural parts of the Borough;
the risks associated with Buncefield Oil Terminal; and
ensuring that development land affected by ground contamination is safe and suitable for its
proposed use so as to protect human health and the wider environment.

25 For further guidance, see Flood Risk Emergency Plans for New Development guidance published by the EA and ADEPT
26 As defined in the NPPF
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18.52 Air quality within Dacorum is generally good, with the main source of air pollution being from traffic
emissions, specifically nitrogen dioxide. Three areas are designated as Air Quality Management Areas
(AQMAs) because levels of nitrogen dioxide exceeded air quality standards. They are:

Lawn Lane, Hemel Hempstead;
London Road, Apsley, Hemel Hempstead; and
High Street, Northchurch.

18.53 The number and extent of AQMAs may change as a result of mitigation measures and continued
monitoring of air quality. The AQMA at Northchurch has shown levels of NO2 were below the national
objective in recent years (since 2018). If this situation continues the AQMA could be removed in future
years but only when there is confidence that future growth in the area would not result in such levels
being exceeded again.

18.54 We are preparing action plans to set out mitigation measures for each AQMA and will use the planning
system to support these. It does not necessarily follow that development would be harmful in an area
of poor air quality or that it should be banned in an AQMA. Here, the type, scale and location of
development and its traffic generation will be managed sensitively. Greater weight will be given to
the consideration and removal of air pollutants.

18.55 The planning system has a role to play in the minimization of waste at or near source and in the
disposal of household, commercial and construction waste (Policy DM22 - Sustainable Design and
Construction). Unnecessary waste should be reduced and managed nearer to its source. To avoid
unnecessary waste going to landfill sites, developers will be expected to avoid potentially polluting
developments, the creation of additional waste, and locating new development near existing sources
of pollution. Where waste is unavoidable it will need to be transferred and managed. Waste recycling
and management will be appropriate in many General Employment Areas. New facilities may be
provided through the relocation of the existing HouseholdWaste Recycling Centre andWaste Disposal
Centre in East Hemel Hempstead.

18.56 Responsibility for ensuring that a development is safe in terms of land contamination and stability lies
with the developer. Advice on the storage and handling of hazardous substances will be taken from
the Health and Safety Executive.

18.57 Exterior lighting is important in promoting safety and security, for recreation and leisure, and other
evening activities. Therefore a degree of lighting is required in most environments. However if poorly
designed or installed, artificial light can have a detrimental effect including to wildlife and therefore
needs to be controlled. Light pollution needs to be kept to a minimum to avoid a detrimental effect
on rural and urban views and the character of the countryside. Further detailed guidance as to
appropriate levels of lighting in different locations can be found in the Dacorum Design Guide SPD .

Policy DM35 - Protection from Environmental Pollution

1. Any development proposals which would cause harm to the environment or neighbouring land or
properties from a significant increase in pollution (into the air, soil or any water body) by virtue of the
emissions of fumes, particles, effluent, radiation, smell, heat, light, noise or noxious substances, will
not be permitted.

2. Development will be required in each case, as appropriate, to:

a. Air Quality

i. Support improvements in identified Air Quality Management Areas and Air Quality Action
Plans and, as a minimum, maintain air quality standards throughout these areas.

ii. Developments that are likely to result in breaches of a relevant limit value or national
objective for pollutants, and applications within or near an identified Air Quality
Management Area that could harm air quality standards, (also taking into account
cumulative impacts) shall be supported by an air quality report assessing the impacts of
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the proposed development on the surrounding environment and, where they are predicted
to exceed a limit value or objective, include proposals for mitigation or avoidance. Advice
will be taken from Environmental Heath and any requirements will be secured at the
application stage or through a planning condition or planning obligation as considered
appropriate.

iii. Be in accordance with any further Council guidance on air quality.
b. Contaminated Land

i. Maintain soil quality standards and remediate contaminated land to protect human health
and the wider environment in line with Environment Agency, Defra and Natural England
guidance.

ii. A preliminary land contamination risk assessment (27) should accompany any planning
application where there is a risk of harm to receptors(28)and the land, soil, ground or
surface water is known or suspected to be contaminated. Advice will be taken from
Environmental Health on the need for any further intrusive site investigation, remedial
measures and validation report that may need to be secured by planning condition to
ensure that the site is made suitable and safe for the proposed use before development
can proceed.

iii. Take advice on the storage and handling of hazardous substances from the Health and
Safety Executive and the Environment Agency as the statutory Competent Authority.

c. Water Quality

i. Improve water quality standards in line with the Water Framework Directive, Environment
Agency and Natural England guidance.

ii. Development which could adversely affect the quality of groundwater will not be permitted.
iii. Developments involving new or altered foul drainage will be supported by a Foul Drainage

Assessment. Discharge to non-mains drainage will only be permitted where satisfactory
justification has been provided to show that connection to mains drainage is not feasible,
the non-mains system will not cause pollution of groundwater or surface water, Building
Regulations Approved Document H will be met as necessary, an Environmental Permit
from the Environment Agency has been given where necessary, and adequate details of
maintenance of the system have been provided.

d. Noise Pollution

i. Minimise the impact of noise on the surrounding environment and noise sensitive receptors.
ii. Developments that are noise sensitive and in locations where surrounding existing lawful

land uses are likely to have an adverse effect on the occupants of new development,
must submit an appropriate noise impact assessment including mitigation measures to
address the identified impacts.

iii. Where it is achievable to offset the adverse impact of noise and to protect existing / future
sensitive receptors, applications for new development shall be supported by an assessment
of the typical worse case noise impact and consideration of achievable mitigationmeasures
to ensure adequate protection of those sensitive receptors. Where the impact cannot be
offset then development should be avoided.

iv. Use good design to improve and enhance the acoustic environment and reduce the impact
of noise on and generated by the development, in accordance with Dacorum design
guidance

v. The development of land for noisy countryside sports will only be accepted where:

A. the site occupies unused or damaged land outside of the Chilterns Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty and the most sensitive parts of Landscape Regions,

B. there would be no disturbance (including any significant noise nuisance) to residential
and similar sensitive areas;

C. there would be no adverse impacts on wildlife and areas of ecological value; and

27 prepared by a competent person accredited by the National Quality Mark Scheme
28 Receptors include the public, site operatives and workers, occupiers of the site or neighbouring land
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D. the scale and nature of the activity respects the countryside setting and surrounding
area; and the safety of adjoining users is not prejudiced.

e. Light Pollution

i. Limit and wherever possible avoid light pollution in all its forms, especially in the countryside
and the Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

ii. Development proposals for new exterior lighting or resulting in the need for exterior lighting
will only be supported if there would be no significant (or material) adverse impact upon
important features of the urban and rural environment including:

A. the amenity of residential areas;
B. the ecology of the area; and
C. the visual character of the natural and historic environment.

iii. Development involving exterior lighting should be accompanied by a lighting statement
by a qualified lighting engineer / consultant together with full details (supported by plans
and drawings) of all aspects of the installation, including siting, luminaire and lamp type,
brightness, beam control, lux contours / distribution diagrams, column height and design,
and proposed finished colour(s).

iv. Assessment will be based upon the suitability of exterior lighting in relation to the defined
Environmental Zone within which the site falls, the surrounding context and the type and
extent of lighting, and will include consideration of highway safety, crime prevention and
access for people with disabilities. All lighting schemes must:

A. avoid dazzle and disturbance to drivers;
B. minimise glare and light spillage; and
C. create uniformity to avoid shadowed areas.

v. Further guidance on limiting the impact of light pollution can be found in the Dacorum
Design Guide SPD.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Air Quality Management Areas
Air Quality Action Plan
Strategic Design Guide SPD

To be produced

Climate Change and Sustainability SPD
Detailed Design Guide SPD

Tree Retention and Protection

18.58 Trees form an important part of the green capital of the Borough and are important to ensuring places
are attractive and sustainable places to live. They provide a range of benefits, including flood mitigation,
carbon sequestration (i.e. the process of capturing and storing atmospheric carbon dioxide), cooling
benefits, wildlife habitats and wildlife 'stepping stones', as well as contributing to landscape character
and amenity. This resource is under threat from disease, development and climate change. The Plan
will therefore, as part of development proposals, give a high priority to the retention of existing trees
in the Borough.
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18.59 New development will be expected to retain and replace existing trees and to help plant more trees
by requiring a minimum of two trees to be planted for every new dwelling constructed or per 100 sq
m floorspace for non residential development created. Where a tree is lost through development, at
least three new trees must be provided, either on site, or in a new location.

18.60 Where necessary, tree preservation orders (TPOs) will be made to protect important trees that might
be threatened by neglect or future development, or where they make an important contribution to the
visual amenities of an area or townscape. Trees in conservation areas are also protected through the
Town and Country Planning Act 1990.

18.61 Of particular ecological importance in the Borough are areas of ancient semi-natural woodland (areas
which have had a continuous cover of native trees and plants since at least 1600 AD, and have
neither been cleared nor extensively planted since then).

18.62 The provision and long-termmanagement of a minimum buffer between development and irreplaceable
habitats, such as ancient woodland and veteran trees, and hedgerows will be required in line with
national standing advice, guidance and recognised good practice. Wherever possible, hedgerows
should be retained. Where hedgerow loss is unavoidable, new hedgerows should be created.

18.63 The Council’s Trees and Woodlands Policy document (29) provides a summary of management
principles and good practice guidance on species and site selection, and the establishment of
trees. Reference should also bemade to the DacorumDesign Guide SPD for guidance on Landscaping
on Development Sites. The Forestry Commission provides support and encouragement for woodland
management, particularly through their Woodland Grant Scheme.

Policy DM36 - Tree Retention and Protection

1. Developers will be expected to protect and retain existing trees and hedgerows as part of development
proposals, and to replace them where their loss is justified. All development will be expected to
incorporate two or more new trees per dwelling or per 100 sq m floor space (for non-residential
developments) on-site. Where a tree is lost through development at least three new 'like for like'
trees must be provided.

2. All development on sites adjoining or containing trees must comply with British Standard 5837 (2012)
Trees in Relation to Design, Demolition and Construction – Recommendations (as may be amended).
In particular, the Council will require:

a. an Arboricultural Impact Assessment (AIA) including a tree survey identifying existing trees on
and adjoining the site with their root protection areas (RPA);

b. where tree protection measures are necessary, a Tree Protection Plan (TPP); and
c. an Arboricultural Method Statement (AMS) that identifies how operations can be undertaken

with minimal harm to retained trees.
3. Details of foundations, services and levels may also be required to understand the potential impact

on trees.
4. Proposals will be subject to conditions to secure tree protection measures.
5. Consent to lop or remove trees protected by a tree preservation order will not be given unless the

Council is satisfied that it would be necessary to overcome a serious safety hazard, nuisance, its
detriment to local character or to improve the health of the tree.

6. For all other trees in both urban and rural locations, management should aim to maintain a healthy,
safe and sustainable tree population without causing an unreasonable nuisance or hazard to person,
highway or property. High standards of professional tree care will be encouraged and promoted
particularly by reference to British Standard 3998 (2010), "Recommendations for Tree Work", other
relevant British Standards and the Council’s Trees and Woodlands Policy document (30).

29 Trees and Woodlands Policy 2015 – 2020
30 Trees And Woodlands Policy 2015 – 2020
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Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Trees and Woodlands Policy document
Strategic Design Guide SPD

To be produced

Detailed Design Guide SPD

Landscaping on Development Sites 

18.64 Tree and woodland planting is essential to nature conservation and to the future creation, conservation
and enhancement of landscape quality in the Borough's countryside and the amenity and environmental
quality of its towns and villages. They are particularly important in their role of making places more
attractive and sustainable places to live as well as benefiting the general goal of climate mitigation
and adaptation.

18.65 Soft planting proposals, including tree planting, will be an expected general requirement of all
development proposals. Proposals should integrate with the existing green infrastructure to ensure
it reinforces ecological connectivity by providing suitable wildlife 'stepping stones'.

18.66 Space for planting, including suitable provision for irrigation or water retention basins around trees,
should be given particular attention in the design of layouts to ensure that trees and other planting is
both given sufficient space to grow to maturity, whilst ensuring the best chance of establishment,
especially during climatic extremes. Buildings and other structures should be sited to allow adequate
space for a tree’s natural development, with due regard given to its predicted height and canopy
spread.

18.67 Care should be taken to avoid the use of species which may lead to the spread of non-native plants
into the countryside. Native broad-leaved tree species should be favoured over non-native species
in order to reinforce the original character of our countryside. In urban locations, broad-leaved
deciduous trees will also ensure that developments do not result in excessive shading during the
winter months whilst providing suitable shade during the summer months. Trees should be of
reasonable size when planted to ensure that they make an early visual contribution to the establishment
of planting on development sites. Therefore, trees should be specified as nursery standards as a
minimum, with potentially larger trees specified in accordance with the scale of development being
proposed.

18.68 The Council’s Trees and Woodlands Policy document (31) provides a summary of management
principles and good practice guidance on species and site selection, and the establishment of
trees. Reference should also bemade to the DacorumDesign Guide SPD for guidance on landscaping
on development sites. The Forestry Commission provides support and encouragement for woodland
management, particularly through their Woodland Grant Scheme.

Policy DM37 - Landscaping on Development Sites

1. New tree, woodland, hedge and shrub planting, including provision of street trees and community
orchards, will be expected as part of development proposals. Proposals shall accord with the following:

31 Trees and Woodlands Policy 2015 – 2020
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a. wherever possible provide ecological connectivity by integrating planting with the existing green
infrastructure network;

b. ensure the layout of development (including tree planting islands in car parks) allows sufficient
space for planting, and in particular structural tree planting, to include adequate canopy clearance
and root protection areas, so that it can thrive;

c. tree planting should be suitable for the local environment and landscape character, with
preference given to native broad-leaved species, and avoiding the use of invasive, non-native
species;

d. include trees of nursery Standard size(32) or larger at time of planting, depending on the scale
and nature of the development; and

e. ensure tree planting is adequately staked and protected and incorporates suitable irrigation
infrastructure or other provision for water retention.

2. Development landscaping schemes shall be subject to long term management requirements by
condition or s106 planning obligation. Appropriate management of trees standing either as individual
specimens, groups, woodlands or orchards and also as hedgerows will be encouraged.

3. For woodlands, a management plan will be required, which should identify clear objectives for their
use and resolve any conflicts arising from value to nature conservation, landscape conservation,
recreation and timber production interests. Nature conservation will be afforded a high priority in
areas of ancient semi-natural woodland.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Trees and Woodlands Policy Document
Strategic Design Guide SPD

To be produced

Detailed Design Guide SPD

Open Land

18.69 Open Land is a planning designation given to selected open areas within the larger settlements which
are important to their open character and setting, or for informal recreation, yet may bemore vulnerable
to development pressure. Open Land can include contiguous sites of 1 ha or more used for leisure
purposes, schools where the playing fields contribute to the urban structure or are in areas where
there is a shortage of open space, woodland, nature conservation sites, allotments, churchyards,
cemeteries, amenity land, walkways and the Grand Union Canal. No right of public access is implied
by this definition.

18.70 The primary purpose of the designation is to maintain the generally open character of an area and
uses of this nature that support this approach will be retained and encouraged. This includes uses
that serve an educational, sports, leisure or nature conservation purpose. These designated areas
may also contain some small parcels of existing incompatible and ancillary uses (e.g. residential or
utility services). However, the aim of the policy is not to disturb these uses unnecessarily and they
will be allowed to remain unless they undermine the broad objectives of the policy. New non-conforming
uses will normally be discouraged from locating in areas designated as Open Land.

32 A nursery Standard tree has a girth of 8-10 cm measured at 1 m above ground level
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18.71 It is inevitable that Open Land will be subject to change over time and there may be special
circumstances where development is justified in such areas leading to its effective loss. Alternatively,
new development can result in additional Open Land being created (e.g. new large areas of open
space to serve a housing proposal). Such changes have been reflected on the Policies Map to the
Local Plan.

18.72 The open space typologies covered in 'Policy DM63 - Open Space Provision' are often not designated
as Open Land. These areas are usually protected from development because they are held as public
open space, or contribute towards the provision standards of open space expected by the Council.

18.73 Smaller areas of open space that are not designated as Open Land can also make a valuable
contribution to the local character and environment of our towns and villages, serve other leisure and
nature conservation roles, and be vulnerable to development pressures. The Plan needs to assess
their contribution and weigh it carefully against the demands for development.

Policy DM38 - Open Land

1. Designated Open Land forming part of the urban structure of the towns and larger villages and shown
on the Policies Map will be protected. New development within designated Open Land will only be
acceptable if it is for sports, recreation of other community or social use and satisfies the following
conditions:

a. the location, scale and use of the new development must be well related to the character of
existing development, its use and Open Land setting;

b. the integrity and future of the wider area of Open Land in which the new development is set
must not be compromised; and

c. in addition, in the case of sites which accommodate existing uses regarded as inappropriate
to an Open Land area, proposals must:

i. not have a significant adverse impact on the character and environment of the site or its
open land setting; or

ii. result in overall environmental, leisure or recreational improvements to the site.
2. The provision of expanded school facilities on Open Land will be sympathetically considered subject

to the above criteria a. to c.
3. Proposals to develop or change the use of other undesignated open land(33), including the

incorporation of such areas into private garden land will be assessed on the basis of the local
contribution the land makes to leisure facilities, connectivity, townscape, visual amenity, nature
conservation and the general environment.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Policies Map

33 Includes amenity greens, amenity land adjacent to dwellings, landscaped margins, buffers or strips, and strips, small woodland
copses and other incidental open land that contributes to the open character or visual amenity of neighbourhoods and settlements
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Tring Memorial Garden
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19 Managing Development in the Countryside: Green Belt and
Rural Area

19.1 The wider countryside outside of the main settlements is covered by either the Green Belt or Rural
Area policy designations. They are also overlapped by the nationally important landscape of the
Chilterns AONB. While there are some differences in detailed approach in each case, fundamentally
these are generally areas of protection where new development will be restricted. This is in order to
protect the intrinsic character of the countryside in terms of its attractive landscapes, diverse villages
and important natural and built heritage.

19.2 Restraint on unsustainable development in the countryside is a well established policy in
Dacorum. However, we recognise that Government has been relaxing the planning system to allow
for a greater range of opportunities for development and the reuse of buildings there without the need
for planning permission.

19.3 Furthermore, we also need to be mindful that the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is
generally restrictive in its approach towards new development in the countryside while also supporting
a prosperous rural economy and opportunities to meet local business and community needs
there where suitable opportunities exist (paragraphs 83-84). Therefore, the Plan needs to find a
balance between restraint and ensuring a "living countryside" for village communities, for those that
enjoy recreational activities there, and for the many rural enterprises it supports.

Development in the Green Belt

19.4 In Dacorum 60% of the land is designated as Green Belt. This forms a part of the wider Metropolitan
Green Belt surrounding London. This extends to the North of Markyate before it joins with the Central
Bedfordshire Green Belt which acts as a check on the spread of Luton and Dunstable.

19.5 The NPPF establishes five key purposes of the Green Belt:

1. to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas;
2. to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another;
3. to assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment;
4. to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and
5. to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land.

19.6 The NPPF states that Green Belt boundaries can only be amended in exceptional circumstances,
through the preparation or review of a Local Plan (paragraph 136). There is no definition in the NPPF
of what constitutes exceptional circumstances, as this will vary for each locality. In Dacorum, we
consider that there is a combination of factors that exist that together constitute the exceptional
circumstances that require us to amend the Green Belt boundaries. The Sustainable Development
Strategy sets out these challenges and establishes why a planned review of Green Belt Boundaries
is justified to meet development needs.

19.7 We have undertaken a review of the Green Belt and identified those areas on the edge of the main
settlements where exceptional circumstances exist to release land for development or where other
minor adjustments are necessary. We explore the justification for this in the 'Sustainable Development
Strategy' chapter of the Plan. These proposed releases will make a significant contribution to meeting
the long term housing and other development needs of the Borough. Green Belt land has been
released to enable the delivery of the spatial strategy for Dacorum.

19.8 The NPPF makes clear that there will be a general presumption against inappropriate development
within the Green Belt unless very special circumstances exist (paragraphs 143-144). It identifies a
number of exceptional circumstances where the construction of new buildings is appropriate (paragraph
145). The NPPF also states (paragraph 146) that certain other forms of development are also 'not
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inappropriate' in the Green Belt provided they preserve its openness and do not conflict with the
purposes of including land within it. On this basis, there is no necessity to have a detailed coverage
of non-strategic policies in the Plan to manage all forms of development in the Green Belt.

19.9 The NPPF (paragraph 147) establishes that, when located in the Green Belt, elements of many
renewable energy projects will comprise inappropriate development. In such cases developers will
need to demonstrate very special circumstances if projects are to proceed. Such very special
circumstances may include the wider environmental benefits associated with increased production
of energy from renewable sources.

19.10 Chipperfield, Flamstead, Potten End and Wigginton all fall within the Green Belt. They are primarily
residential communities, providing homes for several hundred people or more. While they are not
appropriate locations for large scale growth and expansion, we recognise the need to allow for limited
development which supports their existing role within the settlement hierarchy.

19.11 While the policies of the Plan seek to protect the Green Belt from inappropriate development, our
evidence and other work has highlighted the importance of the Plan for accommodating other key
commercial and non-commercial development requirements across Dacorum on a limited number of
sites washed over by the Green Belt. This is in order to meet a variety of identified and essential local
and strategic need over the Plan period and where there is limited scope for suitable, alternative
non-Green Belt locations. The majority of such locations are existing previously developed land with
established uses. We provide further detailed commentary on these sites in the relevant delivery
strategy in the Delivering Great Places chapter of the Plan.

We will set out detailed changes and other corrections to the Green Belt at the Publication Stage of the
Local Plan once we have fully taken into account the results of this public consultation and when we have
confirmed the Growth Area allocations in the Green Belt. Recommended changes to the Green Belt
boundaries are currently set out in the Stage 3 Green Belt Review. At present, it is assumed that all
Growth Area allocations currently located in the Green Belt will be released for development.

Policy SP11 - Development in the Green Belt

1. The extent of the Green Belt is shown on the Policies Map. The Green Belt boundary has been
reviewed to land in defined Growth Areas to meet identified need over the lifetime of the Plan and
to allow for other minor consequential changes. No further changes are proposed. Sites removed
from the Green Belt will be managed as countryside until required for development.

2. The Council will support the principle of development in the Green Belt in the following specific
locations in order to helpmeet Borough-wide strategic commercial, transport and social and community
objectives and subject to other policies and/or site-specific requirements being satisfied in the Plan:

a. expansion of the General Employment Areas at Upper Bourne End Lane/Stoney Lane (Bourne
End Mills) and the former Bovingdon Brickworks (Growth Areas Cy01 and Cy02);

b. film, television and related production at Bovingdon Airfield (Growth Area Cy06);
c. redevelopment/enhancement of the Watling Street Truck Stop, London Road, Flamstead

(Growth Area Cy05);
d. new burial space and crematorium at Bunkers Lane, Hemel Hempstead (Growth Area HH28).

3. Elsewhere in the Green Belt proposals will be acceptable if they accord with national policy.or where
the criteria in Policy DM39 - Limited Infilling in Selected Small Villages in the Green Belt, or DM40 -
Bovingdon Airfield are met.
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Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

NPPF Section 13 Protecting Green Belt land

Limited Infilling in Selected Small Villages in the Green Belt 

19.12 The focus of new development is the towns and larger villages as smaller villages of the Borough
contain only a modest level of services and facilities that can help sustain rural communities and
enterprises. While these settlements are less sustainable and subject to strict policies of restraint
over new development, we will support a limited amount of infill development in order to diversify
housing offer, allow for some local market demand to be met, help support the viability of existing
services and businesses and ensure that the more rural parts make a small contribution to the
development requirements of the Borough.

19.13 The NPPF allows for limited levels of infilling in Green Belt villages (paragraph 145), although the
definition of 'limited' and 'villages' is not defined. Policy DM39 -Limited Infilling in Selected Small
Villages in the Green Belt clarifies our approach to and how we interpret these terms. We also note
that case law exists that the Local Plan village boundaries are not definitive and an on the ground
assessment is required to establish this. However, we consider the Plan boundaries represent a
reasonable starting point for their assessment.

What settlements are villages?

19.14 The settlements considered to be of sufficient size and importance to support a minimum level of
services and facilities to serve the day to day needs of residents are classed as villages within the
Settlement Hierarchy Study 2017.

19.15 In the Green Belt these are:

Chipperfield
Flamstead
Potten End
Wigginton

19.16 Other settlements and hamlets in the Borough are not considered to constitute villages. This is for a
number of reasons including:

they do not have the necessary cohesiveness to justify a boundary;
they do not contain enough key services and infrastructure to warrant settlement status;
they simply form the ribbon development of adjoining larger settlements; or
in order to protect their intrinsic character from development.

We do not consider an infilling approach is justified in the case of the Rural Area. The main reason for this is
the degree of restraint operating there i.e. there is greater flexibility towards the levels of new housing
development we encourage in the Rural Area compared to the Green Belt. The Plan allows for the principle of
more development opportunities in Aldbury, Long Marston and Wilstone than the equivalent selected villages
in the Green Belt. Furthermore, the above approach to the definition of a village would also exclude many other
smaller villages and hamlets in the Rural Area.
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What is Limited?

19.17 Limited will be related to the degree of restraint considered appropriate having regard to its location
within the Green Belt and having regard to the impact on the open character of the countryside.

19.18 The site must be within the on the ground assessment of the settlement envelope of one of the selected
small villages, be located in a clearly identifiable space between a built frontage. Furthermore, the
proposed dwelling(s) should be constructed on a similar building line (formed by the front main walls
of existing dwellings) and be of a similar scale, form and proportion to those adjacent.

19.19 To be limited, the plot must also be comparable in size and shape to the average house plots in
immediate locality of the site. The area of assessment will depend on the character of the area, number
of plots, and will need to be assessed individually. The proposed building(s) must also be similarly
comparable in size and scale to those in the immediate locality.

19.20 Proposals will also be assessed in terms of their impact on the character, grain and morphology of
the village, in particular to ensure that the proposal does not result in the loss of a gap or open space
considered important to its open character.

Policy DM39 - Limited Infilling in Selected Small Villages in the Green Belt

1. The policy will apply to the following villages:

a. Chipperfield
b. Flamstead
c. Potten End
d. Wigginton

2. Planning permission will be granted for limited infilling within these selected small villages in the
Green Belt provided that it meets all of the following criteria:

a. an 'on the ground' assessment of the site shows that it lies within the envelope of a selected
small village;

b. the site comprises a gap in an otherwise clearly identifiable built up frontage, or a gap within a
group of buildings, and does not include backland development;

c. the dwelling(s) must be constructed on a similar building line (formed by the front main walls
of existing dwellings) and be of a similar scale, form and proportion to those adjacent;

d. the proposed dwellings are in keeping with the size, width, scale, height and spacing of those
in the immediate locality of the site; and

e. there would be no harm to the settlement pattern, grain or morphology of the village (including
any open land considered important to the open character of the village or its contribution to
the openness of the Green Belt).

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Settlement Hierarchy Study 2017
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Chipperfield Village Common

Bovingdon Airfield 

19.21 In recent years Bovingdon Airfield has established itself as a location for film and television production.
This has taken advantage of extensive areas of previously developed land in the form of former
runways and associated hardstanding. We recognise the importance of such activities and that it
makes a significant contribution to the UK film and television industries and the local economy.

19.22 However, Bovingdon Airfield falls within the Green Belt. We want to continue to support filming,
commercials and television recording and production there (albeit on a limited scale and non-permanent
basis), within this constraint. This places restrictions on the type, scale and permanency of activity
that we can approve there. Much of this activity has taken place under permitted development rights.
Furthermore, we have granted a series of temporary permissions where we have been satisfied that
very special circumstances exist in terms of the importance of the use, the potential harm to the Green
Belt and where activities can be suitably accommodated on the site in terms of the open landscape
of the airfield, siting, heights of buildings, access, parking and local amenity, etc.

19.23 Bovingdon Airfield lies close to the National Air Traffic Service (NATS) air traffic navigation beacon.
All proposals will need to pay careful attention to the height restrictions over the safeguarding zone
in consultation with the Civil Aviation Authority.

Policy DM40 - Bovingdon Airfield

1. The Council will support the principle of filming, television and related production at Bovingdon Airfield
where the applicant can demonstrate that the proposal:

a. minimises its impact on the Green Belt and the wider landscape of the airfield;
b. supports local economic and social benefits;
c. is for temporary studios, stages and sets, ancillary storage, office and crew buildings and

associated plant and machinery;
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d. is acceptable in terms of its transport impacts and allows safe and convenient access for all
construction vehicles, crew and visitors;

e. limits a wide range of environmental impacts (e.g. lighting, glare, noise, ecology etc.), particularly
on the amenity of nearby residential properties;

f. carefully controls the heights and siting of buildings and other structures;
g. is restricted to existing hardstanding areas; and
h. does not interfere with the safe operation of the NATS navigation beacon.

2. In each case the Council will need to consider whether the proposal is:

a. not inappropriate development; or
b. demonstrates very special circumstances.

3. The acceptable area for filming and television production is shown on the Policies Map.
4. The derelict condition of the site will not be taken as general justification for inappropriate development

in the Green Belt.

Development in the Rural Area 

19.24 The Rural Area designation identifies areas of countryside beyond the boundaries of the Green Belt. It
is highly valued by the Borough’s residents and visitors alike, particularly for its open and largely
undeveloped nature. As such it forms an important part of the character of the Borough and is a
significant countryside resource. Our approach remains to direct development to existing, main
settlements and to thus reduce harm to the openness and character of the countryside. Whilst its role
is different from the Green Belt, the pressures it faces are often comparable. In order to retain its open
character, new development must be managed in a broadly similar way, although we recognise the
need for greater flexibility there.

19.25 The largest settlements within the Rural Area are Aldbury, Long Marston and Wilstone. They provide
homes for several hundred people and contain important services and facilities which need to be
maintained. These villages are the most suitable locations for small-scale, sensitively designed
development that meets the long-term needs of the rural community and wider countryside.

19.26 In all cases, development in the Rural Area should not result in harm to the character and appearance
of the countryside or the existing character of a village.

Policy SP12 - Development in the Rural Area

1. Within the Rural Area the following types of uses will be permitted:

a. agriculture;
b. forestry;
c. countryside recreation uses;
d. social, community and leisure uses; and
e. essential utility services.

2. The following development will be permitted provided that they are compatible with the character
and appearance of the Rural Area:

a. for the above uses;
b. the replacement of existing buildings for the same use;
c. the appropriate reuse of permanent and substantial buildings;
d. rural exception housing in accordance with Policy DM3 - Rural Exceptions
e. proposals for renewable energy projects in accordance with Policy DM25 - Stand-alone

Renewable or Low Carbon Energy
f. the replacement, extension or alteration of a building should consider its:
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i. size;
ii. scale;
iii. mass;
iv. form;
v. siting; and
vi. design;

g. the partial or complete redevelopment of previously developed sites (brownfield land), whether
redundant or in continuing use (excluding temporary buildings); and

h. development identified in an adopted Neighbourhood Plan.
3. Small-scale development for housing, employment and other purposes will be permitted at Aldbury,

Long Marston and Wilstone.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance
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20 Delivering Great Places

20.1 We are committed to delivering great places and raising design standards across all forms of
development. The quality of the built environment and the public realm is important in shaping places
and enhancing the quality of life. Good design can help create distinctive, integrated places where
people feel welcome and want to live, work and spend their free time.

20.2 Given the scale of new development expected across the Borough over the Plan period it is vital that
this is brought forward to a high standard and delivered at the optimum densities and in the right
locations. It must also recognise the intrinsic qualities, characteristics and setting of our towns and
villages.

National Policy

20.3 Guidance on design is set out in the NPPF (paragraphs 124-132), and in the 'Design: Process and
tools' Planning Practice Guidance and the National Design Guide 'Planning practice guidance for
beautiful, enduring and successfull places'. Planning should achieve high quality and inclusive design
for all development which is a key aspect of sustainable development.

20.4 Being clear about what is expected of applicants and developers is essential to achieving this and
national guidance seeks to ensure that all development will function well, add to the quality of the
area, be visually attractive as a result of good design and architecture, be sympathetic to local character
and history, establish and maintain a strong sense of place, optimise the use of land and create places
that are safe, inclusive and accessible. It is also recognised that good quality design is essential for
health and well-being.

20.5 The NPPF (paragraph 184) recognises that heritage assets are an irreplaceable resource and should
be conserved in a manner appropriate to their significance. It also requires (paragraph 185) that Plans
should set out a positive strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the historic environment,
including heritage assets most at risk through neglect, decay or other threats.

National Policy Reforms in the White Paper

20.6 The Planning for the Future White Paper outlines the Government’s intentions to reform the planning
system, with the proposals set out under Pillar Two ‘Planning for beautiful and sustainable places’,
aiming to improve the design quality of homes and placemaking for the long term, alongside simplifying
planning procedures.

20.7 This will enable development to be accelerated where it is of high quality and reflects local character
and preferences that have been prepared through meaningful engagement with local communities. A
key message of the proposed reforms is that local authorities will be expected to develop local design
standards/design codes to provide clarity to applicants on the form and design requirements for each
development, taking into account local character and the views of the community.

20.8 Under the proposals, developments which demonstrate compliance with local design guides and
codes will have a positive advantage and greater certainty about their prospects of swift approval,
under an updated NPPF. Where Plans identify Growth Areas, the Government will require that a
masterplan and site-specific design code are agreed as a condition of the outline permission granted
through the Local Plan. This will direct detailed matters submitted later. In Renewal areas, some types
of residential re-development will receive automatic permission where it meets design requirements
and other specific conditions. This will be known as 'fast-track to beauty'.
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Other Relevant Strategies and Studies

20.9 The previous Plan was supported by a suite of design statements and guidance which have been
prepared over many years. These need updating and consolidating to reflect modern approaches to
design, place-making and sustainable development. We intend to replace these by the Strategic
Design Guide SPD and the Detailed Design Guide SPD. Together - referred to as the Dacorum Design
Guidance - this will provide consolidated design advice for all new development coming forward in
the Borough and inform the production of site-specific design codes and masterplans, which will be
prepared for the site allocations we have identified as Growth Areas. The Dacorum Design Guidance
will also include specific criteria for Tall and Taller Buildings, to ensure development maximises their
unique opportunities and addresses the constraints they face.

20.10 We have also set up a Community Review Panels as a way of facilitating early active engagement
to ensure the development delivers high quality design and empowering communities and we will
look to expand these further.

Design Review Panel 

20.11 “Design Review is a well-established way of improving the quality of design outcomes in the built
environment, and it is now recognised in the National Planning Policy Framework. “ Design Review
Principles and Practice, Design Council CABE. We support independent Design Reviews which have
been undertaken by: Design Council CABE, ; Hertfordshire County Council ; or Urban Design London .
Feedback from these panels shall meaningfully inform the development proposals design.

Marlowes, Hemel Hempstead

Delivering High Quality Design

20.12 Policy SP13 - Delivering High Quality Design sets our expectations for creating distinctive, sustainable,
healthy and successful new communities, with the highest quality design in all new development in
Dacorum.

20.13 The key to our design approach for new development is a focus on local distinctiveness. This refers
to the unique quality of buildings, landscape, the skyline and topography in a locality which informs
its character. Across the Borough there is a wide variety of settlements, and landscape character
types, which contribute to the distinctiveness of local character. As a result designs or layouts that
may be entirely acceptable in one part of Dacorum may not be appropriate elsewhere.
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20.14 Therefore delivering great places needs to be design-led and underpinned by a structured process
that all applicants should follow and demonstrate as part of their submission. This should be based
on a sound understanding of:

local context;
the constraints to be mitigated and the positive aspects to be built upon and enhanced;
the design options considered that have led to the preferred approach; and
how the proposal responds to the various expectations of the Plan as set down in its policies
and site requirements.

20.15 In recognition that proposals vary in their size and the nature of design input required, the information
required will be proportionate to this.

20.16 Our design process is based on three key stages set out in the Strategic Design Guide SPD shown
in the table below.

Table 25 Structured Design Process

Observing and understanding the site and its broader context.Observing a place1

From the features observed, identifying which will be most influential to
design.

Evaluating a place2

Applying the identified features to design at all scales and stages, from a
site-wide masterplan through to increasing levels of detail, to create
distinctive places.

Making a place3

20.17 The Strategic Design Guide SPD also establishes key design principles that we will expect designers
to follow for all scales and types of development. We have arranged the design principles under 10
categories, each of which links a strategic aim to a checklist of practical, measurable principles that
designers can implement and that we can assess.

20.18 Major proposals provide the opportunity to meet the Dacorum design principles through the creation
of new places, spaces and streets, whilst smaller applications will be expected to demonstrate that
they contribute towards and support the principles for high quality urban design. Policy SP13 clarifies
how we will achieve this.

20.19 Many developments that occur are of a small scale, such as extensions to existing properties or the
replacement of single dwellings. Proposals should provide a clear design rationale, to ensure that the
potential impacts of these smaller developments respect the local character and do not significantly
detract from the amenities of any neighbouring property. Proposals of all sizes should also demonstrate
how they have considered resilience to climate change and sustainability.

20.20 Having established the process and principles in the Strategic Design Guide, the Detailed Design
Guide provides applicants with a clear view of our expectations for suitable and sustainable design
when preparing applications, by setting out examples of acceptable development and listing criteria
against which we will assess all types of development across Dacorum when we determine planning
applications.

20.21 The Dacorum Design Guidance is not place specific and will apply to locally produced site masterplans
and the design codes that break down requirements into a series of detailed and illustrated
components.

20.22 We will also look more favourably at proposals that can demonstrate early active engagement with
the community. Where appropriate, and at as early a stage as possible, we will use design review
panels to assess large scale or complex schemes, or proposals that generate significant public
interest.
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Policy SP13 - Delivering High Quality Design

1. All new development must be of a high quality design that reflects the character of the local area
and both physically and visually enhances and complements its surroundings.

2. All development must be in accordance with the Dacorum Design Guidance and the outcomes and
principles set out below:

Table 26 Design Outcomes and Principles

OutcomesPrinciple Categories

Provide a clear narrative or vision which directs the design
to reinforce local character and meet future needs, and
demonstrate in an objective design rationale how the three
step structured design process (table 7.1) has been adhered
to in order to ensure a character-led approach

A Distinctive Place1

Create compact neighbourhoods, and ensure the effective
use of land in terms of a development’s scale, height, massing
(volume, shape), orientation, siting, layout and landscaping

A Compact Place2

Integrate and include for all people of varying backgrounds,
socio-economic groups, ages and abilities

A Place for All3

Maximise spatial, visual and functional integration with the
existing settlement, in order to enhance outcomes for existing
neighbourhoods and communities

A Connected Place4

Create legible public spaces and streets with active frontages
that facilitate social interaction, deter crime and the fear of
crime itself

Great Streets and Public Spaces5

Promote high quality homes and avoid significant detrimental
impacts on the amenity of occupiers of neighbouring
properties

Great Homes6

Give prominence to creating healthy places and enabling
active lifestyles for all

Active and Healthy7

Embed environmental sustainability into the design and layout
of the development

Facing the Climate Crisis8

Incorporate design that is flexible to future adaptation,
including the changing needs of occupants and users, and
future changes in technology

Flexible and Adaptable9

Sustain quality through use of high quality, long-lasting and
lowmaintenance materials and landscaping, and ensure that
community led stewardship is well established

For the Long Term10

3. This should be demonstrated through all:

a. site specific masterplans;
b. detailed site design codes; and
c. guidance provided for defined growth, renewal and protected areas.
d. planning applications.
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Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Strategic Design Guide SPD

To be produced

Detailed Design Guide SPD

Height of Buildings

20.23 Promoting higher buildings in key parts of Dacorum is a central part of our strategy to create more
sustainable development by making the most effective use of land in those locations with greater
access to employment, leisure and retail facilities, and passenger transport nodes. In turn this will
reduce the pressure for Green Belt land.

For the purposes of Policy DM41 - Height of Buildings, tall and taller buildings are defined as follows:

a taller building is defined as buildings up to 18 metres (approximately six storeys) and two or more
storeys higher than the surrounding building heights;
a tall building is defined as a building which is higher than 18 metres (approximately six storeys).

This is considered to be an appropriate benchmark to determine whether a building is classified as being
‘tall’ or ‘taller’, as it establishes a flexible, location specific approach based on the prevailing “tall” character
of the area and its specific sensitivities. This applies to all new build or the addition of storeys to existing
built development.

Any proposal which equals or exceeds either of the above storey/height thresholds will trigger these policy
requirements.

To calculate the surrounding building heights - take the mean heights of development within 100 metres
of the proposed footprint (in all directions).

20.24 The height of buildings in Dacorum is generally modest, comprising 2 or 3 storeys at most, with the
occasional 4 storey. Even in Hemel Hempstead there are relatively few taller buildings. Hemel
Hempstead town centre is the main exception, along with Maylands GEA where historically there are
a number of taller buildings. In recent years Hemel Hempstead has experienced a move to build
above existing premises and in one or two instances seeking permission for higher / landmark buildings.
In the Station Gateway area of Hemel Hempstead, a masterplan is being prepared that envisages a
significant intensification around this transport hub through redevelopment.

20.25 This Plan seeks to encourage much greater use of land within the existing urban areas, and
well-designed tall and taller buildings will make an important contribution to this and can make a
positive impact on design quality and placemaking. They can act as landmarks, emphasising important
places and making a positive contribution to views, character and the skyline. However, tall and taller
buildings will not be appropriate in all locations, particularly sensitive areas such as within or close to
conservation areas or listed buildings.

20.26 The scope for building higher will also depend on the size of the site(s) being developed, larger sites
being more appropriate for taller buildings as their sphere of influence relates more to their own site
rather than that of their surroundings, especially where there are dividing roads or other buffers. Wider
street or set backs will also increase the potential for building higher.
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20.27 To ensure a successful development is achieved, proposals for tall buildings (and other buildings with
a significantly larger scale or bulk than their surroundings) require special consideration of their:

location and siting; relationship to context; appropriate scale, form, design and massing of the
building;
relationship to open land or the edge of settlements;
impact on local character, views (including view corridors, skyline views and views of landmark
buildings), and composition - how they meet the ground and the sky;
treatment of the public realm and how private and communal amenity space and planting is
incorporated into the design.
environmental impacts, such as sunlight, daylight, overshadowing and wind; and
the overall sustainability credentials.

20.28 These need to be resolved satisfactorily in relation to the context and local character to ensure that
a tall or taller building integrates successfully into its surroundings and makes a positive contribution
to the areas townscape whilst providing the appropriate amenity for its residents.

View Corridors

20.29 Details of view corridors can be found within the Dacorum Design Guidance / the Tall and Taller
Buildings SPD - these are important vistas that can be seen from places that are publicly accessible
and well used. They include significant buildings or urban landscapes that contribute to the image
and character of Dacorum. These views represent at least one of the following categories:

views from an urban space of a building or group of buildings within a townscape setting (including
narrow, linear views to a defined object) i.e. a local landmark;
tree lined, valley side panoramas across substantial parts of Hemel Hempstead and
Berkhamsted;
escarpment views to and from the Chilterns; or
views across the Boarscroft Vale.

20.30 Development above a threshold height in some areas could compromise the viewer’s ability to
recognise and appreciate the locally important landmarks. This could be because of their composition,
their contribution to legibility, or because they provide an opportunity to see key landmarks as part of
a broader townscape or panorama. Some views are experienced as a personmoves through a viewing
place and assessment of development proposals should consider this.

20.31 Within the designated views we will identify landmarks that make aesthetic, cultural or other
contributions to the view and which act as an orientation point or assist the viewer’s understanding
and enjoyment of the view. Each element of the vista will require a level of management appropriate
to its potential impact on the viewer’s ability to recognise and appreciate the locally important landmark.

20.32 New development will oftenmake a positive contribution to the views and can be encouraged. However,
in others, development is likely to compromise the setting or visibility of a key landmark and should
be resisted.

Locally specific guidance 

20.33 We recognise that there may be opportunities to create new taller / higher density buildings particularly
in Hemel Hempstead and also elsewhere across the Borough, but these must be carefully considered,
designed and directed to the right locations. In order to manage tall and taller buildings, this Plan
provides a framework for where this type of development is to be encouraged or resisted. For Growth
Areas, we will develop masterplans for each site which will set out appropriate height ranges and
identify any locations that are suitable for taller buildings. Appropriate building heights for renewal
and protected areas, and other parts of the Borough, will be determined according to the table below
that seeks to identify the locations where tall and taller buildings would be most appropriate.
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Table 27 Range of generally acceptable building heights by location

Tall BuildingsTaller BuildingsUp to 3 storeysPlace

√√√Allocated Growth Areas
(subject to masterplanning)

√√√Opportunity Areas in Hemel
Hempstead

X√√
Intensification Areas: Other
Town, District and Local
Centres within Dacorum

XLimited to appropriate
locations in renewal areas√Elsewhere in the Towns

XX√Elsewhere in Dacorum

We have set out policy criteria to assess any speculative proposals received outside of the identified Opportunity
Areas and Intensification Areas. Further detailed guidance on the height of buildings can be found within the
Dacorum Design Guidance and the Tall and Taller Buildings SPD.

Opportunity Areas in Hemel Hempstead

20.34 Tall and taller buildings are considered appropriate in principle in the opportunity areas of Hemel
Hempstead Town Centre, TwoWaters andMaylands Local Centre. This is based on the concentration
of services and facilities and their accessibility to key destinations and passenger transport hubs. Tall
buildings are most appropriate in more sustainable locations near town centres or key transport hubs.
Opportunity areas are identified as brownfield land with significant capacity to accommodate new
housing, commercial and other development, they will be linked to existing/emerging improvements
to public transport accessibility (or deliver such improvements as part of the scheme i.e. through
financial contributions), along with other supporting facilities and infrastructure.

Intensification Areas: Other Town, District and Local Centres

20.35 Outside of the opportunity areas the table identifies other locations where taller buildings will still be
appropriate, or would need to be considered on their merits. These intensification areas are typically
built-up areas with good existing or potential public transport accessibility which can support
redevelopment at higher densities. They have significant capacity for new jobs and homes but at a
level below that which can be achieved in the opportunity areas.

Elsewhere

20.36 Within areas of development restraint, exceptional circumstances would need to be justified for any
building above two storeys.

Policy DM41 - Height of Buildings

1. The height of all development must be acceptable to the locality and in accordance with:

a. Allocated Growth areas

i. The height of buildings will be guided by site specific masterplans, design codes and
growth area guidance.

b. Opportunity Areas in Hemel Hempstead

i. tall and taller buildings will be supported subject to other policies in the Plan.
c. Other Town, District and Local Centres within Dacorum

i. Taller buildings will generally be supported.
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d. Elsewhere in the Towns

i. Buildings up to and including three storeys in height will generally be supported;
ii. Taller buildings up to six storeys in limited locations within identified Renewal Areas.

e. Elsewhere in Dacorum

i. Buildings up to and including two storeys in height will generally be supported.
2. Support for points a to e set out above is subject to:

a. the guidance provided in the Tall and Taller Buildings SPD including:

i. the relationship to open land/edge of settlements;
ii. urban design function (e.g. tall buildings as landmarks);
iii. relationship to key nodes in the settlement; and
iv. enhance social cohesion and well-being.

b. the proposal being informed by and being sensitive to

i. the distinctive qualities, identity, topography, building pattern and opportunities of the
area;

ii. reinforcing or enhancing the local character of the surrounding area and the buildings
setting, and

iii. ensuring that it does not result in a discordant appearance in the street scene, dominate
an adjoining dwelling(s) or result in a hard transition with, or appear unduly prominent
from the countryside or open land areas;

c. the proposal making a positive contribution to the skyline and image of Dacorum;
d. in most instances the proposal shall accommodate a mix of uses on different floors; which can

enliven streets and spaces, support a range of typology and a mix of tenures;
e. there would be no adverse impact upon the character and setting of heritage assets, including

Conservation Areas and Listed Buildings;
f. the proposal provides

i. a high quality public realm for pedestrians,
ii. a high quality amenity space for residents, including provision of good quality landscaping,
iii. a setting appropriate to the scale and significance of the building,
iv. appropriate ground floor active frontages,
v. overlooking to minimise any fear of crime,
vi. and well-designed, high quality transport provisions/solutions.

g. minimise the environmental impacts such as (microclimate and negative wind effects); and
h. proposals shall demonstrate how they will make a positive contribution to and protect the locally

important features such as;

i. protected and designated views (either strategic or contained urban views) (development
will be assessed for its impact on the designated view - if it falls within the foreground,
middle ground or background of that view);

ii. Dacorum Panoramas;
iii. the setting of Landmarks, other important vistas and skylines.

3. All development must be in accordance with the relevant policies contained in this Plan and supporting
guidance, especially regarding Density of Development.

4. A Comprehensive Design and Access Statement and Visual Impact Assessment (Landscape and
Visual Impact Assessment) shall support all Tall and Taller Building proposals. These Assessments
will:

a. include accurate visual representations (AVRs) of the proposal in its local and settlement
context;

b. detail the overall design approach using appropriate urban design analysis;
c. provide the written feedback received from the Design Review Service and any pre-application

discussions, especially with regards to how this has influenced the design and layout; and
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d. include a taller buildings statement of how the design has accounted for the criteria in the Tall
and Taller Buildings SPD.

5. Speculative buildings proposals that exceed the above height parameters will be considered on their
merits having regards to the relevant criteria above.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Two Waters Masterplan Guidance
Strategic Design Guide SPD

To be produced:

Tall and Taller Buildings SPD
Detailed Design Guide SPD
Station Gateway Masterplan

Crime and Security

20.37 In accordance with national guidance, proposals should create places where crime and disorder,
and the fear of crime, do not undermine the quality of life or community cohesion and resilience.
Applicants should consider appropriate security measures in the design of buildings and spaces.

20.38 Section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 requires all local authorities to exercise their functions
with due regard to their likely effect on crime and disorder, and to do all they reasonably can to prevent
crime and disorder. Crime for these purposes includes terrorism.

20.39 Various detailed measures can be integrated within development schemes to assist in discouraging
crime. Security features should be designed in a sensitive manner to respect the character of the
area.

20.40 Developments in Growth Areas are encouraged to contact The Hertfordshire Constabulary Architectural
Liaison Officer for advice on potential measures to prevent crime at the conceptual design stages of
development and also to incorporate recommendations within the detailed site masterplan. This advice
is also subject to the requirements of building and fire regulations.

20.41 Secured By Design (SBD) is the UK Police flagship initiative supporting the principles of “designing
out crime” through the use of effective crime prevention and security standards for a range of
applications.The Strategic Design Guide SPD recommends the application of Secured by Design and
guidance on how to integrate safety measures into all forms of development is provided within the
Detailed Design Guide SPD.

20.42 For all locations which will generate crowds in public places, the potential for malicious threat should
be addressed. The consideration of security requirements will need to be proportionate to the size
and nature of the development, the anticipated number of users and the wider setting. As well as
understanding the purpose of the site, how it will operate and its potential to be regularly crowded,
consideration will need to be given to measures that directly or indirectly mitigate identified threats
as far as is proportionate.

20.43 Detailed guidance will be provided in the Strategic and Detailed Design Guide SPDs.
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Policy DM42 - Crime and Security

1. The design of all development will be expected to reduce the opportunity for crime and reduce the
fear of crime itself. Where appropriate development must also:

a. encourage passive surveillance of on street activity;
b. ensure that lighting is effective and strategically placed; and
c. implement appropriate security hardware.

2. Applicants for major development are advised to consult the Hertfordshire Constabulary for advice
on measures to prevent crime before detailed site masterplans are prepared.

3. Security features should be designed in a sensitive manner which respects the overall character of
the location.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Strategic Design Guide SPD
Secured by Design

To be produced

Detailed Design Guide SPD

Development Affecting the Historic Environment

20.44 Our historic environment is diverse and is made up of a variety of designated and non-designated
heritage assets. National designations comprise listed buildings, scheduled ancient monuments and
registered parks and gardens. Local designations comprise conservation areas, locally listed buildings
and areas of archaeological significance. We are considering whether we should undertake a review
of the current areas of archaeological significance and locally registered park and gardens and if they
are best identified in this plan or as part of a separate local list.

20.45 'Significance' is defined as the value of a heritage asset (and it's setting) to current and future
generations from its heritage interest. Heritage interest may be archaeological, architectural, artistic
or historic. Understanding the significance of a heritage asset and its setting at an early stage in the
design process of development, can help ensure that proposals minimise, or ideally avoid, harm.

20.46 Heritage impact assessments can generate a clear understanding of the affected asset, the heritage
interests represented, and their relative importance. This can help identify how development can both
conserve the heritage assets and deliver public benefits in a sustainable and appropriate way. The
level of detail within a heritage impact assessment should be proportionate to the asset’s importance
and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact of the proposal on its significance.

20.47 In cases where both a Design and Access Statement and a Heritage Impact Assessment are required,
applicants can avoid duplication by including the heritage assessment within the Design and Access
Statement.

20.48 Where there is evidence of deliberate damage to, or neglect of, a heritage asset in the hope of making
consent or permission easier to gain, we will disregard the deteriorated state of the asset in any
decision.
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20.49 Putting heritage assets to a viable use is likely to lead to investment in the maintenance needed for
their long-term conservation. Harmful development may sometimes be justified in the interests of
realising the optimum viable use of an asset, provided that the harm and resulting loss of significance
is minimised. Where a heritage asset is capable of having a use, then securing its optimum viable
use should be taken into account when the public benefits of a proposed development are assessed.

20.50 Marketing is required to demonstrate that an a heritage asset has no viable use. The aim of such
marketing is to reach potential buyers who may be willing to find a viable use that also provides for
its conservation to some degree.

20.51 The Council evaluates heritage assets and their settings on a continual basis. This ongoing appraisal
will inform further local designations and futuremanagement plans and includes an ongoing programme
of conservation area appraisals and a ‘Heritage at Risk’ review. The ‘Heritage at Risk’ review will
identify vulnerable heritage assets: the Council will act to ensure their protection, using enforcement
action, Article 4 Directions, building preservation and urgent work notices, spot listing and applications
for funding, as necessary.

Policy DM43 - Historic Environment

1. Development proposals should preserve and where appropriate enhance the historic environment
of Dacorum.

2. The Council will pursue a positive strategy for the protection and enjoyment of the historic environment
and when considering development proposals will take into account:

a. the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets and putting them
to viable uses consistent with their conservation;

b. the wider social, cultural and environmental benefits that conservation of the historic environment
can bring;

c. the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local character and
distinctiveness; and

d. opportunities to draw on the contribution made by the historic environment to the character of
a place.

3. All development proposals involving designated and non-designated heritage assets should be
supported by a heritage impact assessment.

4. Development proposals affecting designated and non-designated heritage assets should incorporate
measures that identify, record, interpret, protect and, where appropriate enhance an asset's
significance.

5. The Council will work closely with our partners including Historic England and Hertfordshire County
Council to ensure that records are kept up to date, so that the historic environment is cared for in
the most appropriate manner.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Conservation Area Appraisals

To be produced

Detailed Design Guide SPD
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Development Affecting Non-Designated Heritage Assets 

20.52 In addition to the designations that protect the historic environment, there are also undesignated
heritage assets identified by the Local Authority, which merit conservation.

20.53 Non-designated heritage assets are buildings, monuments, sites, places, areas or landscapes identified
by plan-making bodies as having a degree of heritage significance meriting consideration in planning
decisions but which do not meet the criteria for designated heritage assets.

20.54 There are a number of processes through which non-designated heritage assets may be identified,
including the local and neighbourhood plan-making processes and conservation area appraisals and
reviews. It is important that the decisions to identify them as non-designated heritage assets are
based on sound evidence.

20.55 Significance will be measured in terms of how the asset meets the following criteria:

Table 28 Significance of Non-Designated Heritage Assets Criteria

The age of the asset may be an important criterion and
can be adjusted to take into account distinctive local
characteristics

Age

Appropriate for all assets, as judged against local
characteristics

Rarity

The intrinsic design value of an asset relating to local
styles, materials or any other distinctive local
characteristics

Aesthetic Value

Groupings of assets with a clear visual design or
historic relationship

Group Value

The significance of a local historic asset of any kind
may be enhanced by a significant contemporary or
historic written record

Evidential Value

The significance of a local heritage asset of any kind
may be enhanced by a significant historical association
of local or national note, including links to important
figures

Historic Association

This may be an appropriate reason to designate a
locally significant asset on the grounds of
archaeological interest if the evidence base is
sufficiently compelling and if a distinct area can be
identified

Archaeological Interest

Relating to the interest attached to locally important
designed landscapes, parks and gardens

Designated Landscape

An asset with strong communal or historical
associations, or because it has especially striking
aesthetic value, may be singled out as a landmark
within the local scene

Landmark Status

Relating to places perceived as a source of local
identity, distinctiveness, social interaction and
coherence; often residing in intangible aspects of
heritage contributing to the “collective memory” of a
place

Social and Communal Value

20.56 Non-designated heritage assets are identified and recorded via the Conservation management
appraisals.
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Policy DM44 - Development Affecting Non-Designated Heritage Assets 

1. The Council will engage with key stakeholders and local communities to identify non-designated
heritage assets that contribute to local distinctiveness.

2. Development affecting non-designated heritage assets and their settings should seek to conserve
and where possible enhance their significance.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

To be produced

Detailed Design Guide SPD

Heritage Assets with Archaeological Interest

20.57 Development proposals that would be likely to harm heritage assets with archaeological interest, will
be required to undertake appropriate archaeological investigation and reporting as part of any
permission. Appropriate recording of heritage assets that would be lost (whether archaeological or
otherwise) will also be sought as appropriate.

20.58 Areas of Archaeological Significance (AAS) are places within the Borough that are deemed to be of
moderate or high archaeological potential, based on evidence from known heritage assets (buildings,
sites, features and finds). Alterations to existing AAS or identification of new AAS may be required
based on new data or understanding of significance.

20.59 The Hertfordshire Historic Environment Record (HER) is a record of Hertfordshire’s historic
environment. It contains information on historic buildings, archaeological remains, historic sites and
military remains. The HER can be used to identify significant historic remains and finds. It also contains
information on surveys and archaeological excavations undertaken in Hertfordshire.

Policy DM45 - Heritage Assets with Archaeological Interest

1. Where a site has the potential to include heritage assets with archaeological interest (whether
scheduled or unscheduled), applicants should consult with the Hertfordshire Historic Environment
Unit to submit an appropriate desk based assessment and, where necessary, the results of a field
evaluation, prior to the submission of an application.

2. Where development is permitted on sites containing archaeological remains, planning permission
will be subject to conditions and/or formal agreements requiring appropriate excavation and recording
in advance of development and the subsequent storage and display of material.
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Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance
Policies map

Conservation Areas

20.60 Dacorum has 25 designated Conservation Areas and many of these have been subject to individual
appraisals to analyse their character and appearance and identify any negative features or issues
that could be addressed through development. Boundaries of conservation areas are also periodically
reviewed.

20.61 Evidence from Conservation Area Character Appraisals and local groups indicates that a number of
Conservation Areas are suffering from the gradual erosion of traditional features, materials and details
in both the public and private realm and that this is undermining their special interest. A more proactive
approach is needed to halt and reverse this trend and to reinstate these features as part of works to
preserve and enhance the character and appearance of Conservation Areas.

20.62 Where appropriate, Article 4 directions will be made that bring specific permitted development rights
within the planning system. This will be used to prevent the further loss of significant historic features
and to seek to secure the restoration of features already lost. Thus, in time, the erosion of the
Conservation Area’s special interest will be halted and reversed and the area will be better preserved
and enhanced.

Policy DM46 - Conservation Areas

1. New development, extensions and alterations to existing buildings in Conservation Areas will be
permitted provided that they preserve or enhance the special interest, character and appearance of
the area.

2. Development proposals outside a Conservation Area which affect its setting will be considered
likewise. Proposals will be expected to:

a. respect established building lines, layouts and patterns;
b. use materials and adopt design details which reinforce local character and are traditional to

the area;
c. be of a scale, proportion, form, height, design and overall character that accords with and

complements the surrounding area;
d. in the case of alterations and extensions, be complementary and sympathetic to the parent

building; and;
e. have regard to any ‘Conservation Area Character Appraisals’ prepared by the Council and

safeguard all aspects which contribute to the area's special interest and significance, including
important views and green spaces.

3. If demolition of buildings or structures within a Conservation Area is permitted it will not be allowed
to occur until immediately prior to redevelopment/ remediation.
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Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance
Policies map
Dacorum Conservation Area Appraisals

Listed Buildings

20.63 Under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 there is a statutory duty to
compile Lists of Buildings of Special Architectural or Historic Interest for the whole country. Dacorum
has over 2000 listed buildings.

20.64 ‘Listed building consent’ is required from the Council for any works that affect a building’s special
character. The listing of a building is intended to ensure that it will be conserved in accordance with
its significance. The designation allows changes to be carefully scrutinised when a planning application
is made.

20.65 Similarly, new development affecting a listed building must be sympathetically designed, so as not
to harm the listed building’s historic integrity and identity. The use of legal powers will be considered
where listed buildings are at risk from wilful neglect, long-term dereliction or abandonment.

Policy DM47 - Listed Buildings

1. The Council will actively seek opportunities to sustain and enhance the significance of Listed Buildings
and ensure that they are in viable uses consistent with their conservation.

2. In considering applications the Council will ensure that proposals involving the alteration, extension,
or change of use of a Listed Building will only be permitted where:

a. the proposal would not have any adverse effect on the architectural and historic character or
appearance of the interior or exterior of the building or its setting; and

b. the proposal respects the scale, design, materials and finishes of the existing building(s), and
preserves its historic fabric

3. Proposals that affect the setting of a Listed Building will only be permitted where the setting of the
building is preserved.

4. When considering re-use or refurbishment of Listed buildings, opportunities should be explored to
identify potential modifications to reduce carbon emissions and secure sustainable development. In
doing this a balanced approach should be taken, weighing the extent of the mitigation of climate
change involved against potential harm to the heritage asset or its setting.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance
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Ashridge House Grade I Listed Building, Berkhamsted

Advertisements

20.66 Many advertisements benefit from deemed consent in accordance with the Classes set out in Schedule
1 and 3 of the The Town and Country Planning (Control of Advertisements) (England) Regulations
2007. If a proposed advertisement falls outside of these Classes, then consent must be applied for
and obtained from the Council (referred to as express consent). In these circumstances, there is a
need to control their display in the interests of visual amenity and public safety in general and in
particular to maintain the character of conservation areas.

20.67 The Council has put in place further measures to control advertisements by designating much of
Dacorum as an Area of Special Control of Advertisements, where scenic, historical, architectural or
cultural features are so significant that a stricter degree of advertisement control is justified in order
to conserve visual amenity within that area.

20.68 Even if express consent is not required, all advertisements must comply with any other relevant
statutory provisions. For example, listed building consent may be required under the Listed Building
Regulations.

20.69 In considering how brightly advertisements should be illuminated, the Council will have regard to
the The Institution of Lighting Professionals : Professional Lighting Guide PL05.

20.70 The Council will use its enforcement powers, as appropriate, to ensure the removal of advertisements
which do not benefit from deemed consent under the Town and Country Planning (Control of
Advertisements) (England) Regulations 2007 (as may be amended from time to time) or which do
not benefit from express consent.

20.71 In Conservation Areas, the introduction of unsympathetic advertisements can compromise the quality
of the environment. Signage and lighting must therefore be sensitive to the character of these areas.
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Policy DM48 - Advertisements

1. Express consent to display an advertisement will be given provided the advertisement:

a. is appropriate in size, appearance, design and position to the building or site on which it is
displayed;

b. does not detract from the amenity and character of the surrounding area; and
c. does not adversely affect highway or public safety.

2. In addition to the above, where express consent is required for Advertisements within Conservation
Areas the Council will only accept advertisements where they:

a. are either painted or individually lettered in a suitable material of a proportionate size and design
in relation to the building or fascia upon which they are to be displayed and are of a traditional
fascia or hanging type; and

b. are preferably non-illuminated or do not contribute to an escalation of shopfront lighting along
the street scene. Where illumination is proposed it should be external illumination which is
discreet in size and of a minimum level. Internal illumination of shop signage will not be
permitted;

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Area of Special Control of Advertisements, Dacorum
Policies map
Dacorum Conservation Area Appraisals

To be produced

Detailed Design Guide

Canalside Environment

20.72 The Grand Union Canal represents a major recreational resource running through the Borough and
has potential to provide for further rural pursuits and water based activities.

20.73 Within Dacorum there are 17 miles of the Grand Union Canal, including two miles of the Aylesbury
Arm, one mile of the Wendover Arm and a total of 32 locks. The main canal and the Wendover Arm
are in the Metropolitan Green Belt and a quarter (4.25 miles) of the overall length is in the Chilterns
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, where it forms an important part of the landscape.

20.74 The Grand Union Canal South has more private boats than any other waterway in the south east
region. It is the Canal and River Trust's current policy not to increase the number of moored boats
on the towpath, but to provide additional off-navigation moorings with a range of boating services
including sanitary stations and fuel and water points to meet recreational demand.

20.75 Any new facilities in the Green Belt and rural area should be small scale and cause no material harm
to the landscape, in particular the impact on the Chilterns AONB and its setting, will be an important
matter in the consideration of any proposal. Locations should be close to existing services to minimise
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the need for new buildings and may be co-located with other appropriate recreational uses. Larger
developments may include a residential security mooring and are more likely to be appropriate in
urban settings.

20.76 The Aylesbury Arm is in the Rural Area beyond the Green Belt and may be too narrow to accommodate
any additional facilities apart perhaps from lay-bys. For topographical reasons, the 2.5 miles section
of the Tring Cutting from Bulbourne to Newground Bridgemay also present difficulties for development.

20.77 The Council intends to consider the Canal's recreational potential and environmental enhancement
further in co-operation with the Canal and River Trust. This work would not duplicate the Canal and
River Trust's own feasibility study of the Wendover Arm. Proposals to improve the canalside
environment and leisure facilities are identified in a number of locations (e.g. the Two Waters
Masterplan Guidance). The Council supports the aims of theWendover Arm Restoration Project which
will extend the recreational opportunities associated with the canal network.

Policy DM49 - Canalside Environment and Recreational Moorings

1. The Grand Union Canal (GUC) and its environs will be protected and promoted as a recreational
and environmental resource by joint action with the Canal and River Trust and other agencies.

2. Appropriately sized recreational mooring basins and laybys on the GUC will be permitted provided:

a. the proposal would not result in a proliferation of basins and / or laybys that would:

i. overload the local road system with consequent inconvenience and danger on it; or
ii. damage the landscape and/or countryside, including the Chilterns Area of Outstanding

Natural Beauty; or
iii. result in loss of character of the GUC as an important historic and visual feature and as

a source of tranquility in the urban and rural scene;
b. where appropriate, the proposal offers advantages in canal management and use, such as

relocation of boats from towpath moorings; and
c. details are provided of:

i. the volume of material to be excavated;
ii. the method of disposal (to include removal of excavated material by canal where feasible);

and
iii. the formation of the new canal bank.

3. All development adjoining the Grand Union Canal will be expected to make a positive contribution
to the canalside environment. The design, scale and materials of new developments and canalside
facilities must be appropriate to the environmental and historic character of the canal, and have no
adverse impact on its nature conservation interest. Important views both to and from the canal should
be retained.

4. The Council will positively support proposals to improve pedestrian access, and provide small scale
outdoor facilities appropriate to the canal, where consistent with other environmental and land use
policies of the plan and provided there would be no adverse effect on the value of the canal for nature
conservation. Such facilities may include picnic areas, seating and nature trails to improve public
enjoyment of the canal.

5. Improvements to the canal towpath will be sought as part of planning applications and approvals
where appropriate and justified to help improve accessibility to services and facilities from and to the
development.
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Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Two Waters Masterplan Guidance

To be produced

Detailed Design Guide SPD

Grand Union Canal, Tring
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21 Sustainable Transport and Connectivity

21.1 Dacorum has good transport links. It benefits from direct access to the strategic road network including
the M1, M25 and A41 and is well served by the west coast mainline railway service which links the
three towns and provides fast, regular and convenient services into London. The towns also have
reasonable access to inter-urban bus services, but villages that are located away from key inter-urban
bus corridors are not as well served.

21.2 However, the strategic and local road network can become congested, leading to delays, difficulties
in accessing services during peak travel hours, and air quality issues in certain parts of the towns.
Across the Borough bus services could be improved and railway stations require upgrading, alongside
the need to expand and improve the existing pedestrian and cycle network.

21.3 The way we move around the Borough will need to change if we are going to manage the levels of
growth proposed, to-- help reduce congestion on our local and strategic roads, improve air quality
and tackle climate change. We need to plan for a low carbon and less car-dominated future. The
change required will be profound but not immediate. We need to move towards more sustainable and
active forms of travel, particularly for those shorter journeys within our towns and villages, where
alternatives to the car are more feasible and practical. New technologies, better travel information,
and emerging innovative approaches to how we travel can help us to achieve this.

Table 29 Transport responsibilities

ResponsibilityOrganisation

Local highway authority and responsibility for
countywide and local transport policies, plans and
programmes.

Hertfordshire County Council

Managing, maintaining and improving motorways and
trunk roads.

Highways England

Maintaining and renewing rail infrastructure and train
planning and signalling.

Network Rail

Maintaining and developing the Grand Union Canal,
its public towpaths and waterway access points.

Canal and River Trust

Managing airport operations, facilities and
infrastructure. Dacorum liaises over airport issues
through the London Luton Airport Consultative
Committee (LLACC).

London Luton Airport Operations Limited

Running and managing bus and rail services.Bus and rail service providers

21.4 National planning policy acknowledges the importance of transport policies in facilitating sustainable
development and places a greater emphasis on sustainable travel modes and providing a greater
range of choice for how people travel. A key part of our strategy is to locate development in areas
which are or can be made sustainable by encouraging a mix of uses within a development, limiting
the need to travel, wherever possible, and offering a genuine choice with the priority being on walking,
cycling and public transport.

21.5 The strategy for movement is also heavily influenced by Hertfordshire County Council's Local Transport
Plan 4 (LTP4) that focuses on sustainable transport and improving the uptake of walking, cycling and
public transport. This sets outs the strategic vision of how transport can help to deliver a positive
future for Hertfordshire and Dacorum from 2020-2038. However, it also considers how future planning
decisions and emerging technology might affect the way that transport needs to be provided in the
longer term. Other strategies include the Active Travel Strategy, Intalink Bus Strategy and associated
Enhanced Partnership Scheme and Plan and Rail Strategy all of which help to inform the approach
that should be taken.
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Figure 9 Local Transport Plan 4 Strategy Diagram

21.6 The South West Herts Growth & Transport Plan (GTP): is a new transport strategy and
encompasses Dacorum and its neighbouring authorities in SouthWest Hertfordshire. The Plan includes
a range of packages for Hemel Hempstead including the East-West Corridor which will better connect
the town to other major settlements in Hertfordshire along the A414 and provide enhanced facilities
for walking, cycling, and buses alongside private vehicles (This is being supported by other work
including the A414 and Mass Rapid Transit strategy).

21.7 Urban Transport Plans and Sustainable Transport Strategies: Themajority of work included under
LTP4, however is looking at transport at a Countywide level and although this is still important for
strategic links there needs to be a greater focus on settlement issues for the six main urban areas of
Hemel Hempstead, Berkhamsted, Tring, Bovingdon, Kings Langley, and Markyate. The County
Council in partnership with Dacorum Borough Council have produced two new Urban Transport Plans
(now referred to as Sustainable Transport Strategies) one for Hemel Hempstead and the other for
Berkhamsted and Tring. These strategies are built around the sites to be allocated within this Plan
and ensures that the measures to encourage change in travel behaviour are provided and offer more
choice for both new and existing users.

21.8 The Sustainable Transport Strategies prepared for both Hemel Hempstead and Berkhamsted and
Tring have been used to inform the Infrastructure Delivery Plan and develop the site requirements
and transport proposals for the Growth Areas identified in the Proposals and Sites section. These
have identified a number of interventions to improve the transport network and make it much more
attractive for walking and cycling. The Strategy identifies 4 key strategic movement corridors through
Hemel Hempstead:

East- West movement across Hemel Hempstead.
North and North West Hemel to the town centre.
South and South East Hemel to the town centre.
Orbital movements through the planned garden community.

21.9 Along these movement corridors opportunities to promote sustainable and active modes of travel will
be explored and land protected for such purposes. These corridors will also seek to integrate into
Hemel Hempstead's existing sustainable travel network.
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21.10 The interventions for Hemel Hempstead are along similar lines but also take into account the need
for more significant interventions, such as the A414 strategy and Mass Rapid Transit study, given the
scale of growth in and around the town. The Strategy sets out the long term vision to meet longer
term modal shift aspirations.

21.11 A414 Strategy and Mass Rapid Transit (MRT): The Council and Hertfordshire County Council are
working together to develop schemes that will provide viable alternatives to car travel across the
Borough and wider county area. This is to take shape as a Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) system which
will connect Hemel Hempstead station to Harlow, just beyond Hertfordshire's eastern boundary using
some of the existing A414 route. This is to include the introduction of new Multi-Modal Transport
Interchanges (MMTIs) that enable people to reduce their reliance on the car for the majority or all of
their journey. MMTIs are to be delivered as part of the Hemel Garden Communities project given the
mix of uses surrounding it and the population it is likely to cover.

21.12 The Mass Rapid Transit proposal spans both the A414 Strategy and Hemel Hempstead and has
notable mention within both strategies and as previously mentioned will be supported by a number
of new MMTIs. This will predominately feature within the Hemel Garden Communities development
in St Albans district given its location along the strategic road network and within a growing employment
and housing area and will serve as hub for these new areas, but will also expand the possibility for
users to combine travel modes such as walking or driving to the interchange and reducing the need
for journeys to be carried out entirely by car. This will be supported by better cycling and bus routes
from the town centre and Hemel Hempstead Railway Station and the provision of bus priority measures
for quicker and more reliable journeys. As part of the transit system Hemel Hempstead Railway Station
is to be regenerated which will make the station more accessible to sustainable forms of transport
and less car dominated. Specific details of which can be seen in Growth Area HH08: Station Gateway.

21.13 By delivering these we will ensure that residents can enjoy healthy and active lifestyles and can help
us achieve our climate change commitments. However, we know that to deliver this shift we must
provide the right infrastructure at the right time to enable alternative forms of travel to be attractive to
our residents. We also recognise that in some more rural areas of the Borough this shift will be harder
to deliver with a greater reliance on private transport.

21.14 The Council has worked with the County Council and other agencies to model the impact of growth
on our local and strategic road network and suggests there is sufficient capacity providing there is a
greater uptake in walking, cycling and public transport. This has influenced where we have located
major growth opportunities. Through the new Sustainable Transport Strategies proposals have been
set out for significant investment in our pedestrian and cycle network, as well as other ways to improve
bus and rail services and accessibility. These focus on identifying and costing sustainable transport
routes, which will enable travel choice from the new developments to key destinations in the towns,
whilst also improving options for existing residents.

21.15 To facilitate this change, the priority will need to shift away from car-based transport towards a lower
carbon future for movement. Electric vehicles, whilst they remove a source of carbon emissions are
unable to address many of the other challenges faced such as road capacity and congestion, health
and safety, and the ineffective use of land. The policy will therefore give greater emphasis on the
provision of bus, cycle and pedestrian transport infrastructure through its enhancement, extension or
addition of as appropriate; and to ensure that development encourages these options through good
design and ensuring their convenience.

21.16 However, policy also needs to acknowledge as mentioned in the NPPF that "sustainable transport
options will vary between urban and rural areas". This is an important consideration for development
that will take place beyond the three main settlements, where the ability to provide frequent passenger
transport will be more challenging. In such instances, the Council will work proactively with the relevant
agencies to identify possible links to neighbouring settlements that can be achieved through forms
of non-motorised travel. Developers will be expected to demonstrate how they will facilitate this as
part of the application process.
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21.17 Private transport will still have a role to play in the interim, however this should only be for essential
journeys. The Plan does support a small number of road schemes to serve key developments and
allow phases to be brought forward and be properly connected. For example, there is need for a new
northern corridor to serve the Hemel Gardens Communities development of some 11,000 homes in
total and to link these new neighbourhoods together. Some smaller-scale highway improvements will
also be necessary to reduce problems of congestion, and to provide local solutions to existing road
safety, capacity and air quality, however these measures will not seek to increase road capacity.

21.18 Transport Proposals

21.19 We are continuing to develop the transport proposals that will be included within the Plan. These are
being informed by detailed County-wide COMET transport modelling to identify pressure points across
the network in addition to the detailed Sustainable Transport Strategies that have been prepared for
Hemel Hempstead, Berkhamsted and Tring which set out detailed proposals for transport interventions.
These will be developed with the County Council and other relevant bodies and fed into the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan and into site specific policies for development. The exact transport
interventions and the timing of delivery will be detailed in the next stage of the Plan.

Policy DM50 - Transport and Movement

1. The Council seeks to deliver Local Transport Plan 4 by facilitating a transport strategy in the following
order of importance:

a. Opportunities to reduce travel demand and the need to travel.
b. Vulnerable road users needs (such as pedestrians and cyclists).
c. Passenger transport user needs (such as bus, train and taxis).
d. Powered two wheeler (mopeds and motorbikes) user needs.
e. Other motor vehicle user needs.

2. This strategy will be supported by adopting the following principles that will incentivise other transport
modes and reduce dependency on the private car:

a. Locate development in areas that provide good levels of access to sustainable modes of
transport and can make provision for its improvement.

b. Promote genuine transport choice through the provision of direct, safe and convenient walking
and cycling networks andmake improvements to public transport and its supporting infrastructure
that would incentivise non car based travel.

c. Improve access to key services and facilities by all modes of transport and provide better
integration between these modes.

d. Where possible as part of major development promote the usage of shared transport schemes.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Local Transport Plan
4:https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/about-the-council/consultations/ltp4-local-transport-plan-4-complete.pdf
South West Herts Growth and Transport
Plan:https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/highways/sw-herts-gtp-prospectus.pdf
Hemel Hempstead Sustainable Transport Strategy:
Berkhamsted and Tring Sustainable Transport Strategy:
A414 Strategy:
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Mass Rapid Transit study:
COMET modelling:

21.20 For the Council to achieve its modal share aspirations there will likely be a need for all development
to make contributions towards the onsite delivery of infrastructure and/or interventions identified
through the Sustainable Transport Strategies. In cases where the infrastructure cannot be attributed
to particular developments monetary contributions will be sought.

21.21 To ensure that the interventions identified through the Sustainable Transport Strategies can be
delivered during the Plan period, land will need to be protected for such uses.

Policy DM51- Supporting and protecting land for transport interventions

1. Land identified through the Sustainable Transport Strategies as important transport corridors will be
protected for transport interventions and will be retained as its existing designation until such a time
where the land is to come forward for development. These corridors include:

a. The northern distributor road through Hemel Garden Communities.
b. East - West links across Hemel Hempstead including the Link Road, Queensway, Midland

Road and St Albans Road.
c. North and North west routes to Hemel Hempstead town centre including Leighton Buzzard

Road and Galley Hill.
d. South and South East routes to Hemel Hempstead town centre including London Road, Lawn

Lane/ Belswains Lane and Hemel Hempstead Road.
e. South - North movements to Berkhamsted Town Centre including Bell Lane, Durrants Lane

Swing Gate Lane and Woodland Avenue.
f. East - West movements through Berkhamsted along Shootersway and Gossoms End/ High

Street/ London Road.
g. East - West movements in to and out of Tring including London Road, Station Road, Icknield

Way and Aylesbury Road.
h. North - South movements through Tring including Brook Street and Grove Road.

2. Major development along these corridors will be expected to contribute towards the delivery of
interventions identified in the Sustainable Transport Strategies, beyond those necessary to make a
scheme compliant. Similarly, if a scheme is capable of improving pedestrian movements across the
town this should also be explored as part of the planning application process and should be developed
in alignment with Policy DM52 - Movement and Access and Policy DM53 - Walking and Cycling.

3. In all instances these sustainable transport measures should be delivered early on in the development
to establish green travel behaviour from the outset of occupation in accordance with Policy DM53 -
Walking and Cycling.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Hemel Hempstead Sustainable Transport Strategy:
Berkhamsted and Tring Sustainable Transport Strategy:
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Movement and Access

21.22 Developers will need to ensure that they contribute positively towards the Council's goal of achieving
a more sustainable future in accordance with HCC's LTP4 document and encouraging the switch
away from the private car.

21.23 All applications will need to abide by the requirements set out in Hertfordshire County Councils Travel
Plan Guidance and Roads in Hertfordshire guidance (or subsequent HCC design guidance) and
engage with the Transport teams for specific requirements.

21.24 In designing new development the proposed access arrangementsmust be safe for users, proportionate
to the type of development proposed and can accommodate the expected number of trips the
development is to generate. The introduction of new accesses will be limited to this effect to prevent
'rat-running' through developments and should take guidance from the Roads in Hertfordshire: A
Design Guide 3rd Edition 2011 or subsequent HCC design guidance. Where additional trips are
predicted from a site it is necessary to ensure that measures can commensurately mitigate the impact
where possible. Additionally, in alignment with LTP4 and national policy (NPPF 2019, paragraph 108)
schemes should demonstrate that safe and suitable access to the site can be achieved for all users.
There is a strong emphasis on ensuring that safe access is provided to pedestrians and cyclists and
that it creates attractive, high quality and suitable routes including appropriate surfaces and lighting.
This should be met both within and outside of the development area. Developers should be able to
demonstrate that transport provision associated with development proposals will be appropriate, both
in terms of modal choice and the capacity of the highway network to accommodate additional trips
for all modes.

21.25 It is also important that development is respectful of the existing scale and character of the area. The
private vehicle requirements of the development should not have a significant adverse effect on the
wider environment and the amenity of local residents, such as through unacceptable levels of trip
generation or result in displacement parking.

21.26 Therefore, the policy requires developers to consider safe and effective access arrangements for all
users to the site. This should take account of its wider transport safety implications, such as parking,
visual splays, permeability by methods other than the car, its impact on the wider environment, and
for some applications, to provide travel plans or travel plan statements as necessary. These thresholds
can be found in Policy DM52 - Movement and access.

21.27 The Council encourages developers to consult with Hertfordshire County Council's Transport teams
through the pre-application engagement process to ensure as many issues can be resolved in advance
of the detailed planning application stage.

21.28 Detailed design standards for highway infrastructure is currently provided in 'Roads in Hertfordshire:
A Design Guide 3rd Edition 2011' or subsequent HCC design guidance.

Policy DM52 - Movement and access

1. Development proposals will be expected to minimise the need to travel by car in the first instance
by:

a. providing gigabit capable broadband in accordance with Policy DM57 - Digital Communications;
b. locating development in close proximity to, and with access to, key services and facilities;
c. encouraging the use of sustainable transport in line with LTP4.

2. Schemes will be permitted that:
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a. encourage reduced car ownership or use by prioritising sustainable transport modes andmaking
this more accessible and attractive to users. This could include the adoption of measures
through a Travel Plan such as cycle hire or car club, or for destinations, priority and high quality
provision for those walking, cycling or using public transport. This should be achieved through
the overall site layout;

b. provide access to public transport and contributes to the required infrastructure to support it;
c. integrate into existing sustainable transport infrastructure and does not have an unacceptable

impact on the operation, safety or capacity of the highway network; including cumulative impacts,
and is acceptable in terms of any implications for on-street parking;

d. ensure safe, suitable and convenient access for all users;
e. maintains, enhances and integrates with existing Rights of Way (equestrian, cycle or other)

and protects their special character (including designated and non-designated routes and where
there is evidence of regular public usage). Should diversion prove unavoidable, suitable
appealing alternative routes of equal or enhanced standard will be required.

f. in the case of the strategic sites, and other major development, gives consideration to bringing
forward the implementation of sustainable travel infrastructure to the early phases of
development, so as to not disadvantage initial occupants and users and to influence behaviour
which enables green travel patterns to become established from the outset of occupation; and

g. ensure that there are mechanisms in place, either through a s106 planning obligation, or other
method deemed appropriate by the Council, for the long term maintenance of the above.

3. Development proposals that create a significant amount of transport movement must be supported
by a full Travel Plan or Travel Plan Statement. This must be:

a. secured through S106 planning obligation (whenever the CIL regulations tests for the use of
S106 are met);

b. prepared in accordance with the County Council's Travel Plan Guidance (or document that
supersedes this after the adoption of the Plan) which can be found at
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/highways/development-management/travel-plan-guidance.pdf.
(34);

c. based on this evidence and / or the recommendations of the Highway Authority and where this
cannot be met on site, financial contributions, or provision in kind, will be sought for sustainable
transport or other highway measures that are necessary to mitigate the impacts of the
development.

4. Where major development is expected and there is to be significant change to the local highways,
developers should work closely with Hertfordshire County Council's Transport teams to secure
appropriate mitigation measures.

5. Where proposals (either stand-alone or in-combination) may give rise to air quality concerns, these
will be considered in accordance with Policy DM35 - Protection from Environmental Pollution.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Local Transport Plan
4:https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/about-the-council/consultations/ltp4-local-transport-plan-4-complete.pdf
HCC Travel Plan
guidance:https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/highways/development-management/travel-plan-guidance.pdf

34 (Travel Plans will be assessed by the Road Safety and Sustainable Travel Team - queries regarding Travel Plans can be directed
to travelplan@hertfordshire.gov.uk).
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Rights of Way improvement
plan:https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/environment-and-planning/planning/planning-in-hertfordshire/ltp-rights-of-way-improvement-plan-2017.pdf
Roads in Hertfordshire Design
Guide:https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/highways-roads-and-pavements/business-and-developer-information/development-management/highways-development-management.aspx#highwaydesignguide

Walking and Cycling

21.29 Walking and cycling make up the two most sustainable forms of transport and feature high in the
transport hierarchy. These modes have a significantly smaller impact on the environment given that
they do not contribute to pollution levels or congestion, and the infrastructure necessary to support
them is usually modest in scale.

21.30 There are also social and health benefits to encouraging people to walk and cycle - active travel is
more convenient and accessible to a wider part of the population and can increase social interaction
within a community. Well designed pedestrian and cycling networks have the ability to improve health
whilst also discouraging crime, which all have a cost benefit to society.

21.31 LTP4 identifies that 53% of all journeys to work within Hertfordshire are under 10 miles and that 63%
of all journeys in the County are under 5 miles. This illustrates that there is considerable scope to
increase sustainable modes of travel by improving these networks.

21.32 The Council will seek opportunities to promote healthier and more environmentally friendly travel
choices. To ensure this, walking and cycling routes need to be more direct, safe, convenient and offer
continuous connectivity to key services and facilities. Developers should ensure new developments
are designed from the outset for pedestrian and cyclists and that they connect to and/or enhance
existing networks. This includes opportunities to reduce severance and traffic calming. The Dacorum
Design Guidance provides examples of good practice such as the relationship between movement
and place and how these factors help to determine the type of infrastructure best suited to that
development or need. Interventions that are considered to be most important to the Council can be
found within the Hemel Hempstead, and Berkhamsted and Tring Sustainable Transport Strategies..

Policy DM53 - Walking and cycling

All development proposals will be expected to promote safe and attractive walking and cycling provision
to nearby employment, essential services and community facilities by the following:

1. Wherever possible, priority should be given to walking and cycling routes, in accordance with the
transport user hierarchy, this should be evident in all aspects of development design.

2. Ensuring that existing pedestrian and cycle networks (including designated and non-designated
routes) are protected, enhanced and extended to better integrate into the rest of the network.
Proposals for development should actively pursue improvements and additions to the pedestrian
and cycling network. These new routes should be attractive, convenient, safe and secure.

3. Ensuring that development proposals do not substantially alter existing routes to the point where
safe crossing could be difficult. Should this prove unavoidable provision will be required to enable
safe crossing.

4. Creating safe, well lit, convenient and attractive walking and cycling connections to existing
developments, neighbourhoods, jobs and services. In locations where there is a deterrent to
pedestrians and cyclists this should be improved as far as is reasonable to do so.

5. Enabling opportunities to walk and cycle through sustainable travel initiatives, which could include
and is not limited to wayfinding, provision of pick up points, secure cycle parking, electric bike charging
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and shower and changing facilities. This should be provided, where necessary as part of multi-modal
transport interchanges and at key locations including employment sites and town and district centres.

6. Providing where possible new walking and/or cycling routes from the rural and small settlements to
the larger surrounding urban areas of Hemel Hempstead, Berkhamsted and Tring.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Local Transport Plan
4:https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/about-the-council/consultations/ltp4-local-transport-plan-4-complete.pdf
Hemel Hempstead Sustainable Transport Strategy
Berkhamsted and Tring Sustainable Transport Strategy
Active Travel
Strategy:https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/highways/transport-planning/local-transport-plan-live/active-travel-strategy.pdf
Rights of way improvement
plan:https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/environment-and-planning/planning/planning-in-hertfordshire/ltp-rights-of-way-improvement-plan-2017.pdf

Public Transport

21.33 A high quality public transport network will be essential if the Council is to meet its objectives under
the recently announced climate emergency and the Council's modal share aspirations for Hemel
Hempstead. There are numerous benefits associated with public transport including reducing traffic
congestion, maximising the capacity of the road network and helping to tackle climate change. The
Council has already invested in and delivered a new bus interchange in Hemel Hempstead town
centre as part of a wider regeneration programme.

21.34 Public transport is also important for social inclusion as it offers access to travel to those most
marginalised in society such as the young, elderly and disabled and to those living in more rural parts
of the Borough. However, the Council acknowledges that both services and the supporting infrastructure
need to be improved to ensure greater uptake and to remove barriers to the most vulnerable. In order
to facilitate, encourage and deliver these improvements the Council, County Council and developers
will need to work closely with bus and rail service operators and Network Rail (responsible for rail
infrastructure). This will draw heavily upon the Intalink Bus Strategy which details the priorities for the
network.

21.35 The Council is currently exploring opportunities to improve the threemain stations of Hemel Hempstead,
Berkhamsted and Tring over the plan period due to the anticipated significant increase in passenger
numbers. The Plan encourages major improvements to the Hemel Hempstead mainline station
covering a remodelled station, new facilities for passengers, an increase in parking and the introduction
of a range of other uses, which will help to facilitate greater transport choice to and from the station.
This is being taken forward through the Station Gateway project and more details can be found in the
Hemel Hempstead Delivery Strategy. This forms part of a number of improvements to the transport
network within and out of Hemel Hempstead as part of the A414 Strategy and Hemel Garden
Communities programmewhich will enable people to complete a greater length of their journey through
sustainable modes through the delivery of Multi-Modal Transport Interchanges.
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Policy DM54 - Public Transport

The Council will require all development proposals to be designed to meet the needs of public transport
operators and users. In particular the following principles will apply:

1. Road layouts must include direct, convenient and safe public transport routes which are easily
accessible by foot or cycle. These public transport routes should be free of obstructive parking.

2. Public transport priority measures must be implemented in accordance with the Bus priority feasibility
studies, South West Herts Growth and Transport Plan, the A414 strategy and the Hemel Hempstead
and Berkhamsted and Tring Sustainable Transport Strategies (in some instances theymaybe required
through S106 agreements to make proposals acceptable in planning terms).

3. Bus stops must have good pedestrian access, be open to public supervision and be sheltered where
appropriate. These should be provided on the carriageway where possible and design informed by
a safety audit.

4. Where appropriate, the implementation of multi modal transport interchanges will be required which
is to be informed through development site masterplanning and the Hemel Hempstead Sustainable
Transport Strategies, the South West Herts Growth and Transport Plans and Infrastructure Delivery
Plan.

5. Major Development will be required to contribute towards service improvements so that the frequency
and availability to travel to key destinations is enhanced and more attractive to users subject to
viability and the existing bus network in the vicinity of the site.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Local Transport Plan
4:https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/about-the-council/consultations/ltp4-local-transport-plan-4-complete.pdf
Intalink bus
strategy:https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/highways/transport-planning/local-transport-plan-live/intalink-bus-strategy-feb-2020.pdf
Rail
strategy:https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/media-library/documents/highways/transport-planning/local-transport-plan-live/rail-strategy.pdf
Hemel Hempstead Sustainable Transport Strategy
Berkhamsted and Tring Sustainable Transport Strategy

Parking Provision - Residential

21.36 The Council will take a proactive approach to the provision of parking availability in new development.
The amount of parking provision associated with development can have a significant effect on travel
behaviours and how people access the development. Similarly, the restriction of provision at destination
points, where properly managed, can lead to greater use of sustainable transport from place of origin
instead of car usage. Furthermore, there are benefits in applying stricter parking standards in terms
of the reduction in congestion and harmful vehicle emissions and allowing more effective use of urban
land.

21.37 Parking standards should go beyond simply providing car spaces in new developments. It should be
flexible enough to deal with all manner of developments and make provision for evolving technology
such as electric vehicle charging infrastructure. Suitable parking facilities should also bemade available
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for cycles and powered twowheelers. Suchmeasures help encourage amodal shift towards sustainable
transport options. The Council will take steps to increase their availability across the Borough through
and outside the planning system.

21.38 In accordance with national policy, the Council will consider reducing residential parking provision in
sustainable locations where there are viable alternatives available to residents and visitors. Such
locations include those within the town centres and close to railway stations, such as at Hemel
Hempstead railway station (see the Hemel Hempstead Delivery Strategy for further details).

21.39 The flexible parking principles will be articulated through parking zones with a lower parking standard
in the most accessible locations where the greatest choice of movement options and opportunities
exist. The accessibility zones will reflect density zones identified through the Delivery Strategies with
the lowest levels of parking corresponding with the highest density developments as these will be
located in the areas with greatest accessibility by non-car modes.

21.40 The Council recognises that a difficult balance must be struck between the advantages of achieving
lower parking levels in new development against the potential problems of not providing a sufficient
amount of provision. We must ensure that lower parking standards in certain areas do not result in
adverse effects on residential amenity and highway safety, or displace parking problems to nearby
areas. We also need to be careful that the vitality and viability of the existing town centres is maintained
through providing adequate levels of parking. To this end, the Council has recently invested in a new
multi-storey car park in Berkhamsted town centre.

21.41 Parking should be designed and located so that it is safe, secure and convenient for users, and is
sensitive to its local context in terms of surfacing, lighting and landscaping. Detailed guidance on the
design and location of parking is provided in 'Roads in Hertfordshire 2011' or subsequent HCC design
guidance and the Dacorum Strategic Design Guide SPD.

21.42 The Council in partnership with Hertfordshire County Council is developing schemes that will provide
viable alternatives to car travel across the Borough and wider county area. This is to take shape as
a Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) system which will connect Hemel Hempstead station to Harlow, just
beyond Hertfordshire's eastern boundary using some of the existing A414 route. This is to include
the introduction of new Multi-Modal Transport Interchanges (MMTIs) that enable people to reduce
their reliance on the car for the majority or all of their journey. A MMTI is to be delivered as part of
the Hemel Garden Communities project given the mix of uses surrounding it and the population it is
likely to cover.

Policy DM55 - Parking Provision - Residential

1. All residential development will be required to provide parking in accordance with the adopted
standards contained within the Parking Standards SPD in order to encourage a shift towards more
sustainable and active forms of movement.

2. In addition to meeting the requirements of the Council's adopted standards, car parking will be
expected to:
a. be conveniently located, be visible from surrounding dwellings and have safe and convenient

access from the dwellings they are intended to serve;
b. not result in a dominance of car parking in a way that would dominate the street scene, be

adequately screened and broken up by soft planting to mitigate its visual impact;
c. provide an appropriate proportion of spaces of conveniently located disabled spaces; and
d. provide an appropriate amount of active and passive Electric Vehicle charging points.

3. Where applicants seek to deviate from these standards the Council will require justification and
further information, including the submission of parking stress surveys, in order to demonstrate that
there would be no harm to highway safety, convenience or local amenity. In addition, where the
Council feels that the development would be located in an area of particular parking stress it may
require the imposition of different parking standards.
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4. Development proposals will also need to demonstrate that they are in line with the Transport User
Hierarchy and appropriate cycle and motorcycle parking. This should be located in the most beneficial
location for users ideally with convenient and prominent access and visible from surrounding dwellings.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Parking standards SPD

Parking Provision - Commercial

21.43 The mix of uses in established employment areas, and other areas such as town centres, is changing
due to the relaxation of planning policy and permitted development rights. We are beginning to see
more diverse uses which provide services and facilities to support businesses and employees. These
include hotels, restaurants and cafes, hot food takeaways and gyms. This increase can ensure that
an area serves a purpose throughout the day and can reduce the need for people to travel further or
during peak times to access services. Therefore, commercial parking standards need to reflect such
changes in the use of employment and other areas.

21.44 The Maylands Business Park (MBP) is one example of where these changes to planning policy have
allowed for a greater range of services to come forward and provide new opportunities for people in
the local area. The new local centre (the Heart of Maylands) in the MBP includes residential, leisure,
retail, community, and employment uses in a central and accessible location. It is therefore important
that parking provision takes account of these competing uses and ensures that a right balance is
struck between parking availability and the effective use of land.

21.45 Furthermore, there is a need to consider the traffic generation that employment areas produce,
particularly from service vehicles, light delivery vehicles and HGV movements. The MBP suffers from
a high level of lorry movements and large numbers of light goods vehicles providing short distance
deliveries. It currently experiences a lack of off-street and overnight parking, especially as a
consequence of the growth of large logistics facilities. This can often result in unsafe road conditions
for other users when such vehicles lack adequate parking facilities.

21.46 The National Planning Policy Framework recognises that this is an issue and in paragraph 107 states
'Planning policies and decisions should recognise the importance of providing adequate overnight
lorry parking facilities, taking into account local shortages, to reduce the risk of parking in locations
that lack proper facilities or could cause a nuisance'. The Council is looking at ways this can be
addressed within the MBP and also assessing opportunities for this to be accommodated through
potential expansion of the truck stop facilities at Junction 9 of the M1.

Policy DM56 - Parking provision- Commercial

1. All non residential development will be required to provide parking in accordance with the adopted
standards contained within the Parking Standards SPD in order to encourage a shift towards more
sustainable and active forms of movement. In addition to meeting the requirements of the Council's
adopted standards car parking will be expected to:

a. provide shared parking areas where possible provided there is sufficient provision for each use
at peak periods;
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b. in the case of commercial (including retail) developments provide adequate lorry, commercial
service vehicle and/ or coach parking and maneuvering having full regard to the adopted SPD
and will be assessed through a Transport Assessment or Transport Statement on a case by
case basis and is further detailed through the ‘Roads in Hertfordshire: highways design guide’
or subsequent HCC design guidance;

c. provide an appropriate amount of active and passive Electric Vehicle charging points.
d. retain land currently used for lorry and other-parking in general employment areas. Planning

permission for alternative uses will only be granted where the lorry parking area is no longer
needed either for the current operator’s use and the impact of the loss of provision will not give
rise to unacceptable impacts on the local highway network or amenity and appearance of the
area as a result of parking on the roadside or on verges.

2. Additionally, commercial development will also need to provide cycle and motorcycle parking in the
most beneficial location for users and provide changing facilities suitable for the level expected.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Parking standards SPD

Digital Connectivity

21.47 The introduction of new technology offers opportunities for residents and businesses to be better
connected and to access digital services more efficiently. It can be a driver for increased productivity,
economic growth and job creation.

21.48 The Government has taken significant steps to increase the delivery of such technologies. This
includes new ambitious targets such as delivering gigabit capable networks UK wide by 2025, and
plans to amend Building Regulations to ensure that all new homes have the right infrastructure to
support gigabit broadband(35)

21.49 The National Planning Policy Framework acknowledges the importance of supporting these
technologies classing them as 'essential for economic growth and social well-being' and that planning
authorities should support the expansion of these technologies (paragraph 112).

21.50 The importance of introducing new technologies is also recognised locally, forming part of our Corporate
Plan and the continuing work to roll out gigabit connectivity in the Borough.

21.51 New infrastructure will continue to play a greater role in our ability to access digital services and to
work more flexibly off-site, either at home or at a choice of locations. It can also make businesses
more resilient and future proofed. We are committed to ensuring that Dacorum has a first class digital
network in place so that it remains an attractive area for residents to live and for businesses to operate
from and invest in. This improvement to the Borough's digital network needs to be achieved in
conjunction with new development.

35 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-build-homes-to-come-gigabit-speed-ready
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Policy DM57 - Digital Communications

The Council will support the deployment of next generation technology to ensure that Dacorum remains
an attractive area to invest for businesses and meets the needs of its residents. The Council considers
that Fibre To The Premise (FTTP) is essential infrastructure and vital to the delivery of sustainable
development. Therefore proposals will be expected to comply with the following principles:

1. All qualifying development shall deliver FTTP. Qualifying development includes:
a. all residential and employment schemes proposed in, or adjoining, the main towns and large

villages;
b. residential schemes promoting 10 dwellings or more in the remaining parts of the Borough;

and
c. employment schemes promoting 10 or more jobs (FTE) in the remaining parts of the Borough.

2. Proposals for qualifying development will be needed to be supported by an FTTP Statement, to be
agreed by Council, this will;
a. establish how FTTP will be provided to serve the development and that it will be engaged at

first occupation; or
b. in the case of when an applicant has determined that it is not practical, viable or feasible to

deliver FTTP, be supported with evidence from the applicant to demonstrate that a departure
from policy is justified.

3. For other residential and employment schemes, FTTP will be encouraged by the Council as a means
of expanding the local fibre network.

4. Where FTTP is not delivered, non-Next Generation Access technologies than can provide speeds
in excess of 24 Mbps should be provided as an alternative.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Superfast Broadband Programme- commitment to ensure 96% of the UK can achieve 24Mbps
speeds or higher until
2026:https://www.gov.uk/guidance/building-digital-uk#:~:text=Superfast%20Broadband%20Programme,the%20superfast%20broadband%20postcode%20checker.
New -build homes to come with gigabit-speed broadband fit for the
future: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-build-homes-to-come-gigabit-speed-ready

Mobile Communications

21.52 Mobile communications infrastructure is another emerging technology that is important to Dacorum
remaining an attractive area for people to live and work. Mobile infrastructure supports applications
beyond the home or workplace and can provide greater convenience for example in the way people
travel - such as the ability to access smart ticketing which can speed up the drop off and pick-up times
on public transport, and 'on-demand' travel information for travel planning.

21.53 The National Planning Policy Framework sets out the expectation for local authorities to take a
pro-active and supportive approach to delivering this infrastructure stating: "Planning policies and
decisions should support the expansion of electronic networks , including next generation mobile
technology (Such as 5G)... providing access to services from a range of providers" (paragraph 112).
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21.54 While the Council does not have full control over the delivery of communications infrastructure (as
much of this can be carried out under permitted development or prior approval) it is important that
the number of sites are controlled and consistent with the needs of the consumer.

Policy DM58 - Mobile Communications

The Council will support proposals for the provision and improvement of new telecommunications
infrastructure provided that:

1. it has been demonstrated that there are no reasonable opportunities for sharing a site, mast, or
facility with existing telecommunications infrastructure in the area;

2. the installation and any associated apparatus is sited and designed to minimise unacceptable impact
on the character, residential amenity or the safe and satisfactory functioning of highways and
appearance with particular consideration given to the impact on:
a. designated or locally identified heritage assets; or
b. internationally and/ or nationally protected nature conservation sites, AONBs, regional and

local sites, and areas of designated open land;
3. it has been demonstrated that the siting of the proposal and any other additional equipment involved

with the development does not overly detract from the appearance of the surrounding area, including
the use of innovative design and construction and/or sympathetic camouflaging;

4. any building-mounted installations would not have an overly detrimental impact on the character or
appearance of the building;

5. prior approval of the siting and appearance of the development will be required if the proposal is
within or would affect the Chilterns AONB, Listed building, a site of archaeological importance or a
site designated for its nature conservation importance; and

6. all residential and new employment development should consider the mobile telecommunications
requirement of the development proposal and ensure and demonstrate that there would be sufficient
coverage. This information should be submitted in a site connectivity plan during the pre-application
and application stages.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Next Generation Mobile Technologies: A 5G strategy for the
UK:https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/597421/07.03.17_5G_strategy_-_for_publication.pdf
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22 Healthy Communities

22.1 The health and wellbeing of our communities is crucially important to delivering long term sustainable
development and place-making. This includes physical, mental and social wellbeing. Key to the Plan
is ensuring access to good quality services and facilities exists and that people of all ages and
backgrounds receive the access to the services and facilities they need to live full, productive and
prosperous lives.

National Policy

22.2 National Policy and Guidance clearly establishes that the design and use of the built and natural
environments, including green infrastructure, are major determinants of health and wellbeing, and
that the Local Plan has a key function in the delivery of healthy places.

22.3 Planning and health need to be considered together in two ways: in terms of creating environments
that support and encourage healthy lifestyles, and in terms of identifying and securing the facilities
needed for primary, secondary and tertiary care, and the wider health and care system.

22.4 Planning policies and decisions should aim to achieve healthy, inclusive and safe places which
promote social interaction, are safe and accessible, and enable and support healthy lifestyles. Planning
should also provide the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the community needs.

22.5 Access to a network of high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and physical activity is
important for the health and well-being of communities. Planning policies should be based on robust
and up-to-date assessments of the need for open space, sport and recreation facilities.

22.6 Integrated working with Public health organisations, health service organisations, commissioners,
providers and local communities is necessary to effectively promote healthy and inclusive communities
and support appropriate health infrastructure.

Other Relevant Strategies and Studies

22.7 The Health and Social Care Act, which came into force in April 2013, introduced a new public health
landscape. The transfer of public health from the NHS to Herts Public Health represents an opportunity
to change the focus from reacting to sickness to actively promoting health and wellbeing and preventing
ill health.

22.8 As a part of this transfer, Herts Public Health produced the The Hertfordshire’s Health andWellbeing
Strategy. This sets a goal to optimise the health and wellbeing of people throughout the course of
their lives, with the strategy focusing on the four major life stages: starting well, developing well, living
and working well, and ageing well.

22.9 The determinants of health (below) are the factors that influence health. The Health and Wellbeing
Strategy identified that out of many determinants, wider living and working conditions have the largest
impact on health - more so than individual factors like genetics. This is why it is vital we integrate
health within the Local Plan, as planning has a direct influence on many of these factors.
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Figure 10 The Wider Determinants of Health. L: Dahlgren and Whitehead (1991) R: Barton and
Grant (2006)

22.10 To aid this integration, Public Health published the Health and Wellbeing Planning Guidance to
support councils. This provides recommendations and advice on how we enable developments which
enhance the physical and mental health of the community.

22.11 The Hertfordshire Health and Wellbeing Planning Guidance also refers to the use of Health Impact
Assessments - a tool that judges the potential, and sometimes unintended, effects of a project on the
health of a population. Health Impact Assessments identify actions to manage those effects. Public
Health then published it's Health Impact Assessment Position Statement in 2019.

Planning Reforms in the White Paper

22.12 The vision of the Planning for the Future White Paper recognises that the areas we plan have a
measurable effect on physical and mental health. It clearly explains the link between planning and
social justice, and references general inequalities within the system. The document places a clear
emphasis on the need for high quality design in order to enhance the health of local areas.

22.13 The white paper was heavily informed by the report of the Building Better, Building Beautiful commission
in January 2020, which established that quality of place needs to be understood in terms of provable
relationships between urban form with health, well-being and sustainability. In the white paper, the
Government confirmed that it will be considering the findings from this report further, which places
greater focus on integrating design with delivering health benefits.
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Splash Park, Hemel Hempstead

Health Facilities

22.14 Over the Plan period, it is essential that growth and development is supported by increased levels of
provision of healthcare and other community facilities and services. Although the Council does not
directly deliver healthcare facilities we have a key enabling role by understanding service capacity
and the need for additional facilities, and then identifying opportunities for new and improved provision
through policies and allocations in the Local Plan.

22.15 Provision of primary care and acute health facilities will be coordinated through on-going joint working
with NHS England and the Hertfordshire Valleys Clinical Commissioning Group (HVCCG) in Dacorum.
These bodies are directly responsible for commissioning and delivering these facilities.

22.16 Figure 11 shows a simplified structure of how healthcare services are commissioned in Hertfordshire.

Figure 11 How Health Services are Commissioned in Herts.
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22.17 The scale and range of service provision will need to be appropriate to the level of demand generated
by development. The timely delivery of services and facilities will be important to ensure that need is
met as it arises, and that growth can be brought forward in a sustainable way.

22.18 The Council's Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the requirements for new provision to support
growth across the Borough.

22.19 The way primary health care services have been provided locally and nationally has been changing
in recent years and this has led to a number of practice mergers in the Borough. Practices are now
forming Primary Care Networks (PCN) where they can benefit from greater cross practice, community
working and the sharing of assets. Many of the GP surgeries are recognised as operating at over
capacity and the HVCCG has agreed forward investment of practices in anticipation of the growth in
the Plan.

22.20 While acute services are commissioned by the HVCCG, West Hertfordshire Hospital NHS Trust
(WHHT) is the provider. In Dacorum, Hemel Hempstead Hospital provides an urgent treatment centre
and other local healthcare and out patient facilities. The HVCCG, WHHT and its partners, including
the Council, are working towards agreeing the future of the hospital site and developing detailed
options.

22.21 The general approach is to retain an acute services presence on the site. However, the current site
is likely to be reconfigured to focus services into a smaller footprint, allowing part of the site to be
released for other development. This is dealt with in more detail under the Hemel Hempstead Delivery
Strategy.

Policy DM59 - Health Facilities

1. The Council will support proposals for the the provision, expansion or improvement of health facilities
in the Borough in line with the Herts Valleys CCG and NHS England requirements.

2. The Council will enable increasing the capacity and quality of health and social care facilities in the
Borough, in line with the growing population and its changing needs.

3. New development will be expected to make appropriate contributions to new health care provision
to support new development in accordance with the Council's Infrastructure Delivery Plan. In addition
developers should engage with the Clinical Commissioning Group at the earliest opportunity in order
to determine the health care requirements associated with new development.

4. Contributions towards new or enhanced health care facilities will be sought to ensure the health care
requirements arising from new developments are met.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

West Hertfordshire Hospitals NHS Trust Future of Hospital Services Strategic Outline Case
July 2019
West Hertfordshire Hospitals NHS Trust - Redevelopment Home Page
Herts Valleys CCG Your Care, Your Future Vision Website
The NHS Long Term Plan
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Health Impact Assessments

22.22 A Health Impact Assessment (HIA) is a combination of procedures, methods and tools that
systematically judges the potential, and sometimes unintended, effects of a policy, plan, programme
or project on the health of a population and the distribution of those effects within the population. The
HIA identifies appropriate actions to manage those effects and is a way of enabling planning decisions
to take health into account.

22.23 Planning regulates land use and thus has great potential to influence health. The diagram below
shows the 7 key areas identified in the Hertfordshire Health and Wellbeing Planning Guidance where
planning can have the greatest impact on health.

Figure 12 Seven Key Areas where Planning effects Health

22.24 Planning is, in turn, required to undertake impact assessments.Following changes to Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) regulations in 2017, all EIAs are required to consider the impact on human
health. However, as EIAs are by definition focused on environmental concerns, they cannot holistically
assess health impact. Hertfordshire Public Health has identified that undertaking a Health Impact
Assessment (HIA) can be an appropriate mechanism for meeting these regulations effectively.

22.25 HIAs consider how the population will be affected, assessing both positive and negative health impacts.
Health inequalities and ensuring that these are not increased further by proposed developments,
should be a key consideration. All development which falls under the threshold for undertaking a HIA,
should still be designed to maximise the impact it can make to promoting healthy communities and
reducing health inequalities.

22.26 Development will be expected to include measures that contribute to healthier communities and
reduce health inequalities, as set out in the Dacorum Design Guidance and Hertfordshire’s Health
and Wellbeing Planning Guidance.

22.27 A HIA will follow a staged process to assess health in a broader sense giving consideration to the
wider determinants of health and in particular the effects on vulnerable populations who are more
likely to experience health inequalities. It is reasonable that only the larger forms of development
should generally be subject to this process as these are likely to have the biggest impact on health
and wellbeing.

22.28 The Council will expect developers to work positively towards identifying mitigation measures should
the HIA identify any negative impacts.

22.29 A guidance note detailing the process of conducting a HIA will be provided separately.

Policy DM60 - Health Impact Assessments

1. The Council will require a Health Impact Assessment, setting out the expected effects on health,
wellbeing and safety, from the following new developments.
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a. All identified growth areas
b. Residential developments of 100 units and above.
c. Non-Residential Developments subject to an Environmental Impact Assessment.

2. All development subject to HIA must demonstrate how the positive health impacts it can deliver are
maximised, and reduce and/or mitigate negative health impacts, with a particular regard to removing
health inequalities.

3. Where unavoidable negative impacts on health, wellbeing and safety are identified, mitigation
measures must be incorporated into the proposal.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Hertfordshire Health and Wellbeing Strategy
Hertfordshire Health and Wellbeing Planning Guidance
Hertfordshire County Council Position Statement: Health Impact Assessments

Outdoor Gym Gadebridge Park, Hemel Hempstead

Education

22.30 Access to education is a key contributor to a sense of community and wellbeing. Schools are often
the focus of a community, particularly where early years education, extra-curricular activities or public
access to facilities are offered.

22.31 Ensuring that sufficient school places are available to support development is an integral part of
delivering sustainable communities. Educational attainment is the keystone of any economy and it is
important that access to such facilities is available to all, from the very young through to adult learning
opportunities. The Government is committed to ensuring that there is sufficient provision to meet
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growing demand for school places, through increased choice and opportunity in state funded education.
This commitment is reflected in the NPPF. Local authorities are required to give full and thorough
consideration to enabling the development of state-funded schools in their planning decisions.

22.32 Hertfordshire has experienced a significant rise in the demand for school places across the County
in recent years, reflecting national trends. Hertfordshire County Council (HCC) has a statutory duty
to ensure sufficient school places are provided within its area and it monitors and publishes annual
school places forecasts. A number of primary school expansions and redevelopment of existing
secondary school sites have already taken place recently in order to meet demand for schooling.
However, HCC does not control the admissions or management of many schools across the County
with the move towards academies and free schools. As the Borough’s population grows, demand for
school places will continue to increase, placing pressure on existing facilities. It is therefore vital that
where housing growth results in increased demand, investment is made across each education tier,
as necessary, to ensure there are enough places to serve the Borough’s pupils within their community.

22.33 The Council will seek to support the continued delivery of high quality learning and education within
Dacorum, and will seek to support the development of learning and further education facilities. We
will also seek to work collaboratively with key skills providers to ensure the needs of our current and
future residents are met. For example, West Herts College has been active in delivering new buildings
on its Hemel Hempstead campus site.

22.34 Applicants should work with Hertfordshire County Council, the Borough Council, and other neighbouring
local authorities, to identify the education needs arising from development and to ensure that
appropriate provision is made in the form of new or enhanced facilities. Major applications will be
expected to demonstrate how they have provided for additional school places. Growth Areas will be
expected to make full provision on-site, or contribute towards improving or extending existing facilities
where this is the most effective option.

22.35 The Plan signals significant growth and this will need to be matched by an increase in school places.
The Plan proposes a number of new schools across the Borough as part of new Growth Areas.

22.36 A small number of state and independent schools fall in the Green Belt, particularly on the urban edge
of settlements. The NPPF does not specifically identify new school buildings as an appropriate form
of development in the Green Belt. However, the NPPF does allow greater flexibility for infilling and
redevelopment of previously developed land in the Green Belt which should provide greater scope
for such schools to expand without the need in every case for very special circumstances to be
demonstrated. In addition, the Council will support new school facilities in the Green Belt, wherever
possible, where there is a clear evidence for need and where it can be demonstrated that the impacts
of new buildings and activities do not adversely affect the objectives of the Green Belt.

22.37 As a larger number of schools within the settlements sit in an open setting, the Plan has designated
these sites as Open Land under Policy DM38 - Open Land. Normally, the Plan seeks to maintain the
open character of such sites and protect them from development. However, the Council will apply the
approach flexibly to support new school facilities where need is fully evidenced and the integrity of
the Open Land is maintained.

Policy DM61 - Education

1. Development that creates a potential increase in demand for education will be required to make
appropriate provision for new facilities either on-site or by making a suitable contribution towards the
improvement or expansion of nearby existing facilities.

2. Applicants will be expected to work in partnership with Hertfordshire County Council, and other
neighbouring local authorities as appropriate, to ensure there are sufficient school places and facilities
available to serve new housing developments.

3. The provision of new and the expansion of existing schools will be supported, where it is in accordance
with Hertfordshire County Council advice. School provision or expansion is considered acceptable
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development in principle on designated Open Land, subject to other policy considerations. Strategic
allocations will be expected to provide new schools on-site, to be delivered in an appropriate and
early phase to serve new residents. All new schools will be expected to provide community access
to facilities.

4. Proposals for the creation of new or extended education facilities for all ages should:
a. be in an accessible location, served by a choice of sustainable travel options;
b. have safe drop-off and pick-up provision;
c. be of high quality of design, which offers flexible use of facilities, in order to ensure the various

needs of the community can be met; and
d. provide or retain a suitable provision of outdoor recreation space and playing fields.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan
Policies Map

Sport and Leisure

22.38 Access to opportunities to participate in physical activity and exercise is essential to delivering healthier,
more active and inclusive communities. The Plan seeks to protect sport and leisure facilities including
outdoor playing pitches, artificial grass pitches and athletics provision, in addition to indoor leisure
facilities such as swimming pools and sports halls, in accordance with NPPF (paragraph 97).

22.39 Planning guidance requires local authorities to base policies on an up-to-date assessment of community
needs, which should be derived from Sport England or National Standards for provision. To achieve
this we have undertaken a technical evaluation of sport and recreation facilities across the Borough.
The Playing Pitch Strategy (2019) and Leisure Facilities Strategy (2019) look in detail at existing
provision across the Borough, it's quality, distribution, use, participation trends and sport initiatives,
before considering the impact of future growth, following Sport England's best practice methodology.
This evidence has informed our planning for new provision. Population growth can have a significant
impact upon existing sport and leisure facilities, putting pressure on existing resources. We will expect
development to provide for the needs of new residents to ensure all sectors of the community have
good access.

22.40 Sport England has a role in protecting sports provision and is consulted where planning applications
impact on such facilities. All proposals for new sports facilities such as swimming pools and sports
halls will be expected to be designed in accordance with Sport England’s design guidance to help
ensure that facilities are fit for purpose and of a high quality design.

22.41 Facilities within schools and colleges can provide a useful contribution to the leisure requirements of
the communities in which they are located. Where new facilities are provided as part of school
improvements or expansion the Council will encourage their use by the wider community.

22.42 The Council's evidence suggests there is a need for a variety of additional sports pitches across the
Borough over the Plan period. Although there is a less pressing need for new indoor sports facilities,
our evidence shows that there will be pressure on waterspace in the future, particularly in Hemel
Hempstead where there is currently a small shortfall in provision. The larger Growth Areas in Hemel
Hempstead, Berkhamsted, and Tring provide opportunities to secure new enhanced sports provision
in these towns.
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22.43 The Council actively seeks greater participation in formal and informal recreational and leisure activities
in Dacorum. It manages directly or indirectly a number of playing pitches and sports centres across
the Borough. It continues to invest in and/or support with partners, new and upgraded provision in
the towns and villages, with a particular focus on improving the sports centres in Berkhamsted and
Tring.

Policy DM62 - Sport and Leisure

1. The development of land currently in use for sport or leisure provision will not be permitted unless:

a. an assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the sports or leisure provision,
to include playing pitches, to be surplus to requirements; or

b. the loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced with equivalent or better
provision in terms of quantity and quality (on site or suitably relocated); or

c. the development is for alternative sport or leisure provision, the benefits of which clearly outweigh
the loss of the current or former use.

2. All new residential development will be expected to contribute towards additional sport and playing
pitch provision. These will be calculated using Sport England’s Playing Pitch Calculator (for outdoor
sports pitches).

3. All new residential development in Hemel Hempstead will be expected to contribute towards additional
leisure facilities provision. These will be calculated using Sport England's Sport Facility Calculator.

4. Where provision, such as new sports pitches, is made on-site as part of a development, applicants
should detail long term maintenance arrangements in accordance with Policy DM65 - Community
Stewardship and Management.

5. Proposals to improve the quality, capacity and accessibility of the Borough's existing sport and leisure
provision will also be supported.

6. New educational establishments must include facilities for community use and be subject to formal
community use agreements.

7. Sport and leisure provision within employment sites will be encouraged.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Playing Pitch Strategy (2019)
Leisure Facilities Strategy (2019)
Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan
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Tring Sports Centre

Open Space Provision

22.44 Open space in all its forms is essential to creating great places to live and sustainable communities. It
also performs wider health and wellbeing functions, by promoting healthy lifestyles and providing
opportunities for reflection and relaxation. It is therefore important that existing open space is protected
and that new development plays a role in delivering appropriate green infrastructure to serve new
residents.

22.45 To understand our current and future needs for open space we undertaken a Borough wide open
space assessment using a wide range of typologies: parks and gardens, amenity greens, natural and
semi-natural greenspace, provision for children and young people, allotments, cemeteries and green
corridors. The assessment identified existing open space provision, its condition, distribution and
overall quality, and additional needs arising from future growth, using Fields in Trust's recommended
benchmark guidelines and evaluation criteria derived from the Green Flag Award. More information
can be found in the Council’s Open Space Study, which will provide the basis for assessing proposals.

22.46 The loss of existing open space will not be permitted except in very special circumstances. All new
residential development will be required to contribute towards open space provision, by applying the
Council's standards for provision, which are based on Fields in Trust's benchmark guidelines. Open
space should be incorporated into new development from the earliest design stage, and follow Dacorum
Design Guidance.

22.47 The requirements for outdoor sports pitches and artificial grass pitches are set out under Policy DM62
- Sport and Leisure. Land used for outdoor sports pitches may contribute towards provision if there
is public access and it provides informal recreation opportunities. Facilities with restricted public
access, such as enclosed private sports facilities or fenced school playing fields (irrespective of
community use agreements) will not be considered new open space provision.
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22.48 The NPPF gives communities the opportunity to identify Local Green Spaces (LGS) which are of
particular importance to them (paragraph 99). This land can then be protected through the designation
of local and neighbourhood plans, which affords a similar protection to that of Green Belt. However,
the current made Grovehill neighbourhood plan does not propose any LGS, although these could be
designated in future through such plans if desirable.

22.49 There is scope for the larger Growth Areas to secure enhanced provision of open space in these new
developments to both meet the needs of new residents and help address local shortfalls and alleviate
recreational pressure on sensitive landscapes such as Chilterns Beechwoods SAC.

Policy DM63 - Open Space Provision

1. The loss of designated open space will not be permitted unless:

a. there is a surplus of open space (excluding allotments) within the settlement of the proposed
development, and

b. accessibility to open space, as set out in the table below, is not compromised; or
c. the loss is mitigated through new open space being provided to an equivalent or better standard

in an accessible location; or
d. the new development is for alternative open space, sports or recreational provision, the benefits

of which clearly outweigh the loss, or
e. for allotment sites, there is a surplus of allotment sites within the settlement of the proposed

development and more than half of the plots affected have been vacant for at least two years,
in spite of convincing efforts made to let them.

2. Development to facilitate the use of open space will be permitted where it is ancillary to the purpose
of the site and is in accordance with other relevant Local Plan policies.

3. All new residential development of 25 homes or more will be required to comply with the Council's
open space provision standard of 3.2 ha per 1000 population. Where this cannot be delivered within
the development, contributions will be sought towards improving or delivering open space off-site.

4. The total area of open space to be provided will be calculated using the 3.2 ha per 1000 population
standard. The specific form and mix of provision will be determined by local open space deficiencies,
and the Fields in Trust’s recommended benchmark provision and accessibility standards 1 set out in
the table below. Details on contributions for off-site provision are set out in the Infrastructure Delivery
Plan.

5. In addition to open space, new developments of 25 homes or more, will be required to deliver play
space of 0.25 ha per 1000 population. The thresholds for the type of play provision are as follows:

a. Local Area of Play (LAP) - 25 homes;
b. Local Equipped Area of Play (LEAP) - 70 homes;
c. Multi-Use Games Area (MUGA) - 200 homes;
d. Neighbourhood Equipped area of Play (NEAP) - 500 homes.

6. New residential developments of 700 homes or more, will be required to deliver allotment or community
garden space of 0.25 ha per 1000 population, in addition to the open space and play provision
requirements set out above.

7. Further details on the requirements for each type of play provision can be found in the Open Space
SPD.

8. Table 30 Fields in Trust recommended benchmark provision and accessibility standards for
open space.

Time EquivalentAccessibilityHectares per 1,000
population

Type of Open Space

9-minute walk time710m0.80Parks & gardens

9-minute walk time720m1.80Natural & semi-natural

6-minute walk tine480m0.60Amenity green space
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Time EquivalentAccessibilityHectares per 1,000
population

Type of Open Space

1-minute walk time100m0.25LAP (0.01)Play areas
and
provision

5-minute walk time400mLEAP
(0.04)

for young
12.5-minute walk tine1,000mNEAP (0.1)people

(minimum
activity
area ha)

9-minute walk time700mYouth (0.1)

N/AN/A0.25Allotments

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Open Space Study
Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan
Beyond the Six Acre Standard Fields in Trust

Canal Fields , Berkhamsted

Community Facilities

22.50 National guidance expects Local Planning Authorities to plan positively for the provision and use of
shared space, community facilities and other local services, as part of delivering the social, recreational
and cultural services and facilities that a community needs (NPPF paragraph 92).
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22.51 Figure 13Dacorum supports a diverse range of public and
private community facilities in its towns and
villages that are highly valued by local
communities, especially by residents who live in
rural areas or do not have ready access to
transport.

22.52 Community facilities often underpin the local,
neighbourhood and village centres in the
Borough and, in some instances, have been
declining in recent years. Planning can help
co-ordinate the provision and funding of new
facilities in accessible locations, to meet the
additional demands and needs created by
population growth and demographic change.

22.53 It can also resist, where necessary, the loss of
existing facilities arising through redevelopment and change of use, which could prove damaging to
the fabric of local communities.

22.54 This is also of concern to the Government, which has introduced the new use classes order to protect
certain community facilities from changes of use under permitted development rights by creating the
new classes of:

F.1 Learning and non-residential institutions: includes educational uses, museums, galleries,
libraries, public halls, religious buildings and courts of law; and
F.2 Local community: includes local shops, community halls, outdoor sports, swimming pools
and skating rinks.

22.55 Furthermore pubs, music venues, cinemas and concert/bingo halls now class as 'sui generis' meaning
no changes of use to or from these uses fall under permitted development.

22.56 Facilities in new development can help create community cohesion, provide essential services for
residents, and are a crucial part of effective place-making. However, it is essential that they are brought
forward in a timely fashion to meet the needs of the new occupiers as they arise. We will expect larger
Growth Areas to directly provide a range of community facilities to serve existing and new communities
and for these to be located within new local centre hubs.

Policy DM64 - Community Facilities

1. Existing community facilities will be protected, unless:

a. appropriate alternative quantity/quality of provision is made and conveniently located in relation
to the lost facility;

b. satisfactory evidence is provided to prove the facility is no longer needed in its current form or
it is no longer viable;

c. the loss may be offset by the presence of nearby facility(ies); or
d. the development is for an alternative community facility, the need for which clearly outweighs

the loss.
2. The re-use of a building for an alternative social or community service or facility is preferred.
3. New community facilities will be supported in principle where they do not conflict with other policies

within this Plan and where they are:

a. located in suitable locations, served by a choice of sustainable travel options;
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b. of an appropriate scale to meet needs and are designed to allow for different activities throughout
the day; and

c. brought forward in tandem with the development to ensure they are available for the new and
existing community from the start of occupation.

4. All new development will be expected to contribute towards the provision of adequate and appropriately
located community facilities. For larger developments, this may include land and/or buildings for
public or community use.

5. Developers will be expected to provide either on-site provision, or where appropriate, a financial
contribution towards either off-site provision, or the enhancement of existing off-site facilities. Where
provision is made on-site as part of a development, applicants should detail how it will be maintained
in the long term in accordance with Policy DM65 - Community Stewardship and Management.

6. Growth Areas will deliver and contribute towards a range of local services and facilities. Detailed
requirements are set out in the relevant Delivery Strategy.

7. The dual or multiple use of new and existing facilities will be encouraged wherever possible. The
use of Community Use Agreements will be sought where appropriate.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan

Gadebridge Park Play Area, Hemel Hempstead

Community Stewardship and Management

22.57 We support the involvement of residents and businesses in the long termmanagement and stewardship
of community assets, such as open space and community facilities. An active role for residents in
managing these assets will help deliver the social objectives of sustainable development, as set out
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by the NPPF (paragraph 8) by building community capacity, cohesion and identity. It will also help to
secure the long-term management and maintenance of, and safeguard access to, new facilities, to
ensure our neighbourhoods remain great and vibrant places to live.

22.58 In particular this will be a requirement within Growth Areas, elsewhere Active Local Stewardship that
promotes the community ownership of land and long term stewardship of assets, alongside a role for
the Council, will be encouraged.

Policy DM65 - Community Stewardship and Management

1. Development proposals on Growth Area sites will be expected to set out a long-term strategy for the
management and maintenance of new open space and community facilities to ensure quality and
access is safeguarded for the future. Development on Growth Area sites should allow for community
and Council involvement and this should also be encouraged on smaller sites. Details of the strategy
should accompany planning applications and should include stewardship objectives and funding
arrangements.

2. Where the Council is involved in the stewardship or maintenance of a development a commuted
sum will be required.

3. The details of the strategy, including transfer arrangements, where applicable, will be secured through
a s106 Planning Obligation. Where community assets are proposed for transfer to the Council, the
agreement will require that the applicant / developer submit a management plan and maintenance
schedule for assessment against applicable rates.

Relevant Evidence and Supporting Guidance

Strategic Design Guide SPD
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